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4.10

Steam Generator Tube Rupture Event Tree Model

4.10.1

Event Description
This event group consists of the events in which one or more steam generator tube ruptures
occur, either as an initiating event (for example, tube rupture due to high cycle fatigue or
loose parts) or as a consequence of other initiating events (such as a main steam line break or
stuck-open main steam line safety valve).
The steam generator tube rupture is an event in which reactor coolant system inventory leaves
the reactor coolant system pressure boundary and can vent directly to the environment due to
loss of the primary coolant barrier between the reactor coolant system and the secondary
steam system. Since reactor coolant inventory is lost, this event is also a small LOCA. The
event evolution differs between the case of the tube rupture as an initiating event and that
resulting from other secondary side initiating events. In particular, only in the initiating event
case can the event be mitigated without need for reactor depressurization using the ADS.
In the case of a steam generator tube rupture as an initiating event, the reactor trip occurs, and
an SI signal is generated due to low pressurizer pressure, since CVS can not keep up with the
RCS leak (if it could, the plant would continue to operate at power). The main feedwater is
isolated and the SFW is automatically actuated. At this point, two consecutive paths of event
mitigation without full reactor depressurization are possible. In both situations, steam
generator overfilling is avoided and the heat is removed at relatively high pressure. If both of
these paths fail, then the event is mitigated by a small LOCA like plant response. Thus, one
can describe the event in three phases, as follows.
I.

The event is arrested by use of non-safety systems and operator actions, as in current
PWRs

II.

If phase I fails to arrest the event, then the feature of automatic logic to avoid faulted
steam generator overfilling is credited

Ill. If both phases fail to arrest the event, then the event progresses like a small LOCA, and
small LOCA plant response can avoid core damage
These three phases are described below. An event tree is constructed based on these three
phases.
I.

The first mitigation path for the tube rupture event without full reactor depressurization
is the normal procedure followed in current operating plants, which requires operator
action. This consists of the operator isolating the faulted steam generator and reducing
the reactor coolant system pressure to the secondary side pressure, while maintaining
reactor coolant system inventory.
The operator is required to identify and isolate the affected steam generator and to trip
the reactor (if not yet tripped). This requires terminating feedwater flow to the faulted
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steam generator. The operator is then required to decrease the reactor coolant system
pressure by performing the following actions:

"* Actuating the auxiliary pressurizer spray
"* Actuating startup feedwater to the intact steam generator
"

Manually opening the turbine bypass valves or power-operated relief valve for the
intact steam generator

"* Actuating the passive residual heat removal system, if not automatically actuated
Failure of startup feedwater or CVS results in continued loss of inventory, with
automatic reactor coolant system depressurization following core makeup tank actuation
and inventory depletion.
If the faulted steam generator is not isolated, the reactor coolant system pressure
decreases as the flow through the tube rupture depletes the primary coolant inventory.
II.

If the manual response fails, the automatic feature that protects against the steam
generator overfilling takes over. This feature consists of automatic isolation of flow from
the chemical and volume control system and the startup feedwater system, as well as
automatic actuation of the passive residual heat removal system. The passive residual
heat removal operation removes core decay heat, allowing depressurization of the
reactor below the setpoint of the steam generator power-operated relief valves.
Therefore, the leakage from the primary circuit is terminated, and no additional steam is
released from the reactor coolant system.
Analyses show that no overfilling occurs and no automatic depressurization is actuated
even if multiple tubes have ruptured in the steam generator.

III. In the case of a steam generator tube rupture event with the failure of both of the two
previously described mitigation possibilities, core damage can be avoided if the reactor
is automatically depressurized and if reactor vessel safety injection occurs from the
IRWST, core makeup tanks, and/or accumulators. This is equally true in all cases of tube
rupture resulting from other secondary side initiating events, and is independent of the
number of broken tubes. The necessary functions are the same as those for a small
LOCA. Therefore, except for the fact that in the tube rupture accident the containment is
bypassed, the structure of the small LOCA event tree is applicable for these tube rupture
cases. Sequences in which the two primary mitigation paths are failed transfer to event
tree SGTRC, which models a small LOCA type event.
Sequences with the core cooled but with steam generator overfilling are considered
successful. Doses due to mass released with the core intact are not expected to be
excessive when realistic assumptions are made.
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4.10.2

Event Tree Model and its Nodes
The steam generator tube rupture event tree is constructed in two pieces, which are labeled as
SGTR and SGTRC (SGTR continues). These two event trees are given in Figures 4B-9a and
4B1-9b in Attachment 4B. Event tree node descriptions are given below.
SGTR Event Tree (Figure 4B-9a)
SGTR - Steam Generator Tube Rupture Event Occurs
This node represents the occurrence of a SGTR initiating event.
RTRIP - Reactor Trip Occurs

This node is used to indicate that the reactor trip function has succeeded and the reactivity
control is achieved. The failure of this function is separately addressed in the ATWS
modeling (ATW-S category).
CVS - Chemical and Volume Control System
This event models the failure of the chemical and volume control system to provide makeup
water following a LOCA at a rate less than the capacity of the CVS makeup pumps. The
automatic actuation signals modeled are: low pressurizer water level relative to programmed
level. Although the CVS can provide makeup at a rate sufficient to prevent a reactor trip, it
cannot do so indefinitely without operator actions to align the spent fuel pool or to refill the
boric acid tank. The event trees take no credit for this action, so that it is assumed that even if
CVS is successful, a reactor trip will eventually occur.
SFW - Startup Feedwater
The startup feedwater system consists of two trains. Each train is capable of feeding both
steam generators. Secondary side cooling is provided by the startup feedwater system in
conjunction with the steam generator power-operated relief valves and/or safety valves that
vent to the atmosphere, or with the condenser via the turbine bypass valves. In the SGTR
event, credit is taken for cooling with SFW to only the intact steam generator. Note that if the
automatic steam generator overfill signal is generated, then SFW will be terminated to both
steam generators.
SGISO - Faulted Steam Generator Isolation
In terms of plant response and operating procedures, this operator action is expected to occur
in this event tree location. It has been combined with the automatic overfill protection
function and is placed later in the event tree to simplify the event tree picture. See description
following PRDEP.
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SGDEP - Depressurization of the Secondary Side
This node addresses the heat removal through the secondary side, preferably using the steam
dump to the condenser (in conjunction with the SFW). This event, combined with PRDEP for
depressurization of the RCS, is intended to terminate the steam generator tube leak and
terminate the event without automatic ADS actuation. Effective operation of startup
feedwater requires regulation of the steam dump valves or the steam generator power
operated relief valves.
PRDEP - Primary (RCS) Depressurization
To bring the reactor to a stable condition once the affected steam generator is isolated, the
operator must depressurize the reactor coolant system. The operator can use auxiliary
pressurizer spray if startup feedwater for the intact steam generator or passive residual heat
removal is available.
This event tree node represents the depressurization of the RCS by the operator. The operator
has two means to achieve depressurization; one of these means is sufficient for success.

"

Auxiliary pressurizer spray
If startup feedwater (to the intact steam generator) or passive residual heat removal is
operating, the reactor coolant system can be effectively depressurized using the auxiliary
pressurizer spray system. Failure of this function is the failure of the operator to activate
the systems or failure of the system to operate.

"

First Stage ADS
This function is the manual opening of the first stage of the automatic depressurization
system valves. This is a backup action, only to be used if the pressurizer spray option is
not available.

SGISO - Isolate Faulted SG
This event tree node addresses two functions: manual isolation of the faulted steam generator
(CEB) and/or automatic overfill protection (SGHL).
In the natural progression of the event, the steam generator isolation event tree node belongs
before the event tree nodes SGDEP and PRDEP. For the purpose of streamlining the event
tree picture, it has been combined with automatic overfill protection and placed in its present
location.
If RTRIP, CVS, SFW, SGDEP, and PRDEP nodes are successful, manual isolation of the
faulted steam generator is sufficient to successfully terminate the event. If only CVS, or
SFW, or SGDEP, or PRDEP fails, then both steam generator isolation and success of overfill
protection is postulated to be needed, together with CMT and PRHR success.
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Overfill Protection
If the operator actions and non-safety systems fail to terminate the event due to a failure, then
the faulted steam generator water level increases and the automatic steam generator overfill
protection signal is generated to stop the CVS and SFW systems. Following the signal,
automatic isolation of flow from the chemical and volume control system and the startup
feedwater system occurs. Successful overfilling protection, along with the successful
actuation of CMTs and PRHR, terminates the event. Failure of the function is the failure to
trip the chemical and volume control system or SFW.
Following the initiating event, the operator can manually mitigate the event by identifying
and isolating the affected steam generator. If the operator performs this action, no excessive
inventory is lost and no automatic reactor coolant system depressurization occurs.
If the faulted steam generator is isolated, then the event can be successfully terminated
(without reliance on full ADS depressurization) with CMT and PRHR functions, regardless
of the prior failures in non-safety systems.
In addition to the above functions, possibility of a stuck open secondary side valve on the
faulted steam generator loop is also addressed in this event tree node.
CMT - Reactor Coolant System Pumps Trip and Core Makeup
Core makeup tank injection requires that the reactor coolant pumps are tripped to reduce the
pressure in the reactor coolant system cold leg. If the pumps are operating, the reactor coolant
system pressure differences are insufficient to provide injection without cold leg voiding. The
core makeup tanks are designed to actuate on an S-signal, low-2 pressurizer level, or high hot
leg temperature with low steam generator level.
The reactor coolant pumps are automatically tripped on the CMT actuation signal. Failure of
this function is conservatively assumed to be the failure of any of the pumps to trip.
Following successful reactor coolant pump trip, the core makeup flow can be initiated.
Failure of this top event is the failure to actuate at least one core makeup tank, either
automatically or manually, or failure to trip the reactor coolant pumps.
PRHR - Passive Residual Heat Removal System
The passive residual heat removal system consists of a heat exchanger and inlet and outlet
lines connected to the reactor coolant system.
Operation of the passive residual heat removal system is initiated (valves opened) upon
receipt of any of the following signals: low steam generator level narrow range with low
startup feedwater flow to any steam generator, low steam generator level wide range, high hot
leg temperature, and also CMT or ADS actuation.
The passive residual heat removal actuation signal automatically opens the normally closed
valves in the line from the passive residual heat removal heat exchanger to the cold leg. The
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passive residual heat removal heat exchanger transfers heat from the reactor coolant system to
the water contained in the IRWST. This is accomplished by the natural circulation of reactor
coolant system fluid from the reactor coolant system hot leg to the reactor coolant system
cold legs. The water in the IRWST provides a large heat sink that acts to delay direct
steaming to the containment for about 2 hours. It provides sufficient water inventory for
passive residual heat removal cooling for 72 hours.
Failure of this function is the failure of the passive residual heat removal system to remove
decay heat from the reactor coolant system.
CHR - Containment Cooling is Established
The removal of thermal energy from the containment atmosphere to the environment via the
steel containment vessel is necessary following events that cause a significant increase in
containment pressure and temperature such as a LOCA and main steam line break accident
inside containment. If the RECIRC is successful, one-of-three possible paths of water supply
lines will be activated in response to a high-2 containment pressure signal or a high
containment temperature signal.
If normal RHR, CCS, and SWS are available, decay heat removal from the containment by
the CCS heat exchangers is also credited.
SGTRC Event Tree (Figure 4B-9b)
SGTRC - SGTR Event Continues
This event tree node is a formal node to indicate the transfer from phases I and H (as
described above) to phase III (small LOCA like plant response to the event). All sequences
that lead to phase III are collected in the end state named SGTRCONT (SGTR continues) and
become the entry point for phase III response. Note that some safety systems (such as CMT
and PRHR) are repeated in the phase HI response; this is acceptable since the Boolean logic
will recognize if any of these systems have already failed in the previous phase(s).
CMT - Reactor Coolant System Pumps Trip and Core Makeup
Core makeup tank injection requires that the reactor coolant pumps are tripped to reduce the
pressure in the reactor coolant system cold leg. If the pumps are operating, the reactor coolant
system pressure differences are insufficient to provide injection without cold leg voiding. The
core makeup tanks will actuate on an S-signal, low-2 pressurizer level, or high hot leg
temperature with low steam generator level.
The pumps are automatically tripped on the CMT actuation signal. Failure of this function is
conservatively assumed to be the failure of any of the pumps to trip. Following successful
reactor coolant pump trip, the core makeup flow can be initiated.
Failure of this top event is the failure to actuate at least one core makeup tank, either
automatically or manually, or failure to trip the reactor coolant pumps.
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PRHR - Passive Residual Heat Removal System
The passive residual heat removal system consists of a heat exchanger and inlet and outlet
lines connected to the reactor coolant system.
Operation of the passive residual heat removal system is initiated (valves opened) upon
receipt of any of the following signals: low steam generator level narrow range with low
startup feedwater flow to any steam generator, low steam generator level wide range, high hot
leg temperature, and also CMT or ADS actuation.
The passive residual heat removal actuation signal automatically opens the normally closed
valves in the line from the passive residual heat removal heat exchanger to the cold leg. The
passive residual heat removal heat exchanger transfers heat from the reactor coolant system to
the water contained in the IRWST. This is accomplished by the natural circulation of reactor
coolant system fluid from the reactor coolant system hot leg to the reactor coolant system
cold legs. The water in the IRWST provides a large heat sink that acts to delay direct
steaming to the containment for about 2 hours. It provides sufficient water inventory for
passive residual heat removal cooling for 72 hours.
Failure of this function is the failure of the passive residual heat removal system to remove
decay heat from the reactor coolant system.
ADS-F - Full Reactor Coolant System Depressurization
When the reactor cannot be cooled at high pressure, the depressurization system should be
actuated to permit injection by either normal RHR or by gravity.
Full reactor coolant system depressurization is the reduction of the system pressure to a value
such that gravity injection can be initiated. The success criteria for full depressurization for
small LOCA events are discussed in Chapter 6. ADS actuation can be obtained either
manually by the operator or automatically on core makeup tank low water level.
Failure of this function is the failure to actuate the minimum configuration of valves required
for full reactor depressurization.
ADS-P - Partial Depressurization
Partial depressurization is defined as the reduction of the reactor coolant system pressure to a
value so that injection into the reactor coolant system can be achieved with the normal
residual heat removal pumps, but not by gravity. The success criteria for partial
depressurization for this event is discussed in Chapter 6.
ACC - Accumulators
Actuation of the accumulators is a diverse means for providing cooling water injection into
the reactor coolant system. The driving force for injection is pressurized nitrogen in the
accumulators. The water contained in the two accumulators enters the reactor pressure vessel
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through the safety injection lines whenever the reactor coolant system pressure goes below
the nitrogen pressure of 700 psig.
Failure of this function is the failure of both accumulators to inject water into the reactor
pressure vessel, given successful depressurization to below the accumulator nitrogen
pressure.
NRHR - Normal Residual Heat Removal in Injection Mode
The normal residual heat removal system is configured to take suction from the cask loading
pit or the IRWST and discharge to the safety injection line.
The normal residual heat removal system, aligned in this mode with one out of two pumps
operating, can also accomplish long-term core cooling if the recirculation function is
successful. The recirculation function success is necessary to allow core cooling after the
IRWST water is depleted and the reactor cavity is flooded. This is obtained by opening one of
the two recirculation lines, from which the operating normal residual heat removal takes
suction.
Failure of this function is the failure to actuate at least one out of the two normal residual heat
removal pumps after the RCS depressurizes or failure of the system to operate for the PRA's
mission time. Failure is also assumed if the recirculation function fails.
IRWST - Gravity Injection
After full depressurization of the reactor coolant system and either core makeup tank or
accumulator injection, gravity injection can be established. This is achieved by permitting the
water from the IRWST to flow through one of the two gravity injection lines into the safety
injection lines. A drop in the CMT level automatically actuates the IRWST injection.
Failure of this function is the failure of both gravity injection lines to open.
CIS - Containment Isolation Occurs
Containment isolation is modeled to distinguish the success criteria for the recirculation event
tree node with or without CIS. A more stringent success criteria for recirculation exists if the
containment isolation is not established.
RECIRC - Water Recirculation to RPV from the Sump Occurs
The recirculation of water from the containment sump to the reactor pressure vessel is
necessary for long-term core cooling. If the CIS is successful, one-of-four lines to the two
recirculation paths is sufficient for success. If the CIS is not successful, a more stringent
success criteria of two-of-four lines to the recirculation paths are required.
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CHR - Containment Cooling is Established
The removal of thermal energy from the containment atmosphere to the environment via the
steel containment vessel is necessary following events that cause a significant increase in
containment pressure and temperature such as a LOCA and main steam line break accident
inside containment. If the RECIRC is successful, one-of-three possible paths of water supply
lines will be activated in response to a high-2 containment pressure signal or a high
containment temperature signal.
If normal RHR, CCS, and SWS are available, decay heat removal from the containment by
the CCS heat exchangers is also credited.
4.10.3

Event Tree Success Criteria and Core Damage Categories
Event tree success criteria and core damage category assignments are summarized in
Table 4-9 and are also shown in the event tree in Figures 4B-9a and 4B-9b in Attachment 4B.

4.10.4

Operator Actions
Operator actions are needed for the following functions:
PRDEP
SGISO
NRHR
ADS-F

Operator actuates pressurizer spray or ADS first stage manually
Operator isolates the faulted steam generator
manual actuation only
manual actuation only if CMT fails

The core damage sequences with NRHR and ADS failure (following CMT failure) contain
failure of two operator actions in series. These actions may also follow the failure of previous
operator actions in sequences where PRDEP and SGISO failed.
Credit is taken for manual actuation of the following functions, only if automatic actuation
fails:

"* CMT
"* ADS-F
"* RECIRC
The failure of PRDEP node implies failure of two series operator actions (in almost all
sequences) associated with CfIB and ADF, leading to SGTRCONT.
4.10.5

Transfers and Consequential Events
The RTRIP node is placed in the event tree to designate that reactor trip is successful in this
model; the failure of reactor trip is modeled in the ATW-S event tree.
If the sequences of event tree nodes defined as phases I and II fail, the event is continued in
the SGTRC event tree. Note that all such sequences are collected in single end state
SGTRCONT, in a Boolean fashion.
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4.11

Reactor Vessel Rupture Event Tree Model

4.11.1

Event Description
This event includes events in which the RCS pressure boundary fails beyond the makeup
capacity of the safety systems. Moreover, this failure is postulated to occur below the top of
the core such that water can not be maintained in the reactor vessel. In this case, core damage
is postulated, and the reactor vessel is failed due to the definition of the event.

4.11.2

Event Tree Model and its Nodes
The reactor vessel rupture event tree is given in Figure 4B-10 in Attachment 4B. Event tree
node descriptions are given below.
RV-RP - Reactor Vessel Rupture

This event is the rupture of the reactor vessel, below the level of the top of the core.
VRUPT - Plant Response to Vessel Rupture
This node defines the plant response to the event. The event is postulated to lead to core
damage and vessel failure, regardless of the response of the safety systems.
4.11.3

Event Tree Success Criteria
This event is assumed to lead to core damage. There is no success path. (See Table 4-10.)

4.11.4

Operator Actions
There are no operator actions in this event tree.

4.11.5

Transfers and Consequential Events
There are no transfers or consequential events in this event tree.

4.11.6

Core Damage Categories
The event is assigned the core damage category 3C.

4.12

Interfacing System LOCA Event Tree Model

4.12.1

Event Description
This event is defined as the loss of primary coolant water outside the containment through the
low-pressure systems that interface with the RCS due to failures of the high/low pressure
boundaries. The interfacing systems LOCA event is conservatively assumed to lead to early
core damage without any possibility of event mitigation. This event is assumed to not be
mitigable, and the event tree leads directly to core damage.
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4.12.2

Event Tree Model and its Nodes
The interfacing systems LOCA event tree is given in Figure 4B- 11 in Attachment 4B.
ISLOC - Interfacing Systems LOCA

This node represents the occurrence of an interfacing system LOCA event.
ISL - Plant Response to Interfacing Systems LOCA Event
This event is assumed to lead to core damage, regardless of the plant response. Also, the
containment is bypassed due to the nature of the event.
4.12.3

Event Tree Success Criteria
This event is assumed to lead to core damage. There is no success path. (See Table 4-11.)

4.12.4

Operator Actions
There are no operator actions in this event tree.

4.12.5

Transfers and Consequential Events
There are no transfers or consequential events in this event tree.

4.12.6

Core Damage Categories
The event is assigned the core damage category 6E.

4.13

Transients With MFW Event Tree Model

4.13.1

Event Description
This category includes common transients, such as turbine trip and spurious reactor trip,
where the secondary heat removal through the main feedwater (MFW) system is available at
the time of the reactor trip.
Immediately following a turbine trip, a reactor trip signal is generated and the control rods are
inserted. The case of failure of the control rods to insert is modeled in the anticipated
transient without scram event trees. In the case of a spurious reactor trip, the scram signal is
directly generated by the spurious signal that is the initiating event.
For transient events with secondary side feedwater systems available the removal of decay
heat through the secondary side by the main or startup feedwater systems is possible. If the
main and startup feedwater system should fail, heat removal may be accomplished through
the primary side using the passive safety features.
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Secondary Side Operation After a Reactor Trip
Following a reactor trip, the steam bypass valves automatically open to use the main
condenser as a heat sink. If the valves and the condensate system are available, main
feedwater can be used to remove decay heat. If the steam bypass valves or the condenser are
not available, steam dump to the atmosphere would be required. This steam dump is
accomplished by opening the main steam line power-operated relief valve and/or safety
valves. The failure to reclose these safety valves is addressed in the event tree.
If the main feedwater system is not available, the startup feedwater system is automatically
actuated on low main feedwater flow or low steam generator level (narrow range) in either
steam generator. A failure or trip of the main feedwater system is assumed to be
unrecoverable.
Startup feedwater can be used to remove reactor decay heat by operating with the resulting
steam discharged to the atmosphere through the main steam line power-operated relief and
safety valves. Operation of the startup feedwater in this mode is considered sequence success
because the inventory of the condensate storage tank is available to the startup feedwater
pumps.
Failure to reclose the power-operated relief valve or safety valves in this event causes cooling
and shrinking of the primary coolant and, consequentially, a trip of startup feedwater on a
reactor coolant system low-2Tcold signal. Therefore, this event is routed to the main steam line
safety valve stuck-open event.
Passive Residual Heat Removal Operation
The passive residual heat removal heat exchanger functions as an alternative to decay heat
removal by the secondary system. This heat exchanger is capable of removing decay heat
directly from the reactor coolant system and transferring it to the IRWST water. Flow through
the heat exchanger is initiated by a low steam generator water level wide-range signal or
coincident low startup feedwater flow and low steam generator water level narrow-range
signals. The IRWST water is heated to saturation in approximately 2 hours following
actuation.
Continued passive residual heat removal heat exchanger operation produces steaming from
the IRWST into containment. Steam is condensed on the steel containment vessel and
returned to the IRWST if the drain valve to the containment sump is closed. However, the
IRWST water inventory is sufficient for continuous passive residual heat removal operation
for more than 72 hours without any water replenishment. After this 72-hour time period,
makeup to the IRWST can be provided from the demineralized water system.
The pressurizer safety valves may be required to open as a consequence of loss of the passive
residual heat removal system. Failure of these valves to reclose is addressed and routed to the
intermediate LOCA event tree.
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Reactor Coolant System Depressurization
Reactor coolant system depressurization can be achieved either automatically or manually.
The first, second, and third stage automatic depressurization valves are actuated when the
core makeup tank level reaches the low-1 level setpoint. Manual depressurization is
performed by the operator if a low steam generator level has occurred and the reactor coolant
system hot leg temperature is increasing or the hot leg water level is low.
The low-pressure core cooling function is successful if either core makeup tank or
accumulator water and IRWST water is injected into the reactor coolant system. IRWST
water is delivered to the reactor coolant system by either normal RHR or gravity injection.
Core makeup tank injection is achieved when the reactor coolant system pumps are tripped
and the core makeup tank discharge valves are opened. Water injection from the core makeup
tanks into the reactor coolant system results from the differential head between the cold water
in the core makeup tank and the hot water in the corresponding cold leg.
Plant procedures instruct the operator to initiate operation of the normal residual heat removal
system as soon as the automatic depressurization system is actuated. Upon actuation of the
automatic depressurization system, timely actuation of both normal residual heat removal
pumps prevents the core makeup tank level from reaching the low-2 water level setpoint and
the resulting opening of fourth-stage automatic depressurization valves. In this mode, the
normal residual heat removal system injects water from the cask loading pit or the IRWST
into the reactor coolant system. This limits flooding of containment to below the reactor
vessel, reducing the plant unavailability.
If only one normal residual heat removal pump is available (success criterion for core
cooling), the core makeup tank level drops below the low-2 setpoint and the fourth stage of
ADS opens, resulting in containment flooding. In this case, in the long term, the IRWST
empties and recirculation to the reactor coolant system from the containment sumps is
initiated. To establish recirculation, at least one of two recirculation lines that feeds the
operating pump must open, either automatically or manually. The normal residual heat
removal pump can then pump water from the sump into the reactor coolant system.
If the normal residual heat removal system pumps are not operating, core cooling is provided
by the injection of IRWST water via the gravity injection lines. In this case, a large quantity
of steam is released to the containment atmosphere. The IRWST water volume is not
sufficient for continuous injection for 24 hours. Passive containment cooling system
operation condenses the steam inside the containment. This water is returned to the IRWST
or containment sump for recirculation to the reactor pressure vessel.
Heat transfer to the natural draft airflow around the containment is sufficient to maintain the
containment pressure well below the containment failure pressure.
4.13.2

Event Tree Model and its Nodes
The transients with MFW event tree is given in Figure 4B-12 in Attachment 4B. Event tree
node descriptions are given below.
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TRANS - Transients with MFW Event Occurs
This node represents the occurrence of a transient with MFW initiating event.
RTRIP - Reactor Trip Occurs
This node is used to indicate that the reactor trip function has succeeded and the reactivity
control is achieved. The failure of this function is separately modeled in the ATWS modeling
(ATW-T category).
MFW - Main Feedwater and Condensate
Successful core cooling can be achieved with the availability of one feedwater pump and one
condensate pump, given the availability of the condenser. Failure of this function occurs with
the failure of both main or booster feedwater pumps, or both condensate pumps to provide
adequate flow. The condensate pumps are needed to maintain the deaerator tank volume, and
to avoid booster feedwater pump cavitation during the transient.
SLSOV - No Stuck-Open Main Steam Line Safety Valves
Following the loss of secondary heat sink, the main steam line safety valves and power
operated relief valves are required both to open and to close. Failure to open is not modeled
because of the number of safety valves provided. The power-operated relief valve and one or
two safety valves, depending upon the event, are sufficient for successful overpressure
control for each line. The power-operated relief valve recloses automatically on a steam line
low-pressure signal, with a block valve provided as backup on the same line. Failure of the
function is the failure of the open safety valves, or the open power-operated relief valves and
open block valves, to reclose. The event, in this case, is routed to the event tree that models
the main steam line safety valve stuck open.
Currently, no credit is taken for turbine bypass operation to prevent PORV/safety valves in
these transient events.
SFW - Startup Feedwater
The startup feedwater system consists of two trains. Each train is capable of feeding both
steam generators. Secondary side cooling is provided by the startup feedwater system in
conjunction with the steam generator power-operated relief valves and/or safety valves that
vent to the atmosphere, or with the condenser via the bypass valves.
PRHR - Passive Residual Heat Removal System
The passive residual heat removal system consists of a heat exchanger and inlet and outlet
lines connected to the reactor coolant system.
Operation of the passive residual heat removal system is initiated (valves opened) upon
receipt of any of the following signals: low steam generator level narrow range with low
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startup feedwater flow to any steam generator, low steam generator level wide range, high hot
leg temperature, and also CMT or ADS actuation.
The passive residual heat removal system actuation signal automatically opens the normally
closed valves in the line from the passive residual heat removal heat exchanger to the cold
leg. The passive residual heat removal heat exchanger transfers heat from the reactor coolant
system to the water contained in the IRWST. This is accomplished by the natural circulation
of reactor coolant system fluid from the reactor coolant system hot leg to the reactor coolant
system cold legs. The water in the IRWST provides a large heat sink that acts to delay direct
steaming to the containment for about 2 hours. It provides sufficient water inventory for
passive residual heat removal cooling for 72 hours.
Failure of this function is the failure of the passive residual heat removal system to remove
decay heat from the reactor coolant system.
PRSOV - No Stuck-Open Pressurizer Safety Valves
Following the initiating event and/or the loss of feedwater, the pressurizer safety valves may
open to limit the reactor coolant system pressure.
Failure of this function is the failure of either safety valve to reclose, given successful
opening. The stuck-open safety valve event is routed to the intermediate LOCA event tree.
CMT - Reactor Coolant System Pumps Trip and Core Makeup Tanks Inject
Core makeup tank injection requires that the reactor coolant pumps are tripped to reduce the
pressure in the reactor coolant system cold leg. If the pumps are operating, the reactor coolant
system pressure differences are insufficient to provide injection without cold leg voiding. The
core makeup tanks will actuate on an S-signal, low-2 pressurizer level, or high hot leg
temperature with low steam generator level.
The pumps are automatically tripped on the CMT actuation signal. Failure of this function is
conservatively assumed to be the failure of any of the pumps to trip. Following successful
reactor coolant pump trip, the core makeup flow can be initiated.
Failure of this top event is the failure to actuate at least one core makeup tank, either
automatically or manually, or failure to trip the reactor coolant pumps as described above.
ADS-F - Full Reactor Coolant System Depressurization
When the reactor cannot be cooled at high pressure, the depressurization system should be
actuated to permit injection by gravity.
Full reactor coolant system depressurization is the reduction of the system pressure to a value
such that either normal residual heat removal injection or gravity injection can be initiated.
The success criteria for full depressurization are discussed in Chapter 6. ADS actuation can
be obtained either manually by the operator or automatically on core makeup tank low water
level.
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Failure of this function is the failure to actuate the minimum configuration of valves required
for full reactor depressurization.
ADS-P - Partial Depressurization
Partial depressurization is defined as the reduction of the reactor coolant system pressure to a
value so that injection into the reactor coolant system can be achieved with the normal
residual heat removal pumps, but not by gravity. The success criteria for partial
depressurization for this event is discussed in Chapter 6.
ACC - Accumulators
Actuation of the accumulators is a diverse means for providing cooling water injection into
the reactor coolant system. The driving force for injection is pressurized nitrogen in the
accumulators. The water contained in the two accumulators enters the reactor pressure vessel
through the safety injection lines whenever the reactor coolant system pressure goes below
the nitrogen pressure of 700 psig.
Failure of this function is the failure of both accumulators to inject water into the reactor
pressure vessel, given successful depressurization to below the accumulator nitrogen
pressure.
NRHR - Normal Residual Heat Removal in Injection Mode
The normal residual heat removal system is configured to take suction from the cask loading
pit or the IRWST and discharge to the safety injection line.
The normal residual heat removal system, aligned in this mode with one out of two pumps
operating, can also accomplish long-term core cooling if the recirculation function is
successful. The recirculation function success is necessary to allow core cooling after the
IRWST water is depleted and the reactor cavity is flooded. This is obtained by opening one of
the two recirculation lines, from which the operating normal residual heat removal takes
suction.
Failure of this function is the failure to actuate at least one out of the two normal residual heat
removal pumps after the RCS depressurizes or failure of the system to operate for the PRA's
mission time. Failure is also assumed if the recirculation function fails.
IRWST - Gravity Injection
After full depressurization of the reactor coolant system and either core makeup tank or
accumulator injection, gravity injection can be established. This is achieved by permitting the
water from the IRWST to flow through one of the two gravity injection lines into the safety
injection lines. A drop in the CMT level automatically actuates the IRWST injection.
Failure of this function is the failure of both gravity injection lines to open.
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CIS - Containment Isolation Occurs
Containment isolation is modeled to distinguish the success criteria for the recirculation event
tree node with or without CIS. A more stringent success criterion for recirculation exists if
the containment isolation is not established.
RECIRC - Water Recirculation to RPV from the Sump Occurs
The recirculation of water from the containment sump to the reactor pressure vessel is
necessary for long-term core cooling. If the CIS is successful, one-of-four lines to the two
recirculation paths is sufficient for success. If the CIS is not successful, a more stringent
success criteria of two-of-four lines to the recirculation paths are required.
CHR - Containment Cooling is Established
The removal of thermal energy from the containment atmosphere to the environment via the
steel containment vessel is necessary following events that cause a significant increase in
containment pressure and temperature such as a LOCA and main steam line break accident
inside containment. If the RECIRC is successful, one-of-three possible paths of water supply
lines will be activated in response to a high-2 containment pressure signal or a high
containment temperature signal.
If normal RHR, CCS, and SWS are available, decay heat removal from the containment by
the CCS heat exchangers is also credited.
4.13.3

Event Tree Success Criteria and Core Damage Categories
Event tree success criteria and core damage category assignments are summarized in
Table 4-12 and are also shown in the event tree in Figure 4B-12 in Attachment 4B.

4.13.4

Operator Actions
Operator actions are needed for the following functions:
NRHR
ADS-F

manual actuation only
manual actuation only if CMT fails

The core damage sequences containing failure of ADS-F and NRHR (following CMT failure)
contain two operator actions in series.
Credit is taken for manual actuation of the following functions, only if automatic actuation
fails:

"*
"*
"*
"*

SFW
CMT
ADS-F/ADS-P
RECIRC
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Transfers and Consequential Events
The RTRIP node is placed in the event tree to designate that reactor trip is successful in this
model; the failure of reactor trip is modeled in the ATW-T event tree.
If the MFW system fails, the possibility of a stuck-open secondary side safety valve is
addressed by transferring to the SLB-V event tree.
If PRHR fails, the possibility of a stuck-open pressurizer safety valve is addressed by
transferring to the MLOCA event tree.

4.14

Transients With Loss of RCS Flow Event Tree Model

4.14.1

Event Description
This initiating event group (LRCS) includes all the events in which forced flow in the reactor
coolant system is lost. The event behaves as a turbine or spurious reactor trip if the reactor
trip function is successful. The only difference is that the event tree top events reflect the fact
that reactor coolant pump trip is not necessary because of the initiating event definition. The
main consequence of this event is that the core makeup tanks can inject water into the reactor
coolant system, if necessary, as soon as the actuation signal is generated.
The other functions required to mitigate the events included in this group are essentially the
same as those following the transients with MFW event. Therefore, the same event tree
structure used for TRANS is used for LRCS event tree modeling.

4.14.2

Event Tree Model and its Nodes
The transients with loss of RCS Flow event tree is given in Figure 4B-13 in Attachment 4B.
Event tree node descriptions are given below.
LRCS - Transients with Loss of RCS Flow Event Occurs
This node represents the occurrence of a transient with a loss of RCS flow initiating event.
RTRIP - Reactor Trip Occurs
This node is used to indicate that the reactor trip function has succeeded and the reactivity
control is achieved. The failure of this function is separately modeled in the ATWS modeling
(ATW-T category).
MFW - Main Feedwater and Condensate
Successful core cooling can be achieved with the availability of one feedwater pump and one
condensate pump, given the availability of the condenser. Failure of this function occurs with
the failure of both main or booster feedwater pumps, or both condensate pumps to provide
adequate flow. The condensate pumps are needed to maintain the deaerator tank volume, and
to avoid booster feedwater pump cavitation during the transient.
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SLSOV - No Stuck-Open Main Steam Line Safety Valves
Following the loss of secondary heat sink, the main steam line safety valves and power
operated relief valves are required both to open and to close. Failure to open is not modeled
because of the number of safety valves provided. The power-operated relief valve and one or
two safety valves, depending upon the event, are sufficient for successful overpressure
control for each line. The power-operated relief valve recloses automatically on a steam line
low-pressure signal, with a block valve provided as backup on the same line. Failure of the
function is the failure of the open safety valves, or the open power-operated relief valves and
open block valves, to reclose. The event, in this case, is routed to the event tree that models
the main steam line safety valve stuck open.
SFW - Startup Feedwater

The startup feedwater system consists of two trains. Each train is capable of feeding both
steam generators. Secondary side cooling is provided by the startup feedwater system in
conjunction with the steam generator power-operated relief valves and/or safety valves that
vent to the atmosphere, or with the condenser via the bypass valves.
PRHR - Passive Residual Heat Removal System
The passive residual heat removal system consists of a heat exchanger and inlet and outlet
lines connected to the reactor coolant system.
Operation of the passive residual heat removal system is initiated (valves opened) upon
receipt of any of the following signals: low steam generator level narrow range with low
startup feedwater flow to any steam generator, low steam generator level wide range, high hot
leg temperature, and also CMT or ADS actuation.
The passive residual heat removal actuation signal automatically opens the normally closed
valves in the line from the passive residual heat removal heat exchanger to the cold leg. The
passive residual heat removal heat exchanger transfers heat from the reactor coolant system to
the water contained in the IRWST. This is accomplished by the natural circulation of reactor
coolant system fluid from the reactor coolant system hot leg to the reactor coolant system
cold legs. The water in the IRWST provides a large heat sink that acts to delay direct
steaming to the containment for about 2 hours. It provides sufficient water inventory for
passive residual heat removal cooling for 72 hours.
Failure of this function is the failure of the passive residual heat removal system to remove
decay heat from the reactor coolant system.
PRSOV - No Stuck-Open Pressurizer Safety Valves
Following the initiating event and/or the loss of feedwater, the pressurizer safety valves may
open to limit the reactor coolant system pressure.
Failure of this function is the failure of either safety valve to reclose, given successful
opening. The stuck-open safety valve event is routed to the intermediate LOCA event tree.
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CMT - Core Makeup Tanks
Core makeup tank injection requires that the reactor coolant pumps are tripped to reduce the
pressure in the reactor coolant system cold leg. RCP trip has already occurred due to the
nature of the initiating event. The core makeup tanks will actuate on an S-signal, low-2
pressurizer level, or high hot leg temperature with low steam generator level.
Failure of this top event is the failure to actuate at least one core makeup tank, either
automatically or manually.
ADS-F - Full Reactor Coolant System Depressurization
When the reactor cannot be cooled at high pressure, the depressurization system should be
actuated to permit injection by either normal RHR or gravity.
Full reactor coolant system depressurization is the reduction of the system pressure to a value
such that gravity injection can be initiated. The success criteria for full depressurization are
discussed in Chapter 6. ADS actuation can be obtained either manually by the operator or
automatically on core makeup tank low water level.
Failure of this function is the failure to actuate the minimum configuration of valves required
for full reactor depressurization.
ADS-P - Partial Depressurization
Partial depressurization is defined as the reduction of the reactor coolant system pressure to a
value so that injection into the reactor coolant system can be achieved with the normal
residual heat removal pumps, but not by gravity. The success criteria for partial
depressurization for this event is discussed in Chapter 6.
ACC - Accumulators
Actuation of the accumulators is a diverse means for providing cooling water injection into
the reactor coolant system. The driving force for injection is pressurized nitrogen in the
accumulators. The water contained in the two accumulators enters the reactor pressure vessel
through the safety injection lines whenever the reactor coolant system pressure goes below
the nitrogen pressure of 700 psig.
Failure of this function is the failure of both accumulators to inject water into the reactor
pressure vessel, given successful depressurization to below the accumulator nitrogen
pressure.
NRHR - Normal Residual Heat Removal in Injection Mode
The normal RHR system is configured to take suction from the cask loading pit or the
IRWST and discharge to the safety injection line.
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The normal residual heat removal system, aligned in this mode with one out of two pumps
operating, can also accomplish long-term core cooling if the recirculation function is
successful. The recirculation function success is necessary to allow core cooling after the
IRWST water is depleted and the reactor cavity is flooded. This is obtained by opening one of
the two recirculation lines, from which the operating normal residual heat removal takes
suction.
Failure of this function is the failure to actuate at least one out of the two normal residual heat
removal pumps after the RCS depressurizes or failure of the system to operate for the PRA's
mission time. Failure is also assumed if the recirculation function fails.
IRWST - Gravity Injection
After full depressurization of the reactor coolant system and either core makeup tank or
accumulator injection, gravity injection can be established. This is achieved by permitting the
water from the IRWST to flow through one of the two gravity injection lines into the safety
injection lines. Dropping of the CMT level automatically actuates the IRWST injection.
Failure of this function is the failure of both gravity injection lines to open.
CIS - Containment Isolation Occurs
Containment isolation is modeled to distinguish the success criteria for the recirculation event
"treenode with or without CIS. A more stringent success criterion for recirculation exists if
the containment isolation is not established.
RECIRC - Water Recirculation to RPV from the Sump Occurs
The recirculation of water from the containment sump to the reactor pressure vessel is
necessary for long-term core cooling. If the CIS is successful, one-of-four lines to the two
recirculation paths is sufficient for success. If the CIS is not successful, a more stringent
success criteria of two-of-four lines to the recirculation paths are required.
CHR - Containment Cooling is Established
The removal of thermal energy from the containment atmosphere to the environment via the
steel containment vessel is necessary following events that cause a significant increase in
containment pressure and temperature such as a LOCA and main steam line break accident
inside containment. If the RECIRC is successful, one-of-three possible paths of water supply
lines will be activated in response to a high-2 containment pressure signal or a high
containment temperature signal.
If normal RHR, CCS, and SWS are available, decay heat removal from the containment by
the CCS heat exchangers is also credited. -
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4.14.3

Event Tree Success Criteria and Core Damage Categories
Event tree success criteria and core damage category assignments are summarized in
Table 4-13 and are also shown in the event tree in Figure 4B-13 in Attachment 4B.

4.14.4

Operator Actions
Operator actions are needed for the following functions:
NRHR
ADS-F

manual actuation only
manual actuation only if CMT fails

The core damage sequences containing failure of ADS-F and NRHR (following CMT failure)
contain two operator actions in series.
Credit is taken for manual actuation of the following functions, only if automatic actuation
fails:

"*
"*
"•
"*
4.14.5

SFW
CMT
ADS-F/ADS-P
RECIRC

Transfers and Consequential Events
The RTRIP node is placed in the event tree to designate that reactor trip is successful in this
model; the failure of reactor trip is modeled in the ATW-T event tree.
If the MFW system fails, the possibility of a stuck-open secondary side safety valve is
addressed by transferring to the SLB-V event tree.
If PRHR fails, the possibility of a stuck-open pressurizer safety valve is addressed by
transferring to the MLOCA event tree.

4.15

Transients With Loss of MFW to One Steam Generator Event Tree Model

4.15.1

Event Description
This initiating event category (LMFWI) includes all the events that cause a loss of feedwater
flow to one steam generator. The event behaves as a turbine or spurious reactor trip if the
reactor trip function is successful but with degraded secondary side heat removal capability.
The main feedwater top event is modeled as the capability to supply main feedwater to one
steam generator. The other functions required to mitigate the event are essentially the same as
the turbine trip event with the exception of the SLSOV top event (no stuck-open main steam
line valve). Because this group includes some events that could pressurize the secondary side
before the reactor trip occurs, it is assumed that at least four out of six safety valves and the
power-operated relief valve on each main steam line must open to prevent main steam line
failure. The failure-to-reclose probability is then greater than that following a turbine trip.
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The other functions required to mitigate the events included in this group are essentially the
same as those following the transients with an MFW event. Therefore, the same event tree
structure used for TRANS is used for LRCS event tree modeling.
4.15.2

Event Tree Model and its Nodes
The transients with loss of MFW to one steam generator event tree is given in Figure 4B-14
in Attachment 4B. Event tree node descriptions are given below.
LMFW1 - Transients with Loss of MFW to One Steam Generator Event Occurs
This node represents the occurrence of a Transient with loss of MFW to one steam generator
initiating event.
RTRIP - Reactor Trip Occurs
This node is used to indicate that the reactor trip function has succeeded and the reactivity
control is achieved. The failure of this function is separately modeled in the ATWS modeling
(ATW-T category).
MFW - Main Feedwater and Condensate
Successful core cooling can be achieved with the availability of flow to the unaffected steam
generator from one feedwater pump and one condensate pump, given the availability of the
condenser. Failure of this function occurs with the failure of both main or booster feedwater
pumps, or both condensate pumps to provide adequate flow. The condensate pumps are
needed to maintain the deaerator tank volume, and to avoid booster feedwater pump
cavitation during the transient.
SLSOV - No Stuck-Open Main Steam Line Safety Valves
Following the loss of secondary heat sink, the main steam line safety valves and power
operated relief valves are required both to open and to close. Failure to open is not modeled
because of the number of safety valves provided. The power-operated relief valve and one or
two safety valves, depending upon the event, are sufficient for successful overpressure
control for each line. The power-operated relief valve recloses automatically on a steam line
low-pressure signal, with a block valve provided as backup on the same line. Failure of the
function is the failure of the open safety valves, or the open power-operated relief valves and
open block valves, to reclose. The event, in this case, is routed to the event tree that models
the main steam line safety valve stuck open.
SFW - Startup Feedwater
The startup feedwater system consists of two trains. Each train is capable of feeding both
steam generators. Secondary side cooling is provided by the startup feedwater system in
conjunction with the steam generator power-operated relief valves and/or safety valves that
vent to the atmosphere, or with the condenser via the bypass valves.
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PRHR - Passive Residual Heat Removal System
The passive residual heat removal system consists of a heat exchanger and inlet and outlet
lines connected to the reactor coolant system.
Operation of the passive residual heat removal system is initiated (valves opened) upon
receipt of any of the following signals: low steam generator level narrow range with low
startup feedwater flow to any steam generator, low steam generator level wide range, high hot
leg temperature, and also CMT or ADS actuation.
The passive residual heat removal actuation signal automatically opens the normally closed
valves in the line from the passive residual heat removal heat exchanger to the cold leg. The
passive residual heat removal heat exchanger transfers heat from the reactor coolant system to
the water contained in the IRWST. This is accomplished by the natural circulation of reactor
coolant system fluid from the reactor coolant system hot leg to the reactor coolant system
cold legs. The water in the 1RWST provides a large heat sink that acts to delay direct
steaming to the containment for about 2 hours. It provides sufficient water inventory for
passive residual heat removal cooling for 72 hours.
Failure of this function is the failure of the passive residual heat removal system to remove
decay heat from the reactor coolant system.
PRSOV - No Stuck-Open Pressurizer Safety Valves
Following the initiating event and/or the loss of feedwater, the pressurizer safety valves may
open to limit the reactor coolant system pressure.
Failure of this function is the failure of either safety valve to reclose, given successful
opening. The stuck-open safety valve event is routed to the intermediate LOCA event tree.
CMT - Core Makeup Tanks and Reactor Coolant Pump Trip
Core makeup tank injection requires that the reactor coolant pumps are tripped to reduce the
pressure in the reactor coolant system cold leg. If the pumps are operating, the reactor coolant
system pressure differences are insufficient to provide injection without cold leg voiding. The
core makeup tanks will actuate on an S-signal, low-2 pressurizer level, or high hot leg
temperature with low steam generator level.
The pumps are automatically tripped on the CMT actuation signal. Failure of this function is
conservatively assumed to be the failure of any of the pumps to trip. Following successful
reactor coolant pump trip, the core makeup flow can be initiated.
Failure of this top event is the failure to actuate at least one core makeup tank, either
automatically or manually, or failure to trip the reactor coolant pumps as described above.
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ADS-F - Full Reactor Coolant System Depressurization
When the reactor cannot be cooled at high pressure, the depressurization system should be
actuated to permit injection by either normal RHR or gravity.
Full reactor coolant system depressurization is the reduction of the system pressure to a value
such that gravity injection can be initiated. The success criteria for full depressurization are
discussed in Chapter 6. ADS actuation can be obtained either manually by the operator or
automatically on core makeup tank low water level.
Failure of this function is the failure to actuate the minimum configuration of valves required
for full reactor depressurization.
ADS-P - Partial Depressurization
Partial depressurization is defined as the reduction of the reactor coolant system pressure to a
value so that injection into the reactor coolant system can be achieved with the normal
residual heat removal pumps, but not by gravity. The success criteria for partial
depressurization for this event is discussed in Chapter 6.
ACC - Accumulators
Actuation of the accumulators is a diverse means for providing cooling water injection into
the reactor coolant system. The driving force for injection is pressurized nitrogen in the
accumulators. The water contained in the two accumulators enters the reactor pressure vessel
through the safety injection lines whenever the reactor coolant system pressure goes below
the nitrogen pressure of 700 psig.
Failure of this function is the failure of both accumulators to inject water into the reactor
pressure vessel, given successful depressurization to below the accumulator nitrogen
pressure.
NRHR - Normal Residual Heat Removal in Injection Mode
The normal residual heat removal system is configured to take suction from the cask loading
pit or the IRWST and discharge to the safety injection line.
The normal residual heat removal system, aligned in this mode with one out of two pumps
operating, can also accomplish long-term core cooling if the recirculation function is
successful. The recirculation function success is necessary to allow core cooling after the
IRWST water is depleted and the reactor cavity is flooded. This is obtained by opening one of
the two recirculation lines, from which the operating normal residual heat removal takes
suction.
Failure of this function is the failure to actuate at least one out of the two normal residual heat
removal pumps after the RCS depressurizes or failure of the system to operate for the PRA's
mission time. Failure is also assumed if the recirculation function fails.
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IRWST - Gravity Injection
After full depressurization of the reactor coolant system and either core makeup tank or
accumulator injection, gravity injection can be established. This is achieved by permitting the
water from the IRWST to flow through one of the two gravity injection lines into the safety
injection lines. Dropping of the CMT level automatically actuates the IRWST injection.
Failure of this function is the failure of both gravity injection lines to open.
CIS - Containment Isolation Occurs
Containment isolation is modeled to distinguish the success criteria for the recirculation event
tree node with or without CIS. A more stringent success criteria for recirculation exists if the
containment isolation is not established.
RECIRC - Water Recirculation to RPV from the Sump Occurs
The recirculation of water from the containment sump to the reactor pressure vessel is
necessary for long-term core cooling. If the CIS is successful, one-of-four lines to the two
recirculation paths is sufficient for success. If the CIS is not successful, a more stringent
success criteria of two-of-four lines to the recirculation paths are required.
CHR - Containment Cooling is Established
The removal of thermal energy from the containment atmosphere to the environment via the
steel containment vessel is necessary following events that cause a significant increase in
containment pressure and temperature such as a LOCA and main steam line break accident
inside containment. If the RECIRC is successful, one-of-three possible paths of water supply
lines will be activated in response to a high-2 containment pressure signal or a high
containment temperature signal.
If normal RHR, CCS, and SWS are available, decay heat removal from the containment by
the CCS heat exchangers is also credited.
4.15.3

Event Tree Success Criteria and Core Damage Categories
Event tree success criteria and core damage category assignments are summarized in
Table 4-14 and are also shown in the event tree in Figure 4B-14 in Attachment 4B.

4.15.4

Operator Actions
Operator actions are needed for the following functions:
NRHR
ADS-F

manual actuation only
manual actuation only if CMT fails

The core damage sequences containing failure of ADS-F and NRHR (following CMT failure)
contain two operator actions in series.
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Credit is taken for manual actuation of the following functions, only if automatic actuation
fails:

"*
"*
"*
"*
4.15.5

SFW
CMT
ADS-F/ADS-P
RECIRC

Transfers and Consequential Events
The RTRIP node is placed in the event tree to designate that reactor trip is successful in this
model; the failure of reactor trip is modeled in the ATW-T event tree.
If the MFW system fails, the possibility of a stuck-open secondary side safety valve is
addressed by transferring to the SLB-V event tree.
If PRHR fails, the possibility of a stuck-open pressurizer safety valve is addressed by
transferring to the MLOCA event tree.

4.16

Transients With Core Power Excursion Event Tree Model

4.16.1

Event Description
This initiating event category (POWEX) includes all the events that begin with a core power
excursion, due to either control rod malfunction or boron dilution, sufficient to result in a
reactor trip. The startup of an inactive reactor coolant pump could be a problem only during
shutdown operations.
Among the control rod malfunctions, the most probable event is inadvertent control rod
withdrawal. Control rod ejection at power is grouped with the small LOCA events.
The other functions required to mitigate the events included in this group are essentially the
same as those following the transients with MFW event. Therefore, the same event tree
structure used for TRANS is used for POWEX event tree modeling.

4.16.2

Event Tree Model and its Nodes
The transients with core power excursion is modeled in Figure 4B-15 in Attachment 4B.
Event tree node descriptions are given below.
POWEX - Transients with Core Power Excursion Event Occurs
This node represents the occurrence of a transient with core power excursion initiating event.
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RTRIP - Reactor Trip Occurs

This node is used to indicate that the reactor trip function has succeeded and the reactivity
control is achieved. The failure of this function is separately modeled in the ATWS modeling
(ATW-T category).
PRSOV - No Stuck-Open Pressurizer Safety Valves
Following the initiating event, the pressurizer safety valves may open to limit the reactor
coolant system pressure.
Failure of this function is the failure of either safety valve to reclose, given successful
opening. The stuck-open safety valve event is routed to the intermediate LOCA event tree.
MFW - Main Feedwater and Condensate
Successful core cooling can be achieved with the availability of one feedwater pump and one
condensate pump, given the availability of the condenser. Failure of this function occurs with
the failure of both main or booster feedwater pumps, or both condensate pumps to provide
adequate flow. The condensate pumps are needed to maintain the deaerator tank volume, and
to avoid booster feedwater pump cavitation during the transient.
SLSOV - No Stuck-Open Main Steam Line Safety Valves
Following the loss of secondary heat sink, the main steam line safety valves and power
operated relief valves are required both to open and to close. Failure to open is not modeled
because of the number of safety valves provided. The power-operated relief valve and one or
two safety valves, depending upon the event, are sufficient for successful overpressure
control for each line. The power-operated relief valve recloses automatically on a steam line
low-pressure signal, with a block valve provided as backup on the same line. Failure of the
function is the failure of the open safety valves, or the open power-operated relief valves and
open block valves, to reclose. The event, in this case, is routed to the event tree that models
the main steam line safety valve stuck open.
SFW - Startup Feedwater

The startup feedwater system consists of two trains. Each train is capable of feeding both
steam generators. Secondary side cooling is provided by the startup feedwater system in
conjunction with the steam generator power-operated relief valves and/or safety valves that
vent to the atmosphere, or with the condenser via the bypass valves.
PRHR - Passive Residual Heat Removal System
The passive residual heat removal system consists of a heat exchanger and inlet and outlet
lines connected to the reactor coolant system.
Operation of the passive residual heat removal system is initiated (valves opened) upon
receipt of any of the following signals: low steam generator level narrow range with low
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startup feedwater flow to any steam generator, low steam generator level wide range, high hot
leg temperature, and also CMT or ADS actuation.
The passive residual heat removal actuation signal automatically opens the normally closed
valves in the line from the passive residual heat removal heat exchanger to the cold leg. The
passive residual heat removal heat exchanger transfers heat from the reactor coolant system to
the water contained in the IRWST. This is accomplished by the natural circulation of reactor
coolant system fluid from the reactor coolant system hot leg to the reactor coolant system
cold legs. The water in the IRWST provides a large heat sink that acts to delay direct
steaming to the containment for about 2 hours. It provides sufficient water inventory for
passive residual heat removal cooling for 72 hours.
Failure of this function is the failure of the passive residual heat removal system to remove
decay heat from the reactor coolant system.
CMT - Core Makeup Tanks and Reactor Coolant Pump Trip
Core makeup tank injection requires that the reactor coolant pumps are tripped to reduce the
pressure in the reactor coolant system cold leg. If the pumps are operating, the reactor coolant
system pressure differences are insufficient to provide injection without cold leg voiding. The
core makeup tanks will actuate on an S-signal, low-2 pressurizer level, or high hot leg
temperature with low steam generator level.
The pumps are automatically tripped on the CMT actuation signal. Failure of this function is
conservatively assumed to be the failure of any of the pumps to trip. Following successful
reactor coolant pump trip, the core makeup flow can be initiated.
Failure of this top event is the failure to actuate at least one core makeup tank, either
automatically or manually, or failure to trip the reactor coolant pumps as described above.
ADS-F - Full Reactor Coolant System Depressurization
When the reactor cannot be cooled at high pressure, the depressurization system should be
actuated to permit injection by either normal residual heat removal or gravity.
Full reactor coolant system depressurization is the reduction of the system pressure to a value
such that gravity injection can be initiated. The success criteria for full depressurization are
discussed in Chapter 6. ADS actuation can be obtained either manually by the operator or
automatically on core makeup tank low water level.
Failure of this function is the failure to actuate the minimum configuration of valves required
for full reactor depressurization.
ADS-P - Partial Depressurization
Partial depressurization is defined as the reduction of the reactor coolant system pressure to a
value so that injection into the reactor coolant system can be achieved with the normal
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residual heat removal pumps, but not by gravity. The
depressurization for this event are discussed in Chapter 6.

success criteria for partial

ACC - Accumulators
Actuation of the accumulators is a diverse means for providing cooling water injection into
the reactor coolant system. The driving force for injection is pressurized nitrogen in the
accumulators. The water contained in the two accumulators enters the reactor pressure vessel
through the safety injection lines whenever the reactor coolant system pressure goes below
the nitrogen pressure of 700 psig.
Failure of this function is the failure of both accumulators to inject water into the reactor
pressure vessel, given successful depressurization to below the accumulator nitrogen
pressure.
NRHR - Normal Residual Heat Removal in Injection Mode
The normal residual heat removal system is configured to take suction from the cask loading
pit or the IRWST and discharge to the safety injection line.
The normal residual heat removal system, aligned in this mode with one out of two pumps
operating, can also accomplish long-term core cooling if the recirculation function is
successful. The recirculation function success is necessary to allow core cooling after the
IRWST water is depleted and the reactor cavity is flooded. This is obtained by opening one of
the two recirculation lines, from which the operating normal residual heat removal takes
suction.
Failure of this function is the failure to actuate at least one out of the two normal residual heat
removal pumps after the RCS depressurizes or failure of the system to operate for the PRA's
mission time. Failure is also assumed if the recirculation function fails.
IRWST - Gravity Injection
After full depressurization of the reactor coolant system and either core makeup tank or
accumulator injection, gravity injection can be established. This is achieved by permitting the
water from the IRWST to flow through one of the two gravity injection lines into the safety
injection lines. Dropping of the CMT level automatically actuates the IRWST injection.
Failure of this function is the failure of both gravity injection lines to open.
CIS - Containment Isolation Occurs
Containment isolation is modeled to distinguish the success criteria for the recirculation event
tree node with or without CIS. A more stringent success criterion for recirculation exists if
the containment isolation is not established.
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RECIRC - Water Recirculation to RPV from the Sump Occurs
The recirculation of water from the containment sump to the reactor pressure vessel is
necessary for long-term core cooling. If the CIS is successful, one-of-four lines to the two
recirculation paths is sufficient for success. If the CIS is not successful, a more stringent
success criteria of two-of-four lines to the recirculation paths are required.
CHR - Containment Cooling is Established

The removal of thermal energy from the containment atmosphere to the environment via the
steel containment vessel is necessary following events that cause a significant increase in
containment pressure and temperature such as a LOCA and main steam line break accident
inside containment. If the RECIRC is successful, one-of-three possible paths of water supply
lines will be activated in response to a high-2 containment pressure signal or a high
containment temperature signal.
If normal RHR, CCS, and SWS are available, decay heat removal from the containment by
the CCS heat exchangers is also credited.
4.16.3

Event Tree Success Criteria and Core Damage Categories
Event tree success criteria and core damage category assignments are summarized in
Table 4-15 and are also shown in the event tree in Figure 4B-15 in Attachment 4B.

4.16.4

Operator Actions
Operator actions are needed for the following functions:
NRHR
ADS-F

manual actuation only
manual actuation only if CMT fails

The core damage sequences containing failure of ADS-F and NRHR (following CMT failure)
contain two operator actions in series.
Credit is taken for manual actuation of the following functions, only if automatic actuation
fails:

"*
"*
"•
"•
4.16.5

SFW
CMT
ADS-F/ADS-P
RECIRC

Transfers and Consequential Events
The RTRIP node is placed in the event tree to designate that reactor trip is successful in this
model; the failure of reactor trip is modeled in the ATW-T event tree.
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If the MFW system fails, the possibility of a stuck-open secondary side safety valve is
addressed by transferring to the SLB-V event tree.
Due to the nature of the event, it is assumed that the pressurizer safety valve(s) will open, so
that the possibility of a stuck open pressurizer safety valve is addressed by transferring to the
MLOCA event tree.
4.17

Transients With Loss of CCW/SW Event Tree Model

4.17.1

Event Description
This initiating event category (LCCW) consists of the complete loss of component cooling
water or service water system (SWS) flow due to either random system failure or operator
errors. A specific fault tree, taking into account these causes, is constructed and quantified to
evaluate the yearly frequency of this event. Note that the SWS cools mainly the accident
mitigating system CCS so that it can be lumped with the CCS.
The CCS system supplies cooling water for many functions, including the following:

"*
"*
"*
"*
"*

Reactor coolant pump cooling
Normal residual heat removal heat exchangers cooling
Normal residual heat removal pump seal cooling
Chemical and volume control system letdown heat exchanger cooling
Chemical and volume control system makeup pump miniflow heat exchangers cooling.

The loss of CCS the event tree has the same structure and the same top events as the
transients with the MFW event tree, except for the deletion of the normal residual heat
removal operation (NRHR) top event, since NRHR is assumed to be unavailable if CCS fails.
4.17.2

Event Tree Model and its Nodes
The transients with loss of CCW/SW event tree is given in Figure 4B-16 in Attachment 4B.
Event tree node descriptions are given below.
LCCW - Transients with Loss of CCW/SW Event Occurs
This node represents the occurrence of a transient with loss of CCW/SW initiating event.
RTRIP - Reactor Trip Occurs

This node is used to indicate that the reactor trip function has succeeded and the reactivity
control is achieved. The failure of this function is separately modeled in the ATWS modeling
(ATW-T category).
MFW - Main Feedwater and Condensate
Successful core cooling can be achieved with the availability of one feedwater pump and one
condensate pump, given the availability of the condenser. Failure of this function occurs with
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the failure of both main or booster feedwater pumps, or both condensate pumps to provide
adequate flow. The condensate pumps are needed to maintain the deaerator tank volume, and
to avoid booster feedwater pump cavitation during the transient.
SLSOV - No Stuck-Open Main Steam Line Safety Valves
Following the loss of secondary heat sink, the main steam line safety valves and power
operated relief valves are required both to open and to close. Failure to open is not modeled
because of the number of safety valves provided. The power-operated relief valve and one or
two safety valves, depending upon the event, are sufficient for successful overpressure
control for each line. The power-operated relief valve recloses automatically on a steam line
low-pressure signal, with a block valve provided as backup on the same line. Failure of the
function is the failure of the open safety valves, or the open power-operated relief valves and
open block valves, to reclose. The event, in this case, is routed to the event tree that models
the main steam line safety valve stuck open.
SFW - Startup Feedwater
The startup feedwater system consists of two trains. Each train is capable of feeding both
steam generators. Secondary side cooling is provided by the startup feedwater system in
conjunction with the steam generator power-operated relief valves and/or safety valves that
vent to the atmosphere, or with the condenser via the bypass valves.
PRHR - Passive Residual Heat Removal System
The passive residual heat removal system consists of a heat exchanger and inlet and outlet
lines connected to the reactor coolant system.
Operation of the passive residual heat removal system is initiated (valves opened) upon
receipt of any of the following signals: low steam generator level narrow range with low
startup feedwater flow to any steam generator, low steam generator level wide range, high hot
leg temperature, and also CMT or ADS actuation.
The passive residual heat removal actuation signal automatically opens the normally closed
valves in the line from the passive residual heat removal heat exchanger to the cold leg. The
passive residual heat removal heat exchanger transfers heat from the reactor coolant system to
the water contained in the IRWST. This is accomplished by the natural circulation of reactor
coolant system fluid from the reactor coolant system hot leg to the reactor coolant system
cold legs. The water in the IRWST provides a large heat sink that acts to delay direct
steaming to the containment for about 2 hours. It provides sufficient water inventory for
passive residual heat removal cooling for 72 hours.
Failure of this function is the failure of the passive residual heat removal system to remove
decay heat from the reactor coolant system.
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PRSOV - No Stuck-Open Pressurizer Safety Valves
Following the initiating event and/or the loss of feedwater, the pressurizer safety valves may
open to limit the reactor coolant system pressure.
Failure of this function is the failure of either safety valve to reclose, given successful
opening. The stuck open safety valve event is routed to the intermediate LOCA event tree.
CMT - Core Makeup Tanks and Reactor Coolant Pump Trip
Core makeup tank injection requires that the reactor coolant pumps are tripped to reduce the
pressure in the reactor coolant system cold leg. If the pumps are operating, the reactor coolant
system pressure differences are insufficient to provide injection without cold leg voiding. The
core makeup tanks will actuate on an S-signal, low-2 pressurizer level, or high hot leg
temperature with low steam generator level.
The pumps are automatically tripped on the CMT actuation signal. Failure of this function is
conservatively assumed to be the failure of any of the pumps to trip. Following successful
reactor coolant pump trip, the core makeup flow can be initiated.
Failure of this top event is the failure to actuate at least one core makeup tank, either
automatically or manually, or failure to trip the reactor coolant pumps as described above.
ADS-F - Full Reactor Coolant System Depressurization
When the reactor cannot be cooled at high pressure, the depressurization system should be
actuated to permit injection by normal residual heat removal or gravity.
Full reactor coolant system depressurization is the reduction of the system pressure to a value
such that gravity injection can be initiated. The success criteria for full depressurization are
discussed in Chapter 6. ADS actuation can be obtained either manually by the operator or
automatically on core makeup tank low water level.
Failure of this function is the failure to actuate the minimum configuration of valves required
for full reactor coolant system depressurization.
ADS-P - Partial Depressurization
Partial depressurization is defined as the reduction of the reactor coolant system pressure to a
value so that injection into the reactor coolant system can be achieved with the normal
residual heat removal pumps, but not by gravity. The success criteria for partial
depressurization for this event is discussed in Chapter 6.
ACC - Accumulators

Actuation of the accumulators is a diverse means for providing cooling water injection into
the reactor coolant system. The driving force for injection is pressurized nitrogen in the
accumulators. The water contained in the two accumulators enters the reactor pressure vessel
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through the safety injection lines whenever the reactor coolant system pressure goes below
the nitrogen pressure of 700 psig.
Failure of this function is the failure of both accumulators to inject water into the reactor
pressure vessel, given successful depressurization to below the accumulator nitrogen
pressure.
IRWST - Gravity Injection
After full depressurization of the reactor coolant system and either core makeup tank or
accumulator injection, gravity injection can be established. This is achieved by permitting the
water from the IRWST to flow through one of the two gravity injection lines into the safety
injection lines. Dropping of the CMT level automatically actuates the IRWST injection.
Failure of this function is the failure of both gravity injection lines to open.
CIS - Containment Isolation Occurs
Containment isolation is modeled to distinguish the success criteria for the recirculation event
tree node with or without CIS. A more stringent success criteria for recirculation exists if the
containment isolation is not established.
RECIRC - Water Recirculation to RPV from the Sump Occurs
The recirculation of water from the containment sump to the reactor pressure vessel is
necessary for long-term core cooling. If the CIS is successful, one-of-four lines to the two
recirculation paths is sufficient for success. If the CIS is not successful, a more stringent
success criteria of two-of-four lines to the recirculation paths are required.
CHR - Containment Cooling is Established
The removal of thermal energy from the containment atmosphere to the environment via the
steel containment vessel is necessary following events that cause a significant increase in
containment pressure and temperature such as a LOCA and main steam line break accident
inside containment. If the RECIRC is successful, one-of-three possible paths of water supply
lines will be activated in response to a high-2 containment pressure signal or a high
containment temperature signal.
4.17.3

Event Tree Success Criteria and Core Damage Categories
Event tree success criteria and core damage category assignments are summarized in
Table 4-16 and are also shown in the event tree in Figure 4B-16 in Attachment 4B.

4.17.4

Operator Actions
Operator actions are needed for the following functions:
ADS-F

manual actuation only if CMT fails
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Credit is taken for manual actuation of the following functions, only if automatic actuation
fails:

"*
"*
"*
"*
4.17.5

SFW
CMT
ADS-F/ADS-P
RECIRC

Transfers and Consequential Events
The RTRIP node is placed in the event tree to designate that reactor trip is successful in this
model; the failure of reactor trip is modeled in the ATW-T event tree.
If the MFW system fails, the possibility of a stuck-open secondary side safety valve is
addressed by transferring to the SLB-V event tree.
If PRHR fails, the possibility of a stuck-open pressurizer safety valve is addressed by
transferring to the MLOCA event tree.

4.18

Loss of Main Feedwater Event Tree Model

4.18.1

Event Description
This initiating event category (LMFW) includes transients, in which the main feedwater to
both steam generators is lost or isolated as an initiating event, leading to a reactor trip. These
events require a reactor trip and the removal of heat through the secondary side by the startup
feedwater systems. If the startup feedwater system should fail, heat removal may be
accomplished through the primary side using the passive safety features. Those events that
start with the loss of condenser are not included in this category; they are modeled in the loss
of condenser event tree in the next section.
Secondary Side Operation After a Reactor Trip
For these events the main feedwater system is not available, therefore the startup feedwater
system is automatically actuated on low main feedwater flow or low steam generator level
(narrow range) in either steam generator.
Depending upon the initiating event, startup feedwater can be used to remove reactor decay
heat by either dumping steam to the condenser, or by discharging it to the atmosphere
through the main steam line power-operated relief and safety valves. Operation of the startup
feedwater in this mode is considered sequence success because the inventory of the
condensate storage tank is available to the startup feedwater pumps.
Failure to reclose the power-operated relief valve or safety valves in this event causes cooling
and shrinking of the primary coolant and, consequentially, a trip of startup feedwater on a
reactor coolant system low-2Tcold signal. Therefore, this event is routed to the main steam line
safety valve stuck-open event.
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Passive Residual Heat Removal Operation
The passive residual heat removal heat exchanger functions as an alternative to decay heat
removal by the secondary system. The heat exchanger is capable of removing decay heat
directly from the reactor coolant system and transferring it to the IRWST water. Flow through
the heat exchanger is initiated by a low steam generator water level wide-range signal or
coincident low startup feedwater flow and low steam generator water level narrow-range
signals. The IRWST water is heated to saturation in approximately 2 hours following
actuation.
Continued passive residual heat removal heat exchanger operation produces steaming from
the IRWST into containment. Steam is condensed on the steel containment vessel and
returned to the IRWST if the drain valve to the containment sump is closed. However, the
IRWST water inventory is sufficient for continuous passive residual heat removal operation
for more than 72 hours without any water replenishment. After this 72-hour time period,
makeup to the IRWST can be provided from the demineralized water system.
The pressurizer safety valves may be required to open either as a consequence of pressure
increase following the initiating event or as a consequence of loss of the passive residual heat
removal system. Failure of these valves to reclose is addressed and routed to the medium
LOCA event tree.
Reactor Coolant System Depressurization
Reactor coolant system depressurization can be achieved either automatically or manually.
The first, second, and third stage automatic depressurization valves are actuated when the
core makeup tank level reaches the low-1 level setpoint. Manual depressurization is
performed by the operator if a low steam generator level has occurred and the reactor coolant
system hot leg temperature is increasing or the hot leg water level is low.
The low-pressure core cooling function is successful if either core makeup tank or
accumulator water and IRWST water is injected into the reactor coolant system. IRWST
water is delivered to the reactor coolant system by normal residual heat removal or gravity
injection. Core makeup tank injection is achieved when the reactor coolant system pumps are
tripped and the core makeup tank discharge valves are opened. Water injection from the core
makeup tanks into the reactor coolant system results from the differential head between the
cold water in the core makeup tank and the hot water in the corresponding cold leg.
Plant procedures instruct the operator to initiate operation of the normal residual heat removal
system as soon as the automatic depressurization system is actuated. Upon actuation of the
automatic depressurization system, timely actuation of both normal residual heat removal
pumps prevents the core makeup tank level from reaching the low-2 water level setpoint and
the resulting opening of fourth-stage automatic depressurization valves. In this mode, the
normal residual heat removal system injects water from the IRWST into the reactor coolant
system. This limits flooding of containment to below the reactor vessel, reducing the plant
unavailability.
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If only one normal residual heat removal pump is available (success criterion for core
cooling), the core makeup tank level drops below the low-2 setpoint and the fourth stage of
the automatic depressurization system opens, resulting in containment flooding. In this case,
in the long-term, the IRWST empties and recirculation to the reactor coolant system from the
containment sumps is initiated. To establish recirculation, at least one recirculation line that
feeds the operating pump must open, either automatically or manually. The normal residual
heat removal pump can then pump water from the sump into the reactor coolant system.
If the normal residual heat removal system pumps are not operating, core cooling is provided
by the injection of IRWST water via the gravity injection lines. In this case, a large quantity
of steam is released to the containment atmosphere. The IRWST water volume is not
sufficient for continuous injection for 24 hours. Passive containment cooling system
operation condenses the steam inside the containment. This water is returned to the IRWST
or containment sump for recirculation to the reactor pressure vessel.
Heat transfer to the natural draft air flow around the containment is sufficient to maintain the
containment pressure well below the containment failure pressure.
4.18.2

Event Tree Model and its Nodes
The loss of MFW event tree is given in Figure 4B-17 in Attachment 4B. Event tree node
descriptions are given below.
LMFW - Transients with MFW Event Occurs

This node represents the occurrence of a transient without MFW initiating event.
RTRIP - Reactor Trip Occurs

This node is used to indicate that the reactor trip function has succeeded and the reactivity
control is achieved. The failure of this function is separately modeled in the ATWS modeling
(ATWS category).
SLSOV - No Stuck-Open Main Steam Line Safety Valves
Since the loss of condenser events are classified separately, credit is taken for steam dump
into the condenser for avoiding challenges to the secondary side power-operated relief valves
and safety valves, early in the transient. If this function fails, then the main steam line safety
valves and power-operated relief valves are required both to open and to close. Failure to
open is not modeled because of the number of safety valves provided. The power-operated
relief valve and one or two safety valves, depending upon the event, are sufficient for
successful overpressure control for each line. The power-operated relief valve recloses
automatically on a steam line low-pressure signal, with a block valve provided as backup on
the same line. Failure of the function is the failure of the open safety valves, or the open
power-operated relief valves and open block valves, to reclose. The event, in this case, is
routed to the event tree that models the main steam line safety valve stuck open.
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SFW - Startup Feedwater

The startup feedwater system consists of two trains. Each train is capable of feeding both
steam generators. Secondary side cooling is provided by the startup feedwater system in
conjunction with the steam generator power-operated relief valves and/or safety valves that
vent to the atmosphere, or with the condenser via the bypass valves.
PRHR - Passive Residual Heat Removal System
The passive residual heat removal system consists of a heat exchanger and inlet and outlet
lines connected to the reactor coolant system.
Operation of the passive residual heat removal system is initiated (valves opened) upon
receipt of any of the following signals: low steam generator level narrow range with low
startup feedwater flow to any steam generator, low steam generator level wide range, high hot
leg temperature, and also core makeup tank or automatic depressurization system actuation.
The passive residual heat removal actuation signal automatically opens the normally closed
valves in the line from the passive residual heat removal heat exchanger to the cold leg. The
passive residual heat removal heat exchanger transfers heat from the reactor coolant system to
the water contained in the IRWST. This is accomplished by the natural circulation of reactor
coolant system fluid from the reactor coolant system hot leg to the reactor coolant system
cold legs. The water in the IRWST provides a large heat sink that acts to delay direct
steaming to the containment for about 2 hours. It provides sufficient water inventory for
passive residual heat removal cooling for 72 hours.
Failure of this function is the failure of the passive residual heat removal system to remove
decay heat from the reactor coolant system.
PRSOV - No Stuck-Open Pressurizer Safety Valves
Following the initiating event and/or the loss of feedwater, the pressurizer safety valves may
open to limit the reactor coolant system pressure.
Failure of this function is the failure of either safety valve to reclose, given successful
opening. The stuck-open safety valve event is routed to the intermediate LOCA event tree.
CMT - Reactor Coolant System Pumps Trip and Core Makeup Tanks
Core makeup tank injection requires that the reactor coolant pumps are tripped to reduce the
pressure in the reactor coolant system cold leg. If the pumps are operating, the reactor coolant
system pressure differences are insufficient to provide injection without cold leg voiding. The
core makeup tanks will actuate on an S-signal, low-2 pressurizer level, or high hot leg
temperature with low steam generator level.
The pumps are automatically tripped on the core makeup tank actuation signal. Failure of this
function is conservatively assumed to be the failure of any of the pumps to trip. Following
successful reactor coolant pump trip, the core makeup flow can be initiated.
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Failure of this top event is the failure to actuate at least one core makeup tank, either
automatically or manually, or failure to trip the reactor coolant pumps as described above.
ADS-F - Full Reactor Coolant System Depressurization
When the reactor cannot be cooled at high pressure, the depressurization system should be
actuated to permit injection by gravity.
Full reactor coolant system depressurization is the reduction of the system pressure to a value
such that normal residual heat removal or gravity injection can be initiated. The success
criteria for full depressurization are discussed in Chapter 6. ADS actuation can be obtained
either manually by the operator or automatically on core makeup tank low water level.
Failure of this function is the failure to actuate the minimum configuration of valves required
for full reactor depressurization.
ADS-P - Partial Depressurization
Partial depressurization is defined as the reduction of the reactor coolant system pressure to a
value so that injection into the reactor coolant system can be achieved with the normal
residual heat removal pumps, but not by gravity. The success criteria for partial
depressurization for this event is discussed in Chapter 6.
ACC - Accumulators
Actuation of the accumulators is a diverse means for providing cooling water injection into
the reactor coolant system. The driving force for injection is pressurized nitrogen in the
accumulators. The water contained in the two accumulators enters the reactor pressure vessel
through the safety injection lines whenever the reactor coolant system pressure goes below
the nitrogen pressure of 700 psig.
Failure of this function is the failure of both accumulators to inject water into the reactor
pressure vessel, given successful depressurization to below the accumulator nitrogen
pressure.
NRHR - Normal Residual Heat Removal in Injection Mode
The normal residual heat removal system is configured to take suction from the cask loading
pit or the IRWST and discharge to the safety injection line.
The normal residual heat removal system, aligned in this mode with one out of two pumps
operating, can also accomplish long-term core cooling if the recirculation function is
successful. The recirculation function success is necessary to allow core cooling after the
IRWST water is depleted and the reactor cavity is flooded.
Failure of this function is the failure to actuate at least one out of the two normal residual heat
removal pumps after the reactor coolant system depressurizes or failure of the system to
operate for the PRA's mission time. Failure is also assumed if the recirculation function fails.
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IRWST - Gravity Injection
After full depressurization of the reactor coolant system and either core makeup tank or
accumulator injection, gravity injection can be established. This is achieved by permitting the
water from the IRWST to flow through one of the two gravity injection lines into the safety
injection lines. Dropping of the CMT level automatically actuates the IRWST injection.
Failure of this function is the failure of both gravity injection lines to open.
CIS - Containment Isolation Occurs
Containment isolation is modeled to distinguish the success criteria for the recirculation event
tree node with or without CIS. A more stringent success criterion for recirculation exists if
the containment isolation is not established.
RECIRC - Water Recirculation to RPV from the Sump Occurs
The recirculation of water from the containment sump to the reactor pressure vessel is
necessary for long-term core cooling. If the CIS is successful, one-of-four lines to the two
recirculation paths is sufficient for success. If the CIS is not successful, a more stringent
success criterion of two-of-four lines to the recirculation paths is required.
CIR - Containment Cooling is Established
The removal of thermal energy from the containment atmosphere to the environment via the
steel containment vessel is necessary following events that cause a significant increase in
containment pressure and temperature such as a LOCA and main steam line break accident
inside containment. If the RECIRC is successful, one-of-three possible paths of water supply
lines will be activated in response to a high-2 containment pressure signal or a high
containment temperature signal.
If normal RHR, CCS, and SWS are available, decay heat removal from the containment by
the CCS heat exchangers is also credited.
4.18.3

Event Tree Success Criteria and Core Damage Categories
Event tree success criteria and core damage category assignments are summarized in
Table 4-17 and are also shown in the event tree in Figure 4B-17 in Attachment 4B.

4.18.4

Operator Actions
Operator actions are needed for the following functions:
NRHR
ADS-F

manual actuation only
manual actuation only if CMT fails

The core damage sequences containing failure of ADS-F and NRHR (following CMT failure)
contain two operator actions in series.
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Credit is taken for manual actuation of the following functions, only if automatic actuation
fails:

"*
"*
"*
"*
4.18.5

SFW
CMT
ADS-F/ADS-P
RECIRC

Transfers and Consequential Events
The RTRIP node is placed in the event tree to designate that reactor trip is successful in this
model; the failure of reactor trip is modeled in the ATWS event tree.
If an LMFW event occurs, the possibility of a stuck-open secondary side safety valve is
addressed by transferring to the SLB-V event tree.
If PRHR fails, the possibility of a stuck-open pressurizer safety valve is addressed by
transferring to the MLOCA event tree.

4.19

Loss of Condenser Event Tree Model

4.19.1

Event Description
This initiating event category (LCOND) includes transients, in which the loss of condenser
causes the loss of main feedwater to both steam generators, leading to a reactor trip. These
events require a reactor trip and the removal of heat through the secondary side by the startup
feedwater (SFW) system. If the startup feedwater system should fail, heat removal may be
accomplished through the primary side using the passive safety features. These events are
modeled separately from LMFW events, because the loss of condenser affects the SFW
system success criteria (dearator storage tank is not available as a water source to SFW due to
the loss of the condenser). Otherwise, the event tree model is the same as the LMFW event.

4.19.2

Event Tree Model and its Nodes
The loss of condenser event tree is given in Figure 4B- 18 in Attachment 4B. Event tree node
descriptions are given below.
LCOND - Loss of Condenser Event Occurs
This node represents the occurrence of a loss of condenser initiating event.
RTRIP - Reactor Trip Occurs
This node is used to indicate that the reactor trip function has succeeded and the reactivity
control is achieved. The failure of this function is separately modeled in the ATWS modeling
(ATWS category).
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SLSOV - No Stuck-Open Main Steam Line Safety Valves
Following the loss of secondary heat sink, the main steam line safety valves and power
operated relief valves are required both to open and to close. Failure to open is not modeled
because of the number of safety valves provided. The power-operated relief valve and one or
two safety valves, depending upon the event, are sufficient for successful overpressure
control for each line. The power-operated relief valve recloses automatically on a steam line
low-pressure signal, with a block valve provided as backup on the same line. Failure of the
function is the failure of the open safety valves, or the open power-operated relief valves and
open block valves, to reclose. The event, in this case, is routed to the event tree that models
the main steam line safety valve stuck open.
SFW - Startup Feedwater
The startup feedwater system consists of two trains. Each train is capable of feeding both
steam generators. Secondary side cooling is provided by the startup feedwater system in
conjunction with the steam generator power-operated relief valves and/or safety valves that
vent to the atmosphere.
Due to the loss of condenser, dearator storage tank is not available as an alternate water
source for SFW.
PRHR - Passive Residual Heat Removal System
The passive residual heat removal system consists of a heat exchanger and inlet and outlet
lines connected to the reactor coolant system.
Operation of the passive residual heat removal system is initiated (valves opened) upon
receipt of any of the following signals: low steam generator level narrow range with low
startup feedwater flow to any steam generator, low steam generator level wide range, high hot
leg temperature, and also CMT or ADS actuation.
The passive residual heat removal actuation signal automatically opens the normally closed
valves in the line from the passive residual heat removal heat exchanger to the cold leg. The
passive residual heat removal heat exchanger transfers heat from the reactor coolant system to
the water contained in the IRWST. This is accomplished by the natural circulation of reactor
coolant system fluid from the reactor coolant system hot leg to the reactor coolant system
cold legs. The water in the IRWST provides a large heat sink that acts to delay direct
steaming to the containment for about 2 hours. It provides sufficient water inventory for
passive residual heat removal cooling for 72 hours.
Failure of this function is the failure of the passive residual heat removal system to remove
decay heat from the reactor coolant system.
PRSOV - No Stuck-Open Pressurizer Safety Valves
Following the initiating event and/or the loss of feedwater, the pressurizer safety valves may
open to limit the reactor coolant system pressure.
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Failure of this function is the failure of either safety valve to reclose, given successful
opening. The stuck-open safety valve event is routed to the intermediate LOCA event tree.
CMT - Reactor Coolant System Pumps Trip and Core Makeup Tanks
Core makeup tank injection requires that the reactor coolant pumps are tripped to reduce the
pressure in the reactor coolant system cold leg. If the pumps are operating, the reactor coolant
system pressure differences are insufficient to provide injection without cold leg voiding. The
core makeup tanks will actuate on an S-signal, low-2 pressurizer level, or high hot leg
temperature with low steam generator level.
The pumps are automatically tripped on the core makeup tank actuation signal. Failure of this
function is conservatively assumed to be the failure of any of the pumps to trip. Following
successful reactor coolant pump trip, the core makeup flow can be initiated.
Failure of this top event is the failure to actuate at least one core makeup tank, either
automatically or manually, or failure to trip the reactor coolant pumps as described above.
ADS-F - Full Reactor Coolant System Depressurization
When the reactor cannot be cooled at high pressure, the depressurization system should be
actuated to permit injection by gravity.
Full reactor coolant system depressurization is the reduction of the system pressure to a value
such that gravity injection can be initiated. The success criteria for full depressurization are
discussed in Chapter 6. ADS actuation can be obtained either manually by the operator or
automatically on core makeup tank low water level.
Failure of this function is the failure to actuate the minimum configuration of valves required
for full reactor depressurization.
ADS-P - Partial Depressurization
Partial depressurization is defined as the reduction of the reactor coolant system pressure to a
value so that injection into the reactor coolant system can be achieved with the normal
residual heat removal pumps, but not by gravity. The success criteria for partial
depressurization for this event are discussed in Chapter 6.
ACC - Accumulators
Actuation of the accumulators is a diverse means for providing cooling water injection into
the reactor coolant system. The driving force for injection is pressurized nitrogen in the
accumulators. The water contained in the two accumulators enters the reactor pressure vessel
through the safety injection lines whenever the reactor coolant system pressure goes below
the nitrogen pressure of 700 psig.
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Failure of this function is the failure of both accumulators to inject water into the reactor
pressure vessel, given successful depressurization to below the accumulator nitrogen
pressure.
NRHR - Normal Residual Heat Removal in Injection Mode
The normal residual heat removal system is configured to take suction from the cask loading
pit or the IRWST and discharge to the safety injection line.
The normal residual heat removal system, aligned in this mode with one out of two pumps
operating, can also accomplish long-term core cooling if the recirculation function is
successful. The recirculation function success is necessary to allow core cooling after the
IRWST water is depleted and the reactor cavity is flooded. This is obtained by opening one of
the two recirculation lines, from which the operating normal residual heat removal takes
suction.
Failure of this function is the failure to actuate at least one out of the two normal residual heat
removal pumps after the RCS depressurizes or failure of the system to operate for the PRA's
mission time. Failure is also assumed if the recirculation function fails.
IRWST - Gravity Injection
After full depressurization of the reactor coolant system and either core makeup tank or
accumulator injection, gravity injection can be established. This is achieved by permitting the
water from the IRWST to flow through one of the two gravity injection lines into the safety
injection lines. Dropping of the CMT level automatically actuates the IRWST injection.
Failure of this function is the failure of both gravity injection lines to open.
CIS - Containment Isolation Occurs
Containment isolation is modeled to distinguish the success criteria for the recirculation event
tree node with or without CIS. A more stringent success criterion for recirculation exists if
the containment isolation is not established.
RECIRC - Water Recirculation to RPV from the Sump Occurs
The recirculation of water from the containment sump to the reactor pressure vessel is
necessary for long-term core cooling. If the CIS is successful, one-of-four lines to the two
recirculation paths is sufficient for success. If the CIS is not successful, a more stringent
success criteria of two-of-four lines to the recirculation paths are required.
CHR - Containment Cooling is Established
The removal of thermal energy from the containment atmosphere to the environment via the
steel containment vessel is necessary following events that cause a significant increase in
containment pressure and temperature such as a LOCA and main steam line break accident
inside containment. If the RECIRC is successful, one-of-three possible paths of water supply
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lines will be activated in response to a high-2 containment pressure signal or a high
containment temperature signal.
If normal RHR, CCS, and SWS are available, decay heat removal from the containment by
the CCS heat exchangers is also credited.
4.19.3

Event Tree Success Criteria and Core Damage Categories
Event tree success criteria and core damage category assignments are summarized in
Table 4-18 and are also shown in the event tree in Figure 4B-18 in Attachment 4B.

4.19.4

Operator Actions
Operator actions are needed for the following functions:
NRHR
ADS-F

manual actuation only
manual actuation only if CMT fails

The core damage sequences containing failure of ADS-F and NRHR (following CMT failure)
contain two operator actions in series.
Credit is taken for manual actuation of the following functions, only if automatic actuation
fails:

"*
"*
"*
"*
4.19.5

SFW
CMT
ADS-F/ADS-P
RECIRC

Transfers and Consequential Events
The RTRIP node is placed in the event tree to designate that reactor trip is successful in this
model; the failure of reactor trip is modeled in the ATWS event tree.
If an LCOND event occurs, the possibility of a stuck-open secondary side safety valve is
addressed by transferring to the SLB-V event tree.
If PRHR fails, the possibility of a stuck-open pressurizer safety valve is addressed by
transferring to the MLOCA event tree.

4.20

Loss of Compressed Air Event Tree Model

4.20.1

Event Description
This initiating event category (LCAS) includes transients in which the loss of compressed air
causes the main feedwater regulating valves to close, resulting in loss of main feedwater to
both steam generators, leading to a reactor trip. These events require a reactor trip and the
removal of heat through the secondary side by the startup feedwater systems. If the startup
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feedwater system should fail, heat removal may be accomplished through the primary side
using the passive safety features.
The complete loss of compressed air system could result in the loss of main feedwater, full
opening of the startup feedwater regulating valve, closure of both main steam isolation valves
(MSIVs) and/or loss of power-operated relief valve availability, opening of the core makeup
tank, or passive residual heat removal valves.
The event tree for this event does not take credit for the failing open of core makeup tank
valves and passive residual heat removal valves as part of the loss of air initiating event. The
event tree model structure is the same as for the LMFW event.
4.20.2

Event Tree Model and its Nodes
The loss of compressed air event tree is given in Figure 4B-19 in Attachment 4B. Event tree
node descriptions are given below.
LCAS - Loss of Compressed Air Event Occurs
This node represents the occurrence of a loss of compressed air initiating event.
RTRIP - Reactor Trip Occurs
This node is used to indicate that the reactor trip function has succeeded and the reactivity
control is achieved. The failure of this function is separately modeled in the ATWS modeling
(ATWS category).
SLSOV - No Stuck-Open Main Steam Line Safety Valves
Following the loss of secondary heat sink, the main steam line safety valves and power
operated relief valves are required both to open and to close. Due to loss of air, the power
operated relief valves will fail close. So only the safety valves are of concern in this event.
For safety valves, failure to open is not modeled because of the number of safety valves
provided. Failure of the function is the failure of the open safety valves. The event, in this
case, is routed to the event tree that models the main steam line safety valve stuck open.
SFW - Startup Feedwater
The startup feedwater system consists of two trains. Each train is capable of feeding both
steam generators. Secondary side cooling is provided by the startup feedwater system in
conjunction with the steam generator power-operated relief valves and/or safety valves that
vent to the atmosphere, or with the condenser via the bypass valves. Since compressed air is
lost, operator action is required to regulate startup feedwater at some point during the event.
PRHR - Passive Residual Heat Removal System
The passive residual heat removal system consists of a heat exchanger and inlet and outlet
lines connected to the reactor coolant system.
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Operation of the passive residual heat removal system is initiated (valves opened) upon
receipt of any of the following signals: low steam generator level narrow range with low
startup feedwater flow to any steam generator, low steam generator level wide range, high hot
leg temperature, and also CMT or ADS actuation.
The passive residual heat removal actuation signal automatically opens the normally closed
valves in the line from the passive residual heat removal heat exchanger to the cold leg. The
passive residual heat removal heat exchanger transfers heat from the reactor coolant system to
the water contained in the IRWST. This is accomplished by the natural circulation of reactor
coolant system fluid from the reactor coolant system hot leg to the reactor coolant system
cold legs. The water in the IRWST provides a large heat sink that acts to delay direct
steaming to the containment for about 2 hours. It provides sufficient water inventory for
passive residual heat removal cooling for 72 hours.
Failure of this function is the failure of the passive residual heat removal system to remove
decay heat from the reactor coolant system.
PRSOV - No Stuck-Open Pressurizer Safety Valves
Following the initiating event and/or the loss of feedwater, the pressurizer safety valves may
open to limit the reactor coolant system pressure.
Failure of this function is the failure of either safety valve to reclose, given successful
opening. The stuck open safety valve event is routed to the intermediate LOCA event tree.
CMT - Reactor Coolant System Pumps Trip and Core Makeup Tanks
Core makeup tank injection requires that the reactor coolant pumps are tripped to reduce the
pressure in the reactor coolant system cold leg. If the pumps are operating, the reactor coolant
system pressure differences are insufficient to provide injection without cold leg voiding. The
core makeup tanks will actuate on an S-signal, low-2 pressurizer level, or high hot leg
temperature with low steam generator level.
The pumps are automatically tripped on the CMT actuation signal. Failure of this function is
conservatively assumed to be the failure of any of the pumps to trip. Following successful
reactor coolant pump trip, the core makeup flow can be initiated.
Failure of this top event is the failure to actuate at least one core makeup tank, either
automatically or manually, or failure to trip the reactor coolant pumps as described above.
ADS-F - Full Reactor Coolant System Depressurization
When the reactor cannot be cooled at high pressure, the depressurization system should be
actuated to permit injection by gravity.
Full reactor coolant system depressurization is the reduction of the system pressure to a value
such that gravity injection can be initiated. The success criteria for full depressurization are
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discussed in Chapter 6. ADS actuation can be obtained either manually by the operator or
automatically on core makeup tank low water level.
Failure of this function is the failure to actuate the minimum configuration of valves required
for full reactor depressurization.
ADS-P - Partial Depressurization
Partial depressurization is defined as the reduction of the reactor coolant system pressure to a
value so that injection into the reactor coolant system can be achieved with the normal
residual heat removal pumps, but not by gravity. The success criteria for partial
depressurization for this event is discussed in Chapter 6.
ACC - Accumulators
Actuation of the accumulators is a diverse means for providing cooling water injection into
the reactor coolant system. The driving force for injection is pressurized nitrogen in the
accumulators. The water contained in the two accumulators enters the reactor pressure vessel
through the safety injection lines whenever the reactor coolant system pressure goes below
the nitrogen pressure of 700 psig.
Failure of this function is the failure of both accumulators to inject water into the reactor
pressure vessel, given successful depressurization to below the accumulator nitrogen
pressure.
NRHR - Normal Residual Heat Removal in Injection Mode
The normal residual heat removal system is configured to take suction from the cask loading
pit or the IRWST and discharge to the safety injection line.
The normal residual heat removal system, aligned in this mode with one out of two pumps
operating, can also accomplish long-term core cooling if the recirculation function is
successful. The recirculation function success is necessary to allow core cooling after the
IRWST water is depleted and the reactor cavity is flooded. This is obtained by opening one of
the two recirculation lines, from which the operating normal residual heat removal takes
suction.
Failure of this function is the failure to actuate at least one out of the two normal residual heat
removal pumps after the reactor coolant system depressurizes or failure of the system to
operate for the PRA's mission time. Failure is also assumed if the recirculation function fails.
IRWST - Gravity Injection
After full depressurization of the reactor coolant system and either core makeup tank or
accumulator injection, gravity injection can be established. This is achieved by permitting the
water from the IRWST to flow through one of the two gravity injection lines into the safety
injection lines. Dropping of the CMT level automatically actuates the IRWST injection.
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Failure of this function is the failure of both gravity injection lines to open.
CIS - Containment Isolation Occurs
Containment isolation is modeled to distinguish the success criteria for the recirculation event
tree node with or without CIS. A more stringent success criteria for recirculation exists if the
containment isolation is not established.
RECIRC - Water Recirculation to RPV from the Sump Occurs
The recirculation of water from the containment sump to the reactor pressure vessel is
necessary for long-term core cooling. If the CIS is successful, one-of-four lines to the two
recirculation paths is sufficient for success. If the CIS is not successful, a more stringent
success criteria of two-of-four lines to the recirculation paths are required.
CHR - Containment Cooling is Established
The removal of thermal energy from the containment atmosphere to the environment via the
steel containment vessel is necessary following events that cause a significant increase in
containment pressure and temperature such as a LOCA and main steam line break accident
inside containment. If the RECIRC is successful, one-of-three possible paths of water supply
lines will be activated in response to a high-2 containment pressure signal or a high
containment temperature signal.
If normal RHR, CCS, and SWS are available, decay heat removal from the containment by
the CCS heat exchangers is also credited.
4.20.3

Event Tree Success Criteria and Core Damage Categories
Event tree success criteria and core damage category assignments are summarized in
Table 4-19 and are also shown in the event tree in Figure 4B-19 in Attachment 4B.

4.20.4

Operator Actions
Operator actions are needed for the following functions:
NRHR
ADS-F
SFW

manual actuation only
manual actuation only if CMT fails
manually regulate SFW

The core damage sequences containing failure of ADS-F and NRHR (following CMT failure)
contain two operator actions in series.
Credit is taken for manual actuation of the following functions, only if automatic actuation
fails:
"

CMT
"* ADS-F/ADS-P
* RECIRC
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Transfers and Consequential Events
The RTRIP node is placed in the event tree to designate that reactor trip is successful in this
model; the failure of reactor trip is modeled in the ATWS event tree.
If the LCAS event occurs, the possibility of a stuck-open secondary side safety valve is
addressed by transferring to the SLB-V event tree.
If PRHR fails, the possibility of a stuck-open pressurizer safety valve is addressed by
transferring to the MLOCA event tree.

4.21

Loss of Offsite Power Event Tree Model

4.21.1

Event Description
The loss of offsite power event applies to the transient event that begins with the loss of
electrical power from the plant switchyard (loss of the grid itself and failures of equipment
that tie the plant to the grid). For the AP1000, offsite power is supplied from a single source
external to the plant. The AP1000 plant has a full-load rejection capability that permits, upon
loss of the normal offsite power supply, running the reactor and main turbine generator at a
reduced power level sufficient to supply power to the plant auxiliary loads. However, this
capability is not credited in the PRA.
Restoration of the grid within one-half hour makes the event similar to a loss of feedwater
flow coincident with a loss of reactor coolant system flow. If the grid is not recovered but
batteries are available, the plant is able to rely on passive systems, or on systems powered by
diesel generators.
The loss of offsite power, coincident with the failure of both trains of onsite AC power, leads
to a station blackout event in which only the passive residual heat removal system can be
actuated.
The event tree models potential failure to restore the grid, so that the diesel generators must
run for the average time to restoration. The battery capacity does not influence system
operation since all safety systems are actuated within the 24-hour period and do not need a
power supply after that time.
Sequences in which the main steam line safety valves stick open are routed to the main steam
line stuck-open event. Sequences in which the pressurizer safety valves are stuck open are
routed to the MLOCA event.
The loss of offsite power event is segregated from the transient events because of the unique
loss of plant systems associated with this event.

4.21.2

Event Tree Model and its Nodes
The loss of offsite power event tree is given in Figure 4B-20 in Attachment 4B. Event tree
node descriptions are given below.
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LOSP - Loss of Offsite Power Event Occurs
This node represents the occurrence of a loss of offsite power initiating event. Due to the loss
of AC power, the reactor trip is modeled to occur.
R05 - Grid Recovery in 30 Minutes

If the grid is recovered within one-half hour, the event is similar to a loss of feedwater event
with the reactor coolant pumps tripped. Failure to recover the grid within one-half hour
means that onsite AC power has to be provided by diesel generators.
DGEN - Onsite AC Power Available

Given that the grid is not recovered in 30 minutes, this event tree node addresses the
availability of onsite AC power until the grid is recovered. For internal initiating events, the
average grid recovery time (based on actuarial data compiled by EPRI annually; NSAC-147)
is 2.5 hours. For this study, a mean offsite power recovery time of 2.5 hours is used. Thus the
diesel generators have a mission time of 2.5 hours to supply electrical power. If both R05 and
DGEN fail, the plant is in station blackout.
SLSOV - No Stuck-Open Main Steam Line Safety Valves
Following the loss of secondary heat sink, the main steam line safety valves and power
operated relief valves are required both to open and to close. Failure to open is not modeled
because of the number of safety valves provided. The power-operated relief valve and one
safety valve are sufficient for successful overpressure control for each line. The power
operated relief valve recloses automatically on a steam line low-pressure signal, with a block
valve provided as backup on the same line. Failure of the function is the failure of the open
safety valves, or the open power-operated relief valves and open block valves, to reclose. The
event, in this case, is routed to the event tree that models the main steam line safety valve
stuck open.
SFW - Startup Feedwater

The startup feedwater system consists of two trains. Each train is capable of feeding both
steam generators. Secondary side cooling is provided by the startup feedwater system in
conjunction with the steam generator power-operated relief valves and/or safety valves that
vent to the atmosphere.
PRHR - Passive Residual Heat Removal System
The passive residual heat removal system consists of a heat exchanger and inlet and outlet
lines connected to the reactor coolant system.
Operation of the passive residual heat removal system is initiated (valves opened) upon
receipt of any of the following signals: low steam generator level narrow range with low
startup feedwater flow to any steam generator, low steam generator level wide range, high hot
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leg temperature, and also CMT or ADS actuation. PRHR valves will also fail open if DC
power is lost.
The passive residual heat removal actuation signal automatically opens the normally closed
valves in the line from the passive residual heat removal heat exchanger to the cold leg. The
passive residual heat removal heat exchanger transfers heat from the reactor coolant system to
the water contained in the IRWST. This is accomplished by the natural circulation of reactor
coolant system fluid from the reactor coolant system hot leg to the reactor coolant system
cold legs. The water in the IRWST provides a large heat sink that acts to delay direct
steaming to the containment for about 2 hours. It provides sufficient water inventory for
passive residual heat removal cooling for 72 hours.
Failure of this function is the failure of the passive residual heat removal system to remove
decay heat from the reactor coolant system.
PRSOV - No Stuck-Open Pressurizer Safety Valves
Following the initiating event, the pressurizer safety valves may open to limit the reactor
coolant system pressure, if reactor coolant system heat removal is inadequate due to failures
in the secondary side and primary side heat removal systems (SFW and PRHR).
Failure of this function is the failure of either safety valve to reclose, given successful
opening. The stuck-open safety valve event is routed to the intermediate LOCA event tree.
CMT - Reactor Coolant System Pumps Trip and Core Makeup Tanks
Core makeup tank injection requires that the reactor coolant pumps are tripped to reduce the
pressure in the reactor coolant system cold leg. If the pumps are operating, the reactor coolant
system pressure differences are insufficient to provide injection without cold leg voiding. The
core makeup tanks will actuate on an S-signal, low-2 pressurizer level, or high hot leg
temperature with low steam generator level.
The reactor coolant pumps are automatically tripped due to the nature of the event. Thus, the
failure of reactor coolant pumps to trip is not modeled. Following successful reactor coolant
pump trip, the core makeup flow can be initiated.
Failure of this top event is the failure to actuate at least one core makeup tank, either
automatically or manually, or failure to trip the reactor coolant pumps as described above.
ADS-F - Full Reactor Coolant System Depressurization
When the reactor cannot be cooled at high pressure, the depressurization system should be
actuated to permit injection by gravity. Full reactor coolant system depressurization is the
reduction of the system pressure to a value such that gravity injection can be initiated. The
success criteria for full depressurization are discussed in Chapter 6. ADS actuation can be
obtained either manually by the operator or automatically on core makeup tank low water
level.
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Failure of this function is the failure to actuate the minimum configuration of valves required
for full reactor depressurization.
ADS-P - Partial Depressurization
Partial depressurization is defined as the reduction of the reactor coolant system pressure to a
value so that injection into the reactor coolant system can be achieved with the normal
residual heat removal pumps, but not by gravity. The success criteria for partial
depressurization for this event are discussed in Chapter 6.
ACC - Accumulators
Actuation of the accumulators is a diverse means for providing cooling water injection into
the reactor coolant system. The driving force for injection is pressurized nitrogen in the
accumulators. The water contained in the two accumulators enters the reactor pressure vessel
through the safety injection lines whenever the reactor coolant system pressure goes below
the nitrogen pressure of 700 psig.
Failure of this function is the failure of both accumulators to inject water into the reactor
pressure vessel, given successful depressurization to below the accumulator nitrogen
pressure.
NRHR - Normal Residual Heat Removal in Injection Mode
The normal residual heat removal system is configured to take suction from the cask loading
pit or the IRWST and discharge to the safety injection line.
The normal residual heat removal system, aligned in this mode with one out of two pumps
operating, can also accomplish long-term core cooling if the recirculation function is
successful. The recirculation function success is necessary to allow core cooling after the
IRWST water is depleted and the reactor cavity is flooded. This is obtained by opening one of
the two recirculation lines, from which the operating normal residual heat removal takes
suction.
Failure of this function is the failure to actuate at least one out of the two normal residual heat
removal pumps after the reactor coolant system depressurizes or failure of the system to
operate for the PRA's mission time. Failure is also assumed if the recirculation function fails.
IRWST - Gravity Injection
After full depressurization of the reactor coolant system and either core makeup tank or
accumulator injection, gravity injection can be established. This is achieved by permitting the
water from the IRWST to flow through one of the two gravity injection lines into the safety
injection lines. Dropping of the CMT level automatically actuates the IRWST injection.
Failure of this function is the failure of both gravity injection lines to open.
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CIS - Containment Isolation Occurs
Containment isolation is modeled to distinguish the success criteria for the recirculation event
tree node with or without CIS. A more stringent success criteria for recirculation exists if the
containment isolation is not established.
RECIRC - Water Recirculation to RPV from the Sump Occurs
The recirculation of water from the containment sump to the reactor pressure vessel is
necessary for long-term core cooling. If the CIS is successful, one-of-four lines to the two
recirculation paths is sufficient for success. If the CIS is not successful, a more stringent
success criterion of two-of-four lines to the recirculation paths is required.
CHR - Containment Cooling is Established
The removal of thermal energy from the containment atmosphere to the environment via the
steel containment vessel is necessary following events that cause a significant increase in
containment pressure and temperature such as a LOCA and main steam line break accident
inside containment. If the RECIRC is successful, one-of-three possible paths of water supply
lines will be activated in response to a high-2 containment pressure signal or a high
containment temperature signal.
If normal RHR, CCS, and SWS are available, decay heat removal from the containment by
the CCS heat exchangers is also credited.
4.21.3

Event Tree Success Criteria and Core Damage Categories
Event tree success criteria and core damage category assignments are summarized in
Table 4-20 and are also shown in the event tree in Figure 4B-20 in Attachment 4B.

4.21.4

Operator Actions
Operator actions are needed for the following functions:
ADS-F
NRHR

manual actuation only if CMT fails.
manual alignment and start of NRHR pump(s) after a LOSP event

There may be manual actions after R05 success; but this is not modeled since the actuarial
failure probability of grid recovery in 30 minutes is already high enough that addition of
operator action failure probabilities would not significantly affect the results.
Credit is taken for manual actuation of the following functions, only if automatic actuation
fails:

"* SFW
"* DGEN
"* CMT
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"* ADS-F/ADS-P
"* RECIRC
4.21.5

Transfers and Consequential Events
The RTRIP node is placed in the event tree to designate that reactor trip is successful in this
model; the failure of reactor trip is modeled in the ATWS event tree.
If the LOSP event occurs, the possibility of a stuck-open secondary side safety valve is
addressed by transferring to the SLB-V event tree.
If PRHR fails with power available, the possibility of a stuck-open pressurizer safety valve is
addressed by transferring to the MLOCA event tree. If PRHR fails during station blackout,
the consequential MLOCA response is the same as the one modeled in the event tree since
NRHR would not be available; thus no additional MLOCA transfer is modeled.

4.22

Main Steam Line Break Downstream of MSIVs Event Tree Model

4.22.1

Event Description
This initiating event group includes breaks in the main steam lines downstream of the main
steam isolation valves, and breaks in the main feedwater lines upstream of the feedwater
isolation valves. In both events, the steam generators can be isolated from the breaks.
If closure of the main steam isolation valves is successful, this event is terminated and
continues as a loss of main feedwater event. If main steam line isolation fails, blowdown of
one or both steam generators takes place.
Design Control Document (DCD) Chapter 15 analyses show that, in the case of an unisolated
break and a stuck rod control cluster assembly, core power stabilizes at approximately
2 percent of nominal power following actuation of the passive residual heat removal system.
Since the equilibrium power level is lower in the case where all rods are inserted, the
2 percent of nominal power level is conservatively assumed. To avoid sustaining this power
level for a long time, CMT and the chemical and volume control system need to be actuated
for boron injection. To return to subcriticality, as a backup to CMT/CVS injection, the
operator, following the emergency guidelines, can stop the PRHR system, and restart it after
adequate core heatup has occurred, in order to limit the cooldown and associated return to
power.
For the feedwater line break case, the effects on the primary system are different. Following
the break, the affected steam generator empties and then a loss of heat removal capacity
occurs. In a few seconds, the primary system heats up, because of the reduced feedwater
flow. The reactor is then tripped by the low water level signal in the steam generator of the
faulted loop. After reactor trip and actuation of the passive residual heat removal system, the
cooldown transient similar to that associated with a steam line break takes place. In this case,
the mechanism of recriticality and possible core damage cannot occur. Therefore, the event
tree discussed here is conservative for this case.
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The initiating event frequency for each category is the sum of the main steam line break and
main feedwater line break event frequencies.
4.22.2

Event Tree Model and its Nodes
The SLB-D event tree is given in Figure 4B-21 in Attachment 4B. Event tree node
descriptions are given below.
SLB-D - SLB Downstream of MSIVs Event Occurs
This node represents the occurrence of a large steam line break event downstream of the main
steam isolation valves. Due to its location, this break can be isolated.
RTRIP - Reactor Trip Occurs

This node is used to indicate that the reactor trip function has succeeded and the reactivity
control is achieved. The failure of this function is separately modeled in the ATWS modeling
(ATW-S category).
MSISO - MSL Break Isolation

This function refers to the isolation of both main steam lines. The isolation of both steam
lines prevents the blowdown of both steam generators, the isolation of only one line produces
the blowdown of only one steam generator.
Failure of both lines produces the blowdown of both steam generators. To simplify the
analysis it is assumed that failure of this function is the failure of both lines to close. Success
means no blowdown.
NSGTR - No Steam Generator Tube Rupture
Following the initiating event with failure to isolate the break, the secondary side
depressurizes, potentially producing an increase of differential pressure on the steam
generator tubes, which, if sufficiently large, could lead to an increased probability of tube
rupture. Failure of this function means that there is a steam generator tube rupture. The
sequence is routed to an event similar to the steam generator tube rupture, but with the
secondary side degraded by the line break.
PRHR - Passive Residual Heat Removal System
The passive residual heat removal system consists of a heat exchanger and inlet and outlet
lines connected to the reactor coolant system.
Operation of the passive residual heat removal system is initiated (valves opened) upon
receipt of any of the following signals: low steam generator level narrow range with low
startup feedwater flow to any steam generator, low steam generator level wide range, high hot
leg temperature, and also CMT or ADS actuation.
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The passive residual heat removal actuation signal automatically opens the normally closed
valves in the line from the passive residual heat removal heat exchanger to the cold leg. The
passive residual heat removal heat exchanger transfers heat from the reactor coolant system to
the water contained in the IRWST. This is accomplished by the natural circulation of reactor
coolant system fluid from the reactor coolant system hot leg to the reactor coolant system
cold legs. The water in the IRWST provides a large heat sink that acts to delay direct
steaming to the containment for about 2 hours. It provides sufficient water inventory for
passive residual heat removal cooling for 72 hours.
Failure of this function is the failure of the passive residual heat removal system to remove
decay heat from the reactor coolant system.
CMT - Reactor Coolant System Pumps Trip and Core Makeup Tanks
Core makeup tank injection requires that the reactor coolant pumps are tripped to reduce the
pressure in the reactor coolant system cold leg. If the pumps are operating, the reactor coolant
system pressure differences are insufficient to provide injection without cold leg voiding. The
core makeup tanks will actuate on an S-signal, low-2 pressurizer level, or high hot leg
temperature with low steam generator level.
The pumps are automatically tripped on the CMT actuation signal. Failure of this function is
conservatively assumed to be the failure of any of the pumps to trip. Following successful
reactor coolant pump trip, the core makeup flow can be initiated.
Failure of this top event is the failure to actuate at least one core makeup tank, either
automatically or manually, or failure to trip the reactor coolant pumps as described above.
CVS - Chemical and Volume Control System Makeup or Passive Residual Heat
Removal System Control
Following reactor trip and actuation of the passive residual heat removal system, core power
reaches an equilibrium of approximately 2 percent of nominal. To avoid sustaining this power
level for a long time, CMT and the chemical and volume control system need to be actuated
for boron injection. Failure of this top event is the failure of the CVS system to automatically
or manually operate, and failure of the operator to initially stop and later restart the passive
residual heat removal system after core heatup.
ADS-F - Full Reactor Coolant System Depressurization
When the reactor cannot be cooled at high pressure, the depressurization system should be
actuated to permit injection by normal residual heat removal or gravity.
Full reactor coolant system depressurization is the reduction of the system pressure to a value
such that gravity injection can be initiated. The success criteria for full depressurization are
discussed in Chapter 6. ADS actuation can be obtained either manually by the operator or
automatically on core makeup tank low water level.
2
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Failure of this function is the failure to actuate the minimum configuration of valves required
for full reactor depressurization.
ADS-P - Partial Depressurization
Partial depressurization is defined as the reduction of the reactor coolant system pressure to a
value so that injection into the reactor coolant system can be achieved with the normal
residual heat removal pumps, but not by gravity. The success criteria for partial
depressurization for this event are discussed in Chapter 6.
ACC - Accumulators
Actuation of the accumulators is a diverse means for providing cooling water injection into
the reactor coolant system. The driving force for injection is pressurized nitrogen in the
accumulators. The water contained in the two accumulators enters the reactor pressure vessel
through the safety injection lines whenever the reactor coolant system pressure goes below
the nitrogen pressure of 700 psig.
Failure of this function is the failure of both accumulators to inject water into the reactor
pressure vessel, given successful depressurization to below the accumulator nitrogen
pressure.
NRHR - Normal Residual Heat Removal in Injection Mode
The normal residual heat removal system is configured to take suction from the cask loading
pit or the IRWST and discharge to the safety injection line.
The normal residual heat removal system, aligned in this mode with one out of two pumps
operating, can also accomplish long-term core cooling if the recirculation function is
successful. The recirculation function success is necessary to allow core cooling after the
IRWST water is depleted and the reactor cavity is flooded. This is obtained by opening one of
the two recirculation lines, from which the operating normal residual heat removal takes
suction.
Failure of this function is the failure to actuate at least one out of the two normal residual heat
removal pumps after the reactor coolant system depressurizes or failure of the system to
operate for the PRA's mission time. Failure is also assumed if the recirculation function fails.
IRWST - Gravity Injection
After full depressurization of the reactor coolant system and either core makeup tank or
accumulator injection, gravity injection can be established. This is achieved by permitting the
water from the IRWST to flow through one of the two gravity injection lines into the safety
injection lines. Dropping CMT level automatically actuates IRWST injection.
Failure of this function is the failure of both gravity injection lines to open.
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CIS - Containment Isolation Occurs
Containment isolation is modeled to distinguish the success criteria for the recirculation event
tree node with or without CIS. A more stringent success criteria for recirculation exists if the
containment isolation is not established.
RECIRC - Water Recirculation to RPV from the Sump Occurs
The recirculation of water from the containment sump to the reactor pressure vessel is
necessary for long-term core cooling. If the CIS is successful, one-of-four lines to the two
recirculation paths is sufficient for success. If the CIS is not successful, a more stringent
success criteria of two-of-four lines to the recirculation paths are required.
CHR - Containment Cooling is Established
The removal of thermal energy from the containment atmosphere to the environment via the
steel containment vessel is necessary following events that cause a significant increase in
containment pressure and temperature such as a LOCA and main steam line break accident
inside containment. If the RECIRC is successful, one-of-three possible paths of water supply
lines will be activated in response to a high-2 containment pressure signal or a high
containment temperature signal.
If normal RHR, CCS, and SWS are available, decay heat removal from the containment by
the CCS heat exchangers is also credited.
4.22.3

Event Tree Success Criteria and Core Damage Categories
Event tree success criteria and core damage category assignments are summarized in
Table 4-21 and are also shown in the event tree in Figure 4B-21 in Attachment 4B.

4.22.4

Operator Actions
Operator actions are needed for the following functions:
NRHR
ADS-F

manual actuation only
manual actuation only if CMT fails

The core damage sequences containing failure of ADS-F and NRHR (following CMT failure)
contain two operator actions in series.
Credit is taken for manual actuation of the following functions, only if automatic actuation
fails:

"*
"*
"*
"*

CMT
ADS-F/ADS-P
RECIRC

CVS
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4.22.5

Transfers and Consequential Events
The RTRIP node is placed in the event tree to designate that reactor trip is successful in this
model; the failure of reactor trip is modeled in the ATW-S event tree.
If NSGTR event occurs, possibility of a consequential steam generator tube rupture event is
addressed by transferring to the SGTRC event tree.

4.23

Main Steam Line Break Upstream of MSIVs Event Tree Model

4.23.1

Event Description
This initiating event group includes breaks of the main steam lines upstream of the main
steam isolation valves and breaks of the main feedwater lines downstream of the feedwater
isolation valves. In these events, the faulted steam generator cannot be isolated from the
break. Successful operation of the main steam isolation valves or main feedwater isolation
valves does not prevent the faulted steam generator blowdown.
DCD Chapter 15 analyses show that, in the case of an unisolated break and a stuck rod
control cluster assembly, core power stabilizes at approximately 2 percent of nominal power
following actuation of the passive residual heat removal system. Since the equilibrium power
level is lower in the case where all rods are inserted, the 2 percent of nominal power level is
conservatively assumed. To avoid sustaining this power level for a long time, CMT and the
chemical and volume control system need to be actuated for boron injection. To return to
subcriticality, as a backup to CMT/CVS injection, the operator, following the emergency
guidelines, can stop the PRHR system, and restart it after adequate core heatup has occurred,
in order to limit the cooldown and associated return to power.
For the feedwater line break case, the effects on the primary system are different. Following
the break, the affected steam generator empties and then a loss of heat removal capacity
occurs. In a few seconds, the primary system heats up, because of the reduced feedwater
flow. The reactor is then tripped by the low water level signal in the steam generator of the
faulted loop. After reactor trip and actuation of the passive residual heat removal system, the
cooldown transient similar to that associated with a steam line break takes place. In this case,
the mechanism of recriticality and possible core damage cannot occur. Therefore, the event
tree discussed here is conservative for this case.
The initiating event frequency for each category is the sum of the main steam line break and
main feedwater line break event frequencies.

4.23.2

Event Tree Model and its Nodes
The SLB-U event tree is given in Figure 4B-22 in Attachment 4B. Event tree node
descriptions are given below.
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SLB-U - SLB Upstream of MSIVs Event Occurs
This node represents the occurrence of a large steam line break event upstream the main
steam isolation valves.
RTRIP - Reactor Trip Occurs
This node is used to indicate that the reactor trip function has succeeded and the reactivity
control is achieved. The failure of this function is separately modeled in the ATWS modeling
(ATW-S category).
BL - Break Inside the Containment

This top event assesses the fraction of upstream breaks that occur inside containment. The
location of the break is important for containment response and dose considerations.
MSISO - MSL Break Isolation
This function refers to the isolation of both main steam lines. The isolation of the MSIVs in
one or both steam lines results in the blowdown of only one steam generator. Failure of both
lines produces the blowdown of both steam generators. Conservatively, to simplify the
analysis, it is assumed that failure of this function is the failure to close both lines. Success
means no blowdown in one steam generator.
NSGTR - No Steam Generator Tube Rupture
Following the initiating event with failure to isolate the break, the secondary side
depressurizes, potentially producing an increase of differential pressure on the steam
generator tubes, which, if sufficiently large, could lead to an increased probability of tube
rupture. Failure of this function means that there is a steam generator tube rupture. The
sequence is routed to an event similar to the steam generator tube rupture, but with the
secondary side degraded by the line break. If both steam generators are blowing down, then
both may be subject to increased probability of a consequential steam generator tube rupture
event.
PRHR - Passive Residual Heat Removal System
The passive residual heat removal system consists of a heat exchanger and inlet and outlet
lines connected to the reactor coolant system.
Operation of the passive residual heat removal system is initiated (valves opened) upon
receipt of any of the following signals: low steam generator level narrow range with low
startup feedwater flow to any steam generator, low steam generator level wide range, high hot
leg temperature, and also CMT or ADS actuation.
The passive residual heat removal system actuation signal automatically opens the normally
closed valves in the line from the passive residual heat removal heat exchanger to the cold
leg. The passive residual heat removal heat exchanger transfers heat from the reactor coolant
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system to the water contained in the IRWST. This is accomplished by the natural circulation
of reactor coolant system fluid from the reactor coolant system hot leg to the reactor coolant
system cold legs. The water in the IRWST provides a large heat sink that acts to delay direct
steaming to the containment for about 2 hours. It provides sufficient water inventory for
passive residual heat removal cooling for 72 hours.
Failure of this function is the failure of the passive residual heat removal system to remove
decay heat from the reactor coolant system.
CMT - Reactor Coolant System Pumps Trip and Core Makeup Tanks
Core makeup tank injection requires that the reactor coolant pumps are tripped to reduce the
pressure in the reactor coolant system cold leg. If the pumps are operating, the reactor coolant
system pressure differences are insufficient to provide injection without cold leg voiding. The
core makeup tanks will actuate on an S-signal, low-2 pressurizer level, or high hot leg
temperature with low steam generator level.
The pumps are automatically tripped on the CMT actuation signal. Failure of this function is
conservatively assumed to be the failure of any of the pumps to trip. Following successful
reactor coolant pump trip, the core makeup flow can be initiated.
Failure of this top event is the failure to actuate at least one core makeup tank, either
automatically or manually, or failure to trip the reactor coolant pumps as described above.
CVS - Chemical and Volume Control System Makeup or Passive Residual Heat
Removal System Control
Following reactor trip and actuation of the passive residual heat removal system, core power
reaches an equilibrium of approximately 2 percent of nominal. To avoid sustaining this power
level for a long time, CMT and the chemical and volume control system need to be actuated
for boron injection. Failure of this top event is the failure of the CVS system to automatically
or manually operate, and failure of the operator to initially stop and later restart the passive
residual heat removal system after core heatup.
ADS-F - Full Reactor Coolant System Depressurization
When the reactor cannot be cooled at high pressure, the depressurization system should be
actuated to permit injection by NRHR or gravity.
Full reactor coolant system depressurization is the reduction of the system pressure to a value
such that gravity injection can be initiated. The success criteria for full depressurization are
discussed in Chapter 6. ADS actuation can be obtained either manually by the operator or
automatically on core makeup tank low water level.
Failure of this function is the failure to actuate the minimum configuration of valves required
for full reactor depressurization.
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ADS-P - Partial Depressurization

Partial depressurization is defined as the reduction of the reactor coolant system pressure to a
value so that injection into the reactor coolant system can be achieved with the normal
residual heat removal pumps, but not by gravity. The success criteria for partial
depressurization for this event are discussed in Chapter 6.
ACC - Accumulators

Actuation of the accumulators is a diverse means for providing cooling water injection into
the reactor coolant system. The driving force for injection is pressurized nitrogen in the
accumulators. The water contained in the two accumulators enters the reactor pressure vessel
through the safety injection lines whenever the reactor coolant system pressure goes below
the nitrogen pressure of 700 psig.
Failure of this function is the failure of both accumulators to inject water into the reactor
pressure vessel, given successful depressurization to below the accumulator nitrogen
pressure.
NRHR - Normal Residual Heat Removal in Injection Mode
The normal residual heat removal system is configured to take suction from the cask loading
pit or the IRWST and discharge to the safety injection line.
The normal residual heat removal system, aligned in this mode with one out of two pumps
operating, can also accomplish long-term core cooling if the recirculation function is
successful. The recirculation function success is necessary to allow core cooling after the
IRWST water is depleted and the reactor cavity is flooded. This is obtained by opening one of
the two recirculation lines, from which the operating normal residual heat removal takes
suction.
Failure of this function is the failure to actuate at least one out of the two normal residual heat
removal pumps after the reactor coolant system depressurizes or failure of the system to
operate for the PRA's mission time. Failure is also assumed if the recirculation function fails.
IRWST - Gravity Injection
After full depressurization of the reactor coolant system and either core makeup tank or
accumulator injection, gravity injection can be established. This is achieved by permitting the
water from the IRWST to flow through one of the two gravity injection lines into the safety
injection lines. Dropping CMT level automatically actuates IRWST injection.
Failure of this function is the failure of both gravity injection lines to open.
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CIS - Containment Isolation Occurs
Containment isolation is modeled to distinguish the success criteria for the recirculation event
tree node with or without CIS. A more stringent success criterion for recirculation exists if
the containment isolation is not established.
RECIRC - Water Recirculation to RPV from the Sump Occurs
The recirculation of water from the containment sump to the reactor pressure vessel is
necessary for long-term core cooling. If the CIS is successful, one-of-four lines to the two
recirculation paths is sufficient for success. If the CIS is not successful, a more stringent
success criteria of two-of-four lines to the recirculation paths are required.
CHR - Containment Cooling is Established
The removal of thermal energy from the containment atmosphere to the environment via the
steel containment vessel is necessary following events that cause a significant increase in
containment pressure and temperature such as a LOCA and main steam line break accident
inside containment. If the RECIRC is successful, one-of-three possible paths of water supply
lines will be activated in response to a high-2 containment pressure signal or a high
containment temperature signal.
If normal RHR, CCS, and SWS are available, decay heat removal from the containment by
the CCS heat exchangers is also credited.
4.23.3

Event Tree Success Criteria and Core Damage Categories
Event tree success criteria and core damage category assignments are summarized in
Table 4-22 and are also shown in the event tree in Figure 4B-22 in Attachment 4B.
If core damage occurs after failure of MSISO, it is pessimistically assumed, in order to
simplify the modeling of these sequences, that all end states are of type 5E (early containment
breach).

4.23.4

Operator Actions
Operator actions are needed for the following functions:
NRHR manual actuation only
ADS-F manual actuation only if CMT fails
The core damage sequences containing failure of ADS-F and NRHR (following CMT failure)
contain two operator actions in series.
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Credit is taken for manual actuation of the following functions, only if automatic actuation
fails:
*
*
*
*
*
4.23.5

CMT
CVS
MSISO
ADS-F/ADS-P
RECIRC

Transfers and Consequential Events
The RTRIP node is placed in the event tree to designate that reactor trip is successful in this
model; the failure of reactor trip is modeled in the ATW-S event tree.
If the NSGTR event occurs, the possibility of a consequential steam generator tube rupture
event is addressed by transferring to the SGTRC event tree.
If the BL fails, the event is transferred to SLB-V.

4.24

Stuck-Open Secondary Side Safety Valve Event Tree Model

4.24.1

Event Description
This initiating event group includes events in which the main steam line safety valve is stuck
open, either as an initiating event or as a consequence of other initiating events.
The event tree is similar to the main steam line break upstream of the main steam isolation
valves and outside of containment. The difference here is that the reduced break flow
produces a slower primary system cooldown. The same functions are conservatively used. No
credit is taken for faulted steam generator isolation.
DCD Chapter 15 analyses show that, in the case of an unisolated break and a stuck rod
control cluster assembly, core power stabilizes at approximately 2 percent of nominal power
following actuation of the passive residual heat removal system. Since the equilibrium power
level is lower in the case where all rods are inserted, the 2 percent of nominal power level is
conservatively assumed. To avoid sustaining this power level for a long time, CMT and the
chemical and volume control system need to be actuated for boron injection. To return to
subcriticality, as a backup to CMT/CVS injection, the operator, following the emergency
guidelines, can stop the PRHR system, and restart it after adequate core heatup has occurred,
in order to limit the cooldown and associated return to power.
For the feedwater line break case, the effects on the primary system are different. Following
the break, the affected steam generator empties and then a loss of heat removal capacity
occurs. In a few seconds, the primary system heats up, because of the reduced feedwater
flow. The reactor is then tripped by the low water level signal in the steam generator of the
faulted loop. After reactor trip and actuation of the passive residual heat removal system, the
cooldown transient similar to that associated with a steam line break takes place. In this case,
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the mechanism of recriticality and possible core damage cannot occur. Therefore, the event
tree discussed here is conservative for this case.
The initiating event frequency for each category is the sum of the main steam line break and
main feedwater line break event frequencies.
4.24.2

Event Tree Model and its Nodes
The SLB-V event tree is given in Figure 4B-23 in Attachment 4B. Event tree node
descriptions are given below.
SLB-V - Stuck-Open Secondary Side Safety Valve Event Occurs
This node represents the occurrence of a stuck-open secondary side safety valve event.
RTRIP - Reactor Trip Occurs

This node is used to indicate that the reactor trip function has succeeded and the reactivity
control is achieved. The failure of this function is separately modeled in the ATWS modeling
(ATW-S category).
NSGTR - No Steam Generator Tube Rupture
Following the initiating event with failure to isolate the break, the secondary side
depressurizes, potentially producing an increase of differential pressure on the steam
generator tubes, which, if sufficiently large, could lead to an increased probability of tube
rupture. Failure of this function means that there is a steam generator tube rupture either in
one or two steam generators. The sequence is routed to an event similar to the steam
generator tube rupture, but with the secondary side degraded by the line break.
PRHR - Passive Residual Heat Removal System
The passive residual heat removal system consists of a heat exchanger and inlet and outlet
lines connected to the reactor coolant system.
Operation of the passive residual heat removal system is initiated (valves opened) upon
receipt of any of the following signals: low steam generator level narrow range with low
startup feedwater flow to any steam generator, low steam generator level wide range, high hot
leg temperature, and also CMT or ADS actuation.
The passive residual heat removal actuation signal automatically opens the normally closed
valves in the line from the passive residual heat removal heat exchanger to the cold leg. The
passive residual heat removal heat exchanger transfers heat from the reactor coolant system to
the water contained in the IRWST. This is accomplished by the natural circulation of reactor
coolant system fluid from the reactor coolant system hot leg to the reactor coolant system
cold legs. The water in the IRWST provides a large heat sink that acts to delay direct
steaming to the containment for about 2 hours. It provides sufficient water inventory for
passive residual heat removal cooling for 72 hours.
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Failure of this function is the failure of the passive residual heat removal system to remove
decay heat from the reactor coolant system.
CMT - Reactor Coolant System Pumps Trip and Core Makeup Tanks
Core makeup tank injection requires that the reactor coolant pumps are tripped to reduce the
pressure in the reactor coolant system cold leg. If the pumps are operating, the reactor coolant
system pressure differences are insufficient to provide injection without cold leg voiding. The
core makeup tanks will actuate on an S-signal, low-2 pressurizer level, or high hot leg
temperature with low steam generator level.
The pumps are automatically tripped on the core makeup tank actuation signal. Failure of this
function is conservatively assumed to be the failure of any of the pumps to trip. Following
successful reactor coolant pump trip, the core makeup flow can be initiated.
Failure of this top event is the failure to actuate at least one core makeup tank, either
automatically or manually, or failure to trip the reactor coolant pumps as described above.
CVS - Chemical and Volume Control System Makeup or Passive Residual Heat
Removal System Control
Following reactor trip and actuation of the passive residual heat removal system, core power
reaches an equilibrium of approximately 2 percent of nominal. To avoid sustaining this power
level for a long time, CMT and the chemical and volume control system need to be actuated
for boron injection. Failure of this top event is the failure of the CVS system to automatically
or manually operate, and failure of the operator to initially stop and later restart the passive
residual heat removal system after core heatup.
ADS-F - Full Reactor Coolant System Depressurization
When the reactor cannot be cooled at high pressure, the depressurization system should be
actuated to permit injection by NRHR or gravity.
Full reactor coolant system depressurization is the reduction of the system pressure to a value
such that gravity injection can be initiated. The success criteria for full depressurization are
discussed in Chapter 6. ADS actuation can be obtained either manually by the operator or
automatically on core makeup tank low water level.
Failure of this function is the failure to actuate the minimum configuration of valves required
for full reactor depressurization.
ADS-P - Partial Depressurization

Partial depressurization is defined as the reduction of the reactor coolant system pressure to a
value so that injection into the reactor coolant system can be achieved with the normal
residual heat removal pumps, but not by gravity. The success criteria for partial
depressurization for this event is discussed in Chapter 6.
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ACC - Accumulators
Actuation of the accumulators is a diverse means for providing cooling water injection into
the reactor coolant system. The driving force for injection is pressurized nitrogen in the
accumulators. The water contained in the two accumulators enters the reactor pressure vessel
through the safety injection lines whenever the reactor coolant system pressure goes below
the nitrogen pressure of 700 psig.
Failure of this function is the failure of both accumulators to inject water into the reactor
pressure vessel, given successful depressurization to below the accumulator nitrogen
pressure.
NRHR - Normal Residual Heat Removal in Injection Mode
The normal residual heat removal system is configured to take suction from the cask loading
pit or the IRWST and discharge to the safety injection line.
The normal residual heat removal system, aligned in this mode with one out of two pumps
operating, can also accomplish long-term core cooling if the recirculation function is
successful. The recirculation function success is necessary to allow core cooling after the
IRWST water is depleted and the reactor cavity is flooded. This is obtained by opening one of
the two recirculation lines, from which the operating normal residual heat removal takes
suction.
Failure of this function is the failure to actuate at least one out of the two normal residual heat
removal pumps after the RCS depressurizes or failure of the system to operate for the PRA's
mission time. Failure is also assumed if the recirculation function fails.
IRWST - Gravity Injection
After full depressurization of the reactor coolant system and either core makeup tank or
accumulator injection, gravity injection can be established. This is achieved by permitting the
water from the IRWST to flow through one of the two gravity injection lines into the safety
injection lines. Dropping CMT level automatically actuates IRWST injection.
Failure of this function is the failure of both gravity injection lines to open.
CIS - Containment Isolation Occurs
Containment isolation is modeled to distinguish the success criteria for the recirculation event
tree node with or without CIS. A more stringent success criterion for recirculation exists if
the containment isolation is not established.
RECIRC - Water Recirculation to RPV from the Sump Occurs
The recirculation of water from the containment sump to the reactor pressure vessel is
necessary for long-term core cooling. If the CIS is successful, one-of-four lines to the two
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recirculation paths is sufficient for success. If the CIS is not successful, a more stringent
success criterion of two-of-four lines to the recirculation paths is required.
CHR - Containment Cooling is Established
The removal of thermal energy from the containment atmosphere to the environment via the
steel containment vessel is necessary following events that cause a significant increase in
containment pressure and temperature such as a LOCA and main steam line break accident
inside containment. If the RECIRC is successful, one-of-three possible paths of water supply
lines will be activated in response to a high-2 containment pressure signal or a high
containment temperature signal.
If normal RHR, CCS, and SWS are available, decay heat removal from the containment by
the CCS heat exchangers is also credited.
4.24.3

Event Tree Success Criteria and Core Damage Categories
Event tree success criteria and core damage category assignments are summarized in
Table 4-23 and are also shown in the event tree in Figure 4B-23 in Attachment 4B.

4.24.4

Operator Actions
Operator actions are needed for the following functions:
NRHR
ADS-F

manual actuation only
manual actuation only if CMT fails

The core damage sequences containing failure of ADS-F and NRHR (following CMT failure)
contain two operator actions in series.
Credit is taken for manual actuation of the following functions, only if automatic actuation
fails:

"*
"*
"•
"*
4.24.5

CMT
ADS-F/ADS-P
CVS
RECIRC

Transfers and Consequential Events
The RTRIP node is placed in the event tree to designate that reactor trip is successful in this
model; the failure of reactor trip is modeled in the ATW-S event tree.
If the NSGTR event occurs, the possibility of a consequential steam generator tube rupture
event is addressed by transferring to the SGTRC event tree.
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4.25

ATWS Precursors Without MIFW Event Tree Model

4.25.1

Event Description
The ATWS precursors encompass a spectrum of initiating events and ensuing plant transient
progressions. This ATWS category applies to those transient precursors where the main
feedwater is lost as a part of the initiating event.
An anticipated transient without scram caused by a loss of main feedwater event causes the
most severe reactor coolant system pressure rise and results in the following conditions. The
inadequate supply of feedwater results in a large imbalance between the heat source and the
heat sink. The secondary system can no longer remove all of the heat that is generated in the
core. This heat buildup in the primary system is indicated by the rapidly rising reactor coolant
temperature and pressure and by the increasing reactor water level due to the expanding
reactor coolant. The water level in the steam generator drops as the remaining water in the
secondary system, not replenished by main feedwater flow, is boiled off. When the steam
generator water level falls to the point that steam generator tubes are exposed, primary to
secondary system heat transfer is reduced. Reactor coolant temperature and pressure continue
to increase, and eventually the pressurizer fills and relieves water through the pressurizer
safety valves. The peak pressure attained in the primary system depends on the ability of the
pressurizer safety valves to release the expanding reactor coolant. Core power subsequently
drops due to the negative moderator temperature coefficient.
In most cases following an anticipated transient without reactor trip, the reactor core shuts
down on an inherently negative moderator temperature coefficient of reactivity prior to core
damage. However, the possibility of system overpressure exists for those transients that
initiate at power early in the core life and that also involve total loss of normal feedwater
early in the transient. Prior to core shutdown in these limiting cases, there is the possibility
that system limits could be violated with a possible resulting loss of reactor coolant integrity,
which could lead to core damage. Therefore, for purposes of this ATWS assessment, core
damage is assumed to result if any of the following occur:

"* Maximum reactor coolant system pressure exceeds 3200 psig (see Chapter 6).
"

Inadequate reactor coolant system heat removal exists (either before or after the core is
brought to subcritical), so that insufficient reactor coolant remains to provide core
cooling.

"* The reactor core is not brought to subcriticality:
-

Within three hours if cooling is being accomplished by use of the startup feedwater
system and reactor coolant system pressure has not exceeded 3200 psig. Three
hours is the time limit that, with the maximum startup feedwater flow, sufficient
feedwater is available to permit normal plant cooldown.

-

Within 2 hours if core cooling is being accomplished by the passive residual heat
removal system and reactor coolant system pressure has not exceeded 3200 psig.
Two hours is the time limit that the IRWST water is heated to saturation by the
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passive residual heat removal heat exchangers. If subcriticality of the core is not
accomplished within 2 hours, continued cooling by the passive residual heat
removal system may be in jeopardy due to inadequate supply of water in the
IRWST. No credit is taken for operator action to initiate cooling of the IRWST
water via the spent fuel cooling system.
There are several mechanisms by which the plant may be shut down following an ATWS
event. These include a manual reactor trip, boration of the reactor coolant using the chemical
and volume control system for injection of borated water, or initiation of safety injection of
borated water from the core makeup tanks. For the most limiting events (loss of main
feedwater early in core life), there is credit for manual reactor trip, but no credit for the
longer-term boration actions without success of either startup feedwater or passive residual
heat removal. If these functions succeed, then manual reactor trip or manual actuation of
insertion (stepping in) of one bank of control rod drive mechanisms within the first minute
provides sufficient negative reactivity insertion so that the pressurizer safety valves can
prevent reactor coolant system pressure from exceeding 3200 psig. If the peak pressure
(which occurs during the first two minutes or so) does not exceed 3200 psig, the operator is
able to proceed with procedures for plant cooldown. If rod cluster control assembly (RCCA)
bank insertion has occurred (rather than reactor trip), then boration is also assumed to be
required.
A manual reactor trip signal is processed both directly to the trip breakers and via the
protection logic to the trip breakers. If this action should fail to de-energize the control rod
drive mechanism, the operator can trip the control rod power at the motor-generator set
supply breakers to trip the reactor. The AP1000 contains a diverse actuation system that, on a
low steam generator wide range level signal, trips the control rods via the motor-generator
set, trips the turbine, and starts the passive residual heat removal system. The operators can
also initiate these functions from the control room.
Tripping the turbine early in an ATWS with the loss of feedwater event causes a rapid
reduction in steam flow out of the steam generators. This results in a rapid increase in steam
pressure, which may reach the steam line safety valve set pressure. Consequently, core
moderator temperature increases and core power decreases early in the transient before steam
generator tubes uncover. Later, as the steam generator tubes begin to uncover, the rate of
increase in reactor coolant system temperature (and peak reactor coolant system pressure) is
lower because the transient is initiated from a lower core power level.
Note that the mechanical failure of control rods to insert is not modeled. For internal
initiating events, failure of reactor shutdown as a result of mechanical failure of rod insertion
requires a relatively large number of rods to independently fail, which is deemed to be
extremely unlikely. The basis for this criterion is discussed in Chapter 6.
4.25.2

Event Tree Model and its Nodes
The ATWS event tree is given in Figure 4B-24 in Attachment 4B. Event tree node
descriptions are given below.
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ATWS - ATWS Precursor without MFW Event Occurs
This node represents the occurrence of an ATWS precursor event without MFW.
RTPMS - Reactor Trip by PMS

This function refers to failure of the reactor trip by means of the safety grade protection and
safety monitoring (PMS) system. Credit is also taken for manual trip by the operators, using
the PMS system. Failure of the function is failure to provide the control rod actuation signals,
or actual opening of the reactor trip breakers that de-energize the mechanisms that hold the
control rods. Signal failure is backed up by manual reactor trip within the first minute.
Following success of RTPMS, the event behaves like a loss of feedwater event.
Failure of this function is the failure to automatically trip the reactor via the reactor protection
system, or manually trip the reactor within the first minute.
DAS - Diverse Actuation System

This function is the reactor and turbine trips by the non-safety grade DAS system, including
manual trip by the operator using the DAS equipment. The diverse actuation system provides,
among other things, the following functions:

"*
"*
"*
"*

Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic

reactor trip via the motor-generator set
turbine trip
actuation of the passive residual heat removal system
core makeup tank and depressurization system actuation

The diverse actuation system operates with different sensors, logic, and cards from those used
by the PMS. Its operation provides a method of tripping the turbine and actuating passive
residual heat removal, given that these features are not provided by the reactor protection
system.
MGSET - MG Set Trip by DAS

This event tree node addresses the reactor trip after DAS has been successful. The DAS
signal to trip the reactor causes motor-generator set trip. The hardware failure of the motor
generator set trip is considered by this event tree node.
PRHR2 - Startup Feedwater or Passive Residual Heat Removal
The startup feedwater or passive residual heat removal is required for core cooling. These
systems are also required to maintain the reactor pressure below 3200 psig. Because of the
very limited time involved, neither manual actuation of these systems nor the feed and bleed
operation are considered. Failure of this function is considered to lead to early core damage
due to a resultant failure of the reactor coolant system and the loss of water inventory.
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RTSTP - Operator Steps-in the Control Rods
If the reactor trip does not occur after RTPMS, and RTDAS actions, the operator, following
the emergency operation guidelines, can step in the control rods to terminate power operation.
Note that this action uses the plant control system (PLS), which may not be affected by the
postulated failures leading to PMS and DAS failures. The event tree models credit rod
insertion via the rod controllers only for providing sufficient negative reactivity to allow the
pressurizer safety valves to maintain reactor coolant system pressure below 3200 psig.
There are further operator actions that can be locally taken (trip the motor-generator set, or
open reactor trip breakers) for which no credit is taken in the event tree models at the present
time.
PRES - Primary Pressure Relief Successful
During the ATWS event and within all sequences where the reactor fails to trip, the PRA
considers primary pressure relief as the successful opening of the pressurizer safety valves.
However, during an unfavorable exposure time (UET) this relief may not be sufficient for
success of this function. A UET is defined as the time period at the beginning of the fuel
cycle during which the core reactivity feedback is such that the reactor coolant system
pressure will exceed 3200 psig even if the pressurizer safety valves operate. Sequences that
address the probability of primary pressure relief, currently modeled by the opening of the
pressurizer safety valves, include both the safety valve failure probability and the probability
of an unfavorable exposure time.
The probability of success depends upon:
*
*

Time into core life (core reactivity feedback)
Capacity of the two pressurizer safety valves and core power level.

The 3200 psig value is judged to be a conservative lower bound at which the service limit
pressure for any reactor coolant system component might correspond to the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Service Level C
allowable stress limits. Below this pressure, there is assumed to be an insignificant chance of
a reactor coolant system leak developing that leads to core damage. Above this pressure,
rupture of a reactor coolant system component other than the reactor vessel, leading to a large
LOCA and early core damage, is conservatively assumed without further development of the
event tree or consideration of actions that mitigate the effect of a reactor coolant system leak.
Both pressurizer safety valves are required to open to maintain pressure below 3200 psig.
BOMAN - Manual Boration by the Chemical and Volume Control System
If manual trip does not shut down the reactor during the early transient, subcriticality of the
core must be attained by boration of the reactor coolant system. With the reactor coolant
system at pressure, boration by the addition of boric acid solution to the reactor coolant can
be achieved by means of the chemical and volume control system.
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To initiate boration and to provide core suberiticality and plant shutdown in the event that the
control rods have not entered the core, a boric acid solution is injected. Injection is
accomplished by running the pump aligned to the boric acid tank for a period of time
sufficient to achieve and maintain subcriticality and cold shutdown. Success criteria are: one
chemical and volume control system makeup pump and its associated discharge and suction
lines and valves operate to inject boric acid solution into the reactor coolant system; and boric
acid solution is available in the boric acid tank.
PRSOV - No Stuck-Open Pressurizer Safety Valves
This event tree node addresses the possibility of a stuck open pressurizer safety valve, after
the ATWS event causes opening of these valves. This event tree node is addressed if PRES
and BOMAN nodes are successful. Note that, if BOMAN node fails, CMT and ADS
functions are addressed; branches stemming from these will take care of the consequential
LOCA event success criteria. Thus, PRSOV is not addressed if BOMAN node fails.
CMT - Reactor Coolant System Pumps Trip and Core Makeup Tanks
If boration by the chemical and volume control system is not achieved, the alternative means
of core heat removal and boration can still be initiated automatically by the actuation of the
core makeup tank on low steam generator water level. The actuation of this system, in turn,
produces depressurization of the reactor coolant system by opening the valves of the
depressurization system. The addition of the borated water from the core makeup tanks
provides the necessary boration to achieve subcriticality.
Core makeup tank injection requires that the reactor coolant pumps are tripped to reduce the
pressure in the reactor coolant system cold leg. If the pumps are operating, the reactor coolant
system pressure differences are insufficient to provide injection without cold leg voiding. The
core makeup tanks will actuate on an S-signal, low-2 pressurizer level, or high hot leg
temperature with low steam generator level.
The pumps are automatically tripped on the core makeup tank actuation signal. Failure of this
function is conservatively assumed to be the failure of any of the pumps to trip. Following
successful reactor coolant pump trip, the core makeup flow can be initiated.
Failure of this top event is the failure to actuate at least one core makeup tank, either
automatically or manually, or failure to trip the reactor coolant pumps as described above.
ADS-F - Full Reactor Coolant System Depressurization
When the reactor cannot be cooled at high pressure, the depressurization system should be
actuated manually to permit injection by gravity.
Full reactor coolant system depressurization is the reduction of the system pressure to a value
such that gravity injection can be initiated. The success criteria for full depressurization,
defined in Chapter 6.
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Failure of this function is the failure to actuate the minimum configuration of valves required
for full reactor depressurization.
NRHR - Normal Residual Heat Removal in Injection Mode
The normal residual heat removal system is configured to take suction from the cask loading
pit or the IRWST and discharge to the safety injection line.
The normal residual heat removal system, aligned in this mode with one out of two pumps
operating, can also accomplish long-term core cooling if the recirculation function is
successful. The recirculation function success is necessary to allow core cooling after the
IRWST water is depleted and the reactor cavity is flooded. This is obtained by opening one of
the two recirculation lines, from which the operating normal residual heat removal takes
suction.
Failure of this function is the failure to actuate at least one out of the two normal residual heat
removal pumps after the reactor coolant system depressurizes or failure of the system to
operate for the PRA's mission time. Failure is also assumed if the recirculation function fails.
IRWST - Gravity Injection

After full depressurization of the reactor coolant system and either core makeup tank or
accumulator injection, gravity injection can be established. This is achieved by permitting the
water from the IRWST to flow through one of the two gravity injection lines into the safety
injection lines. Dropping CMT level automatically actuates IRWST injection.
Failure of this function is the failure of both gravity injection lines to open.
CIS - Containment Isolation Occurs

Containment isolation is modeled to distinguish the success criteria for the recirculation event
tree node with or without CIS. A more stringent success criterion for recirculation exists if
the containment isolation is not established.
RECIRC - Water Recirculation to RPV from the Sump Occurs
The recirculation of water from the containment sump to the reactor pressure vessel is
necessary for long-term core cooling. If the CIS is successful, one-of-four lines to the two
recirculation paths is sufficient for success. If the CIS is not successful, a more stringent
success criterion of two-of-four lines to the recirculation paths is required.
CHR - Containment Cooling is Established
The removal of thermal energy from the containment atmosphere to the environment via the
steel containment vessel is necessary following events that cause a significant increase in
containment pressure and temperature such as a LOCA and main steam line break accident
inside containment. If the RECIRC is successful, one-of-three possible paths of water supply
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lines will be activated in response to a high-2 containment pressure signal or a high
containment temperature signal.
If normal RHR, CCS, and SWS are available, decay heat removal from the containment by
the CCS heat exchangers is also credited.
4.25.3

Event Tree Success Criteria and Core Damage Categories
Event tree success criteria and core damage category assignments are summarized in
Table 4-24 and are also shown in the event tree in Figure 4B-24 in Attachment 4B.

4.25.4

Operator Actions
Operator actions are needed for the following functions:
RTSTP
ADS-F
BOMAN
NRHR

manual
manual
manual
manual

actuation
actuation
actuation
actuation

only
only
only
only

The sequences containing failure of RTSTP, BOMAN, ADS-F, and NRHR have multiple
operator actions in them.
Credit is taken for manual actuation of the following functions, only if automatic actuation
fails:

"*
"*
"*
"*
4.25.5

RTPMS
DAS
CMT
RECIRC

Transfers and Consequential Events
There are no transfers or consequential events modeled in this event tree.

4.26

ATWS Precursor with SI Event Tree Model

4.26.1

Event Description
The ATWS precursors encompass a spectrum of initiating events and ensuing plant transient
progressions. The ATW-S event category applies to those events that start with the conditions
leading to a safety injection signal and isolation of the main feedwater.
The progression of this event is similar to, but not as severe as, the previously described
ATWS category - transients without MFW. In the present case, there is additional secondary
side inventory for most events, at the time that MFW is lost due to the SI signal, and there is
either pressure relief or RCS cooldown initially due to the initiator. The event tree model
assumes that UET (as discussed in Section 4.27) is still of concern for these events. That is,
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no credit is taken for the expected reduction in UET due to the RCS depressurization effects
of the SI initiator. Also, no credit is taken for manual boration; it is postulated that, as a
minimum, CMT injection is needed to deal with the conditions leading to the SI signal. Note
that this assumption is pessimistic.
For the AP1000 core design, large LOCA and medium LOCA initiating events are not
included in the ATW-S category, since initial voiding and the subsequent addition of borated
water (required for success) provide the termination of power operation conditions.
Note that the mechanical failure of control rods to insert is not modeled. For internal
initiating events, failure of reactor shutdown as a result of mechanical failure of rod insertion
requires a relatively large number of rods to independently fail, which is deemed to be
extremely unlikely. The basis for this criterion is discussed in Chapter 6.
4.26.2

Event Tree Model and its Nodes
The ATW-S event tree is given in Figure 4B-25 in Attachment 4B. Event tree node
descriptions are given below.
ATW-S - ATWS Precursor with SI Event Occurs
This node represents the occurrence of an ATWS precursor event with SI.
RTPMS - Reactor Trip by PMS
This function refers to failure of the reactor trip by means of the safety grade PMS system.
Credit is also taken for manual trip by the operators, using the PMS system. Failure of the
function is failure to provide the control rod actuation signals, or actual opening of the reactor
trip breakers that de-energize the mechanisms that hold the control rods. Signal failure part is
backed up by manual reactor trip within a very short time (e.g. the first several minutes). The
function includes the failure of the motor-generator sets to de-energize. Following success of
RTPMS, the event is postulated to behave like a small LOCA.
Failure of this function is the failure to automatically trip the reactor via the reactor protection
system, or manually trip the reactor within the first several minutes.
DAS - Diverse Actuation System
This function is the reactor and turbine trips by the non-safety grade DAS system, including
manual trip by the operator using the DAS equipment. The DAS provides, among other
things, the following functions:

"*
"*
"*
"*

Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic

reactor trip via the motor-generator set
turbine trip
actuation of the passive residual heat removal system
core makeup tank and depressurization system actuation

The diverse actuation system operates with different sensors, logic, and cards from those used
by the PMS. Its operation is provides a method of tripping the turbine and actuating passive
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residual heat removal, given that these features are not provided by the reactor protection
system.
MGSET - MG Set Trip by DAS

This event tree node addresses the reactor trip after DAS has been successful. The DAS
signal to trip the reactor causes motor-generator set trip. The hardware failure of the motor
generator set trip is considered by this event tree node.
PRHR2 - Startup Feedwater or Passive Residual Heat Removal
Either startup feedwater or the passive residual heat removal is required for core cooling. For
smaller breaks, they are also required to maintain the reactor pressure below 3200 psig.
Because of the very limited time involved, neither manual actuation of the system nor the
feed and bleed operation are considered. Failure of this function is considered to lead to early
core damage due to a resultant failure of the RCS and the loss of water inventory.
RTSTP - Operator Steps-in the Control Rods
If the reactor trip does not occur after RTPMS, and RTDAS actions, the operator, following
the emergency operation guidelines, can step in the control rods to terminate power operation.
Note that this action uses the PLS system, which may not be affected by the postulated
failures leading to PMS and DAS failures. The event tree models credit rod insertion via the
rod controllers only for providing sufficient negative reactivity to allow the pressurizer safety
valves to maintain RCS pressure below 3200 psig.
There are further operator actions that can be locally taken (trip the motor-generator set, or
open reactor trip breakers) for which no credit is taken in the event tree models at the present
time.
PRES - Primary Pressure Relief Successful
During the ATWS event and within all sequences where the reactor fails to trip, the PRA
considers primary pressure relief as the successful opening of the pressurizer safety valves.
However, during a UET, this relief may not be sufficient for success of this function. A UET
is defined as the time period at the beginning of the fuel cycle during which the core
reactivity feedback is such that the reactor coolant system pressure will exceed 3200 psig
even if the pressurizer safety valves operate. Sequences that address the probability of
primary pressure relief, currently modeled by the opening of the pressurizer safety valves,
include both the safety valve failure probability and the probability of an unfavorable
exposure time.
The probability of success depends upon:

"* Time into core life (core reactivity feedback)
"* Capacity of the two pressurizer safety valves and core power level
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The 3200 psig value is judged to be a conservative lower bound at which the service limit
pressure for any reactor coolant system component might correspond to the ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code Service Level C allowable stress limits. Below this pressure, there is
assumed to be an insignificant chance of a reactor coolant system leak developing that leads
to core damage. Above this pressure, rupture of a reactor coolant system component other
than the reactor vessel, leading to a large LOCA and early core damage is conservatively
assumed without further development of the event tree or consideration of actions that
mitigate the effect of a reactor coolant system leak.
For smaller breaks, pressurizer safety valves are required to open to maintain pressure below
3200 psig.

CMT - Reactor Coolant System Pumps Trip and Core Makeup Tanks
If boration by the chemical and volume control system is not achieved, the alternative means
of core heat removal and boration can still be initiated automatically by the actuation of the
core makeup tank on low steam generator water level. The actuation of this system, in turn,
produces depressurization of the reactor coolant system by opening the valves of the
depressurization system. The addition of the borated water from the core makeup tanks
provides the necessary boration to achieve subcriticality.
Core makeup tank injection requires that the reactor coolant pumps are tripped to reduce the
pressure in the reactor coolant system cold leg. If the pumps are operating, the reactor coolant
system pressure differences are insufficient to provide injection without cold leg voiding. The
core makeup tanks will actuate on an S-signal, low-2 pressurizer level, or high hot leg
temperature with low steam generator level.
The pumps are automatically tripped on the core makeup tank actuation signal. Failure of this
function is conservatively assumed to be the failure of any of the pumps to trip. Following
successful reactor coolant pump trip, the core makeup flow can be initiated.
Failure of this top event is the failure to actuate at least one core makeup tank, either
automatically or manually, or failure to trip the reactor coolant pumps as described above.
ADS-F - Full Reactor Coolant System Depressurization
When the reactor cannot be cooled at high pressure, the depressurization system should be
actuated manually to permit injection by gravity.
Full reactor coolant system depressurization is the reduction of the system pressure to a value
such that gravity injection can be initiated. The success criteria for full depressurization are
defined in Chapter 6.
Failure of this function is the failure to actuate the minimum configuration of valves required
for full reactor depressurization.
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NRHR - Normal Residual Heat Removal in Injection Mode
The normal residual heat removal system is configured to take suction from the cask loading
pit or the IRWST and discharge to the safety injection line.
The normal residual heat removal system, aligned in this mode with one out of two pumps
operating, can also accomplish long-term core cooling if the recirculation function is
successful. The recirculation function success is necessary to allow core cooling after the
IRWST water is depleted and the reactor cavity is flooded. This is obtained by opening one of
the two recirculation lines, from which the operating normal residual heat removal takes
suction.
Failure of this function is the failure to actuate at least one out of the two normal residual heat
removal pumps after the reactor coolant system depressurizes or failure of the system to
operate for the PRA's mission time. Failure is also assumed if the recirculation function fails.
IRWST - Gravity Injection
After full depressurization of the reactor coolant system and either core makeup tank or
accumulator injection, gravity injection can be established. This is achieved by permitting the
water from the IRWST to flow through one of the two gravity injection lines into the safety
injection lines. Drop in CMT level automatically actuates the IRWST injection.
Failure of this function is the failure of both gravity injection lines to open.
CIS - Containment Isolation Occurs
Containment isolation is modeled to distinguish the success criteria for the recirculation event
tree node with or without CIS. A more stringent success criterion for recirculation exists if
the containment isolation is not established.
RECIRC - Water Recirculation to RPV from the Sump Occurs
The recirculation of water from the containment sump to the reactor pressure vessel is
necessary for long-term core cooling. If the CIS is successful, one-of-four lines to the two
recirculation paths is sufficient for success. If the CIS is not successful, a more stringent
success criterion of two-of-four lines to the recirculation paths is required.
CHR - Containment Cooling is Established
The removal of thermal energy from the containment atmosphere to the environment via the
steel containment vessel is necessary following events that cause a significant increase in
containment pressure and temperature such as a LOCA and main steam line break accident
inside containment. If the RECIRC is successful, one-of-three possible paths of water supply
lines will be activated in response to a high-2 containment pressure signal or a high
containment temperature signal.
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If normal RHR, CCS, and SWS are available, decay heat removal from the containment by
the CCS heat exchangers is also credited.
4.26.3

Event Tree Success Criteria and Core Damage Categories
Event tree success criteria and core damage category assignments are summarized in
Table 4-25 and are also shown in the event tree in Figure 4B-25 in Attachment 4B.

4.26.4

Operator Actions
Operator actions are needed for the following functions:
RTSTP
ADS-F
NRHR

manual actuation only
manual actuation only
manual actuation only

The sequences containing failure of RTSTP, ADS-F, and NRHR have multiple operator
actions in them.
Credit is taken for manual actuation of the following functions, only if automatic actuation
fails:

"*
"*
"*
"*
4.26.5

RTPMS
DAS
CMT
RECIRC

Transfers and Consequential Events
There are no transfers or consequential events modeled in this event tree.

4.27

ATWS Precursor Transients with MFW Event Tree Model

4.27.1

Event Description
The ATWS precursors encompass a spectrum of initiating events and ensuing plant transient
progressions. This ATWS category (ATW-T) applies to those transient precursors where
MFW is available as a part of the initiating event.
This event is not as severe as the ATWS precursor transients without MFW. There are two
main differences between this event and ATWS without MFW:

"

It is expected that the operators will have longer response times to terminate the event.
Thus the probability of success of various modes of manual trips increase.

"

If the ATWS continues, the pressure spike in the RCS is not as severe as in the case of
loss of MFW. This allows possibility of riding out the ATWS, and perform boration. No
UET is expected. The UET concern is deemed to not be of consequence for these events
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since there is no sudden loss of the MFW system. Since there is no UET, the outcome of
operator action of stepping in the rods does not affect the remainder of the event
progression (although it would be desirable if a trip did not occur).
Other than above, the event progression is similar to and is less severe than the ATWS
without MFW event.
There are several mechanisms by which the plant may be shut down following an ATWS
event. These include a manual reactor trip, boration of the reactor coolant using the chemical
and volume control system for injection of borated water, or initiation of safety injection of
borated water from the core makeup tanks.
A manual reactor trip signal is processed both directly to the trip breakers and via the
protection logic to the trip breakers. If this action should fail to de-energize the control rod
drive mechanism, the operator can trip the control rod power at the motor-generator set
supply breakers to trip the reactor. The AP1000 contains a diverse actuation system that, on a
low steam generator wide range level signal, trips the control rods via the motor-generator
set, trips the turbine, and starts the passive residual heat removal system. The operators can
also initiate these functions from the control room.
Note that the mechanical failure of control rods to insert is not modeled. For internal
initiating events, failure of reactor shutdown as a result of mechanical failure of rod insertion
requires many rods not to insert, which is deemed to be extremely unlikely. The basis for
these criteria is discussed in Chapter 6.
4.27.2

Event Tree Model and its Nodes
The ATW-T event tree is given in Figure 4B-26 in Attachment 4B. Event tree node
descriptions are given below.
ATW-T - ATWS Precursor Transient with MFW Event Occurs
This node represents the occurrence of an ATWS precursor transient event with MFW.
MFW - Main Feedwater and Condensate
Successful core cooling can be achieved with the availability of one feedwater pump and one
condensate pump, given the availability of the condenser. Failure of this function occurs with
the failure of both main or booster feedwater pumps, or both condensate pumps to provide
adequate flow. The condensate pumps are needed to maintain the deaerator tank volume, and
to avoid booster feedwater pump cavitation during the transient.
If MFW fails, the event continues as an ATWS event, which was discussed in Section 4.26.
RTPMS - Reactor Trip by PMS

This function refers to failure of the reactor trip by means of the safety grade PMS system.
Credit is also taken for manual trip by the operators, using the PMS system. Failure of the
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function is failure to provide the control rod actuation signals, or failure of actual opening of
the reactor trip breakers that de-energize the mechanisms that hold the control rods. In case of
a failure, the electrical part is backed up by manual actuation of the control rods within the
first several minutes. Following success of RTPMS, the event behaves like a loss of
feedwater event.
Failure of this function is the failure to automatically trip the reactor via the reactor protection
system or manually via the operator. With MFW available, there would be few events where
timing is critical. In the short term, there are two benefits from MFW system:

"* Initial availability of MFW gives the operator ample time to manually trip the reactor
"* There is no unfavorable exposure time for these events
DAS - Diverse Actuation System

This function is the reactor and turbine trips by the non-safety grade DAS system, including
manual trip by the operator using the DAS equipment. The DAS provides, among other
things, the following functions:

"*
"*
"*
"*

Automatic
Automatic
Automatic
Automatic

reactor trip via the motor-generator set
turbine trip
actuation of the passive residual heat removal system
core makeup tank and depressurization system actuation

The diverse actuation system operates with different sensors, logic, and cards from those used
by the PMS. Its operation is provides a method of tripping the turbine and actuating passive
residual heat removal, given that these features are not provided by the reactor protection
system.
MGSET - MG Set Trip By DAS

This event tree node addresses the reactor trip after DAS has been successful. The DAS
signal to trip the reactor causes motor-generator set trip. The hardware failure of the motor
generator set trip is considered by this event tree node.
BOMAN - Manual Boration by the Chemical and Volume Control System
If manual trip does not shut down the reactor during the early transient, subcriticality of the
core must be attained by boration of the reactor coolant system. With the reactor coolant
system at pressure, boration by the addition of boric acid solution to the reactor coolant can
be achieved by means of the chemical and volume control system.
To initiate boration and to provide core subcriticality and plant shutdown in the event that the
control rods have not entered the core, a boric acid solution is injected. Injection is
accomplished by running the pump aligned to the boric acid tank for a period of time
sufficient to achieve and maintain subcriticality and cold shutdown. Success criteria are: one
chemical and volume control system makeup pump and its associated discharge and suction
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lines and valves operate to inject boric acid solution into the reactor coolant system; and boric
acid solution is available in the boric acid tank.
CMT - Reactor Coolant System Pumps Trip and Core Makeup Tanks
If boration by the chemical and volume control system is not achieved, the alternative means
of core heat removal and boration can still be initiated automatically by the actuation of the
core makeup tank. The actuation of this system, in turn, produces depressurization of the
reactor coolant system by opening the valves of the depressurization system. The addition of
the borated water from the core makeup tanks provides the necessary boration to achieve
subcriticality.
Core makeup tank injection requires that the reactor coolant pumps are tripped to reduce the
pressure in the reactor coolant system cold leg. If the pumps are operating, the reactor coolant
system pressure differences are insufficient to provide injection without cold leg voiding. The
core makeup tanks will actuate on an S-signal, low-2 pressurizer level, or high hot leg
temperature with low steam generator level.
The pumps are automatically tripped on the core makeup tank actuation signal. Failure of this
function is conservatively assumed to be the failure of any of the pumps to trip. Following
successful reactor coolant pump trip, the core makeup flow can be initiated.
Failure of this top event is the failure to actuate at least one core makeup tank, either
automatically or manually, or failure to trip the reactor coolant pumps as described above.
ADS-F - Full Reactor Coolant System Depressurization
When the reactor cannot be cooled at high pressure, the depressurization system should be
actuated manually to permit injection by gravity.
Full reactor coolant system depressurization is the reduction of the system pressure to a value
such that gravity injection can be initiated. The success criteria for full depressurization are
defined in Chapter 6.
Failure of this function is the failure to actuate the minimum configuration of valves required
for full reactor depressurization.
NRHR - Normal Residual Heat Removal in Injection Mode
The normal residual heat removal system is configured to take suction from the cask loading
pit or the IRWST and discharge to the safety injection line.
The normal residual heat removal system, aligned in this mode with one out of two pumps
operating, can also accomplish long-term core cooling if the recirculation function is
successful. The recirculation function success is necessary to allow core cooling after the
IRWST water is depleted and the reactor cavity is flooded. This is obtained by opening one of
the two recirculation lines, from which the operating normal residual heat removal takes
suction.
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Failure of this function is the failure to actuate at least one out of the two normal residual heat
removal pumps after the reactor coolant system depressurizes or failure of the system to
operate for the PRA's mission time. Failure is also assumed if the recirculation function fails.
IRWST - Gravity Injection
After full depressurization of the reactor coolant system and either core makeup tank or
accumulator injection, gravity injection can be established. This is achieved by permitting the
water from the IRWST to flow through one of the two gravity injection lines into the safety
injection lines. A drop in the CMT level automatically actuates the IRWST injection.
Failure of this function is the failure of both gravity injection lines to open.
CIS - Containment Isolation Occurs
Containment isolation is modeled to distinguish the success criteria for the recirculation event
tree node with or without CIS. A more stringent success criteria for recirculation exists if the
containment isolation is not established.
RECIRC - Water Recirculation to RPV from the Sump Occurs
The recirculation of water from the containment sump to the reactor pressure vessel is
necessary for long-term core cooling. If the CIS is successful, one-of-four lines to the two
recirculation paths is sufficient for success. If the CIS is not successful, a more stringent
success criteria of two-of-four lines to the recirculation paths are required.
CHR - Containment Cooling is Established
The removal of thermal energy from the containment atmosphere to the environment via the
steel containment vessel is necessary following events that cause a significant increase in
containment pressure and temperature such as a LOCA and main steam line break accident
inside containment. If the RECIRC is successful, one-of-three possible paths of water supply
lines will be activated in response to a high-2 containment pressure signal or a high
containment temperature signal.
If normal RHR, CCS, and SWS are available, decay heat removal from the containment by
the CCS heat exchangers is also credited.
4.27.3

Event Tree Success Criteria and Core Damage Categories
Event tree success criteria and core damage category assignments are summarized in
Table 4-26 and are also shown in the event tree in Figure 4B-26 in Attachment 4B.
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Operator Actions
Operator actions are needed for the following functions:
ADS-F
manual actuation only
BOMAN manual actuation only
NRHR
manual actuation only
The sequences containing failure of BOMAN, ADS-F, and NRHR have multiple operator
actions in them.
Credit is taken for manual actuation of the following functions, only if automatic actuation
fails:

"*
"*
"*
"*
",
4.27.5

RTPMS
DAS
CMT
PRHR
RECIRC

Transfers and Consequential Events
There are no transfers or consequential events modeled in this event tree.
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Table 4-1
AP1000 LARGE LOCA EVENT END STATE SUMMARY
System Success Needed

Condition

End State

LLOCA occurs; containment
isolation is successful

ACC, ADS-F, IRWST, CIS, RECIRC,
CHR

LLO-OK1

LLOCA occurs; containment
isolation fails

ACC, ADS-F, IRWST, RECIRC, CHR

LLO-OK2

ACC Fails

None

Core Damage 3BR

ADS Fails

ACC

Core Damage 3D

IRWST Fails

ACC, ADS-F

Core Damage 3BE

RECIRC Fails

ACC, ADS-F, IRWST, CIS

Core Damage 3BL

CHR Fails

ACC, ADS-F, IRWST, RECIRC

Late Containment
Failure LCF

Table 4-2
AP1000 SPURIOUS ADS ACTUATION EVENT END STATE SUMMARY
System Success Needed

Condition

End State

Large SPADS occurs; containment
isolation is successful

ACC, ADS-F, IRWST, CIS, RECIRC,
CHR

SAD-OKI

Large SPADS occurs; containment
isolation fails

ACC, ADS-F, IRWST, RECIRC, CHR

SAD-OK2

ACC Fails

None

Core Damage 3BR

ADS Fails

ACC

Core Damage 3D

IRWST Fails

ACC, ADS-F

Core Damage 3BE

RECIRC Fails

ACC, ADS-F, IRWST ,CIS

Core Damage 3BL

CHR Fails

ACC, ADS-F, IRWST, RECIRC

Late Containment
Failure LCF
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Table 4-3
AP1000 MEDIUM LOCA EVENT END STATE SUMMARY
Condition

System Success Needed

End State

MLOCA Occurs; RTRIP Successful

CMT, ADS-F, NRHR

MLO-OKI

NRHR Fails

CMT, ADS-F, IRWST, RECIRC

MLO-OK2,
MLO-OK3

ADS-F Fails

ADS-P, NRHR

MLO-OK4

CMT Fails

ADS-F, ACC, NRHR

MLO-OK5

CMT and NRHR Fail

ADS-F, ACC, IRWST, RECIRC

MLO-OK6,
MLO-OK7

CMT and ACC Fail

ADS-F

Core Damage 3BR

ADS-F and ADS-P Fail

None

Core Damage lAP

NRHR and IRWST Fail

None

Core Damage 3BE

NRHR and RECIRC Fail

None

Core Damage 3BL

NRHR and ADS-F Fail

ADS-P

Core Damage 3D

CMT, ADS-F, and ACC Fail

ADS-P

Core Damage 3D

MLOCA Occurs; RTRIP Fails

None

ATW-S
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Table 4-4
AP1000 CMT LINE BREAK LOCA EVENT END STATE SUMMARY
System Success Needed

Condition

End State

CMTLB Occurs; TRIP Successful

CMT, ADS-F, NRHR

CMT-OK1

NRHR Fails

CMT, ADS-F, IRWST, RECIRC

CMT-OK2,
CMT-OK3

ADS-F Fails

ADS-P, NRHR

CMT-OK4

CMT Fails

ADS-F, ACC, NRHR

CMT-OK5

CMT and NRHR Fail

ADS-F, ACC, IRWST, RECIRC

CMT-OK6,
CMT-OK7

CMT and ACC Fail

ADS-F

Core Damage 3BR

ADS-F and ADS-P Fail

None

Core Damage lAP

NRHR and IRWST Fail

None

Core Damage 3BE

NRHR and RECIRC Fail

None

Core Damage 3BL

NRHR and ADS-F Fail

ADS-P

Core Damage 3D

CMT, ADS-F, and ACC Fail

ADS-P

Core Damage 3D

CMTLB Occurs; RTRIP Fails

None

ATW-S
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Table 4-5
AP1000 SI LINE BREAK EVENT END STATE SUMMARY
Condition

System Success Needed

End State

NRHR Fails

CMT, ADS-F, IRWST, RECIRC

SIL-OKI

CMT Fails

ADS-F, ACC, IRWST, RECIRC

SIL-OK2

CMT and ACC Fail

ADS-F

Core Damage 3BR

ADS-F and ADS-P Fail

None

Core Damage lAP

IRWST Fails

None

Core Damage 3BE

RECIRC Fails

None

Core Damage 3BL

NRHR and ADS-F Fail

ADS-P

Core Damage 3D

CMT, ADS-F, and ACC Fail

ADS-P

Core Damage 3D

SI-LB Occurs; RTRIP Fails

None

ATW-S
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Table 4-6
AP1000 SMALL LOCA EVENT END STATE SUMMARY
Condition

System Success Needed

End State

SLOCA Occurs; RTRIP Successful

CMT, PRHR, ADS-F, NRHR

SLO-OKI

CMT Successful; NRHR Fails

CMT, PRHR, ADS-F, IRWST, RECIRC

SLO-OK2, SLO-OK3

CMT Successful; ADS-F Fails

CMT, PRHR, ADS-P, NRHR

SLO-OK4

CMT Successful, PRHR Fails

CMT, ADS-F, NRHR

SLO-OK5

CMT Successful, PRHR and
NRHR Fail

CMT, ADS-F, IRWST, RECIRC

SLO-OK6, SLO-OK7

CMT Successful, PRHR and
ADS-F Fail

CMT, ADS-P, NRHR

SLO-OK8

SLOCA Occurs; RTRIP Successful,
CMT Fails

PRHR, ADS-F, NRHR

SLO-OK9

CMT and NRHR Fail

PRHR, ADS-F, IRWST, RECIRC

SLO-OK10, SLO-OKII

CMT and ADS-F Fail

PRHR, ADS-P, NRHR

SLO-OK12

CMT and PRHR Fail

ADS-F, ACC, NRHR

SLO-OK13

CMT, PRHR and NRHR Fail

ADS-F, ACC, IRWST, RECIRC

SLO-OK14, SLO-OK15

CMT, PRHR and ADS-F Fail

ADS-P, ACC, NRHR

SLO-OK16

CMT and ACC Fail

ADS-F, NRHR

Core Damage 3BR

ADS-F and ADS-P Fail

None

Core Damage 1A or lAP

NRHR and IRWST Fails

None

Core Damage 3BE

NRHR and RECIRC Fail

None

Core Damage 3BL

NRHR and ADS-F Fail

None

Core Damage 3D

CMT, ADS-F, and ACC Fail

None

Core Damage 3D

SLOCA Occurs; RTRIP Fails

None

ATW-S

.I_
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Table 4-7

AP1000 RCS LEAK EVENT END STATE SUMMARY
End State

System Success Needed

Condition
RCSLK Occurs

CVS, SDMAN

RLK-OKI

CVS Fails

None

Transfer to SLOCA

SDMAN Fails

None

Transfer to SLOCA

Table 4-8
AP1000 PRHR TUBE RUPTURE EVENT END STATE SUMMARY
End State

System Success Needed

Condition
PRSTR Occurs; RTRIP Occurs

CVS, PRISO

LMFW (without PRHR)

CVS Fails

None

Transfer to SLOCA (without

PRHR)
PRISO Fails

Transfer to SLOCA (without
PRHR)

None
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Table 4-9
AP1000 SGTR EVENT END STATE SUMMARY
Condition

System Success Needed

End State

SGTR Occurs; RTRIP Successful

CVS, SFW, SGISO, SGDEP, PRDEP

SGR-OK1

SGTR Occurs; RTRIP Successful;
PRDEP or SGDEP or SFW or CVS
Fail

CVS, SFW, SGISO, SGDEP, CMT, PRHR

SGR-OK2

SGTRCONT Occurs

CMT, ADS-F, NRHRIor CMT, ADS-P,
NRHR

SGR-OK3

SGTRCONT Occurs; CMT
Successful; NRHR Fails

CMT, ADS-F, IRWST, RECIRC

SGR-OK4

SGTRCONT Occurs; NRHR
Successful; CMT Fails

ACC, ADS-F, NRHRR or ACC, ADS-P,
NRHR

SGR-OK5

SGTRCONT Occurs; CMT and
NRHR Fail

ADS-F, ACC, IRWST, RECIRC

SGR-OK6

NRIHR And RECIRC Fail

CMT, ADS-F, IRWST or ADS-F, ACC,
IRWST

Core damage 6L

ADS-P Fails

None

Core Damage 6E

CMT and ACC Fail

NRHR

Core Damage 6E

NRHR and RECIRC Fail

None

Core Damage 6E

NRHR and ADS-F Fail

None

Core Damage 6E

RTRIP Fails

None

ATW-S

A

I-
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Table 4-10
AP1000 VESSEL RUPTURE EVENT END STATE SUMMARY
System Success Needed

Condition
RV-RP Occurs

End State
Core Damage 3C

None

Table 4-11
AP1000 INTERFACING SYSTEMS LOCA EVENT END STATE SUMMARY
System Success Needed

Condition
ISLOC Occurs

End State
Core Damage 6E

None
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Table 4-12

AP1000 TRANSIENTS WITH MFW EVENT END STATE SUMMARY
End State

System Success Needed

Condition
TRANS Occurs; RTRIP Successful

MFW

TRA-OK1

MFW Fails

SFW

TRA-OK2

MFW and SFW Fail

PRHR

TRA-OK3

MFW, SFW, and PRHR Fail

CMT, ADS-F, and NRHR
or
CMT, ADS-P, and NRHR

TRA-OK4

MFW, SFW, PRHR, and NRHR
Fail

CMT, ADS-F, IRWST, and RECIRC

TRA-OK5

MFW, SFW, PRHR, and CMT Fail

ADS-F, ACC, and NRHR
or
ADS-P, ACC, and NRHR

TRA-OK6

MFW, SFW, PRHR, CMT, and
NRHR Fail

ADS-F, ACC, IRWST, and RECIRC

TRA-OK7

CMT and ACC Fail

ADS-F

Core Damage 3BR

ADS-P Fails

None

Core Damage lA

NRHR and IRWST Fail

None

Core Damage 3BE

NRHR and RECIRC Fail

None

Core Damage 3BL

ADS-F and NRHR Fail

ADS-P

Core Damage 1D

CMT, ADS-F, and ACC Fail

ADS-P

Core Damage 1D

TRANS Occurs; RTRIP Fails

None

ATW-T

MFW and SLSOV Fail

None

SLB-V

PRHR and PRSOV Fail

None

MLOCA
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Table 4-13
AP1000 TRANSIENTS WITH LOSS OF RCS FLOW EVENT END STATE SUMMARY
Condition

System Success Needed

End State

LRCS Occurs; RTRIP Successful

MFW

TRA-OKI

MFW Fails

SFW

TRA-OK2

MFW and SFW Fail

PRHR

TRA-OK3

MFW, SFW, and PRHR Fail

CMT, ADS-F, and NRHR
or
CMT, ADS-P, and NRHR

TRA-OK4

MFW, SFW, PRHR, and NRHR
Fail

CMT, ADS-F, IRWST, and RECIRC

TRA-OK5

MFW, SFW, PRHR, and CMT Fail

ADS-F, ACC, and NRHR
or
ADS-P, ACC, and NRHR

TRA-OK6

MFW, SFW, PRHR, CMT, and
NRHR Fail

ADS-F, ACC, IRWST, and RECIRC

TRA-OK7

CMT and ACC Fail

ADS-F

Core Damage 3BR

ADS-P Fails

None

Core Damage 1A

NRHR and IRWST Fail

None

Core Damage 3BE

NRHR and RECIRC Fail

None

Core Damage 3BL

ADS-F and NRHR Fail

ADS-P

Core Damage ID

CMT, ADS-F, and ACC Fail

ADS-P

Core Damage 1D

TRANS Occurs; RTRIP Fails

None

ATW-T

MFW and SLSOV Fail

None

SLB-V

PRHR and PRSOV Fail

None

MLOCA
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Table 4-14
AP1000 TRANSIENTS WITH LOSS OF MFW TO ONE SG EVENT END STATE SUMMARY
System Success Needed

Condition

End State

LMFW1 Occurs; RTRIP Successful

MFW

TRA-OK1

MFW Fails

SFW

TRA-OK2

MFW and SFW Fail

PRHR

TRA-OK3

MFW, SFW, and PRHR Fail

CMT, ADS-F, and NRHR

TRA-OK4

or

CMT, ADS-P, and NRHR
MFW, SFW, PRHR, and NRHR Fail

CMT, ADS-F, IRWST, and RECIRC

TRA-OK5

MFW, SFW, PRHR, and CMT Fail

ADS-F, ACC, and NRHR
or
ADS-P, ACC, and NRHR

TRA-OK6

MFW, SFW, PRHR, CMT, and NRHR
Fail

ADS-F, ACC, IRWST, and RECIRC

TRA-OK7

CMT and ACC Fail

ADS-F

Core Damage 3BR

ADS-P Fails

None

Core Damage 1A

NRHR and IRWST Fail

None

Core Damage 3BE

NRHR and RECIRC Fail

None

Core Damage 3BL

ADS-F and NRHR Fail

ADS-P

Core Damage ID

CMT, ADS-F, and ACC Fall

ADS-P

Core Damage ID

TRANS Occurs; RTRIP Fails

None

ATW-T

MFW and SLSOV Fail

None

SLB-V

PRHR and PRSOV Fail

None

MLOCA
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Table 4-15
AP1000 TRANSIENTS WITH CORE POWER EXCURSION EVENT END STATE SUMMARY
Condition

System Success Needed

End State

POWEX Occurs; RTRIP
Successful

MFW

TRA-OK1

MFW Fails

SFW

TRA-OK2

MFW and SFW Fail

PRHR

TRA-OK3

MFW, SFW, and PRHR Fail

CMT, ADS-F, and NRHR
or
CMT, ADS-P, and NRHR

TRA-OK4

MFW, SFW, PRHR, and NRHR
Fail

CMT, ADS-F, IRWST, and RECIRC

TRA-OK5

MFW, SFW, PRHR, and CMT Fail

ADS-F, ACC, and NRHR
or
ADS-P, ACC, and NRHR

TRA-OK6

MFW, SFW, PRHR, CMT, and
NRHR Fail

ADS-F, ACC, IRWST, and RECIRC

TRA-OK7

CMT and ACC Fail

ADS-F

Core Damage 3BR

ADS-P Fails

None

Core Damage 1A

NRHR and IRWST Fail

None

Core Damage 3BE

NRHR and RECIRC Fail

None

Core Damage 3BL

ADS-F and NRHR Fail

ADS-P

Core Damage 1D

CMT, ADS-F, and ACC Fail

ADS-P

Core Damage 1D

TRANS Occurs; RTRIP Fails

None

ATW-T

MFW and SLSOV Fail

None

SLB-V

POWEX Occurs; PRSOV Fails

None

MLOCA
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Table 4-16
AP1000 TRANSIENTS WITH LOSS OF CCW/SW EVENT END STATE SUMMARY
End State

System Success Needed

Condition
LCCW Occurs; RTRIP Successful

MFW

TRA-OKI

MFW Fails

SFW

TRA-OK2

MFW and SFW Fail

PRHR

TRA-OK3

MFW, SFW, PRHR Fail

CMT, ADS-F, IRWST, and RECIRC

TRA-OK5

MFW, SFW, PRHR, CMT Fail

ADS-F, ACC, IRWST, and RECIRC

TRA-OK7

CMT and ACC Fail

ADS-F

Core Damage 3BR

ADS-P Fails

None

Core Damage 1A

IRWST Fails

None

Core Damage 3BE

RECIRC Fails

None

Core Damage 3BL

ADS-F Fails

ADS-P

Core Damage ID

CMT, ADS-F, and ACC Fail

ADS-P

Core Damage 1D

TRANS Occurs; RTRIP Fails

None

ATW-T

MFW and SLSOV Fail

None

SLB-V

PRHR and PRSOV Fail

None

MLOCA
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Table 4-17
AP1000 TRANSIENTS WITHOUT MAIN FEEDWATER EVENT END STATE SUMMARY
Condition

System Success Needed

End State

LMFW Occurs; RTRIP Successful

SFW

TRA-OK2

SFW Fails

PRHR

TRA-OK3

SFW and PRHR Fail

CMT, ADS-F, and NRHR
or
CMT, ADS-P, and NRHR

TRA-OK4

SFW, PRHR, and NRHR Fail

CMT, ADS-F, IRWST, and RECIRC

TRA-OK5

SFW, PRHR, and CMT Fail

ADS-F, ACC, and NRHR
or
ADS-P, ACC, and NRHR

TRA-OK6

SFW, PRHR, CMT, and NRHR
Fail

ADS-F, ACC, IRWST, and RECIRC

TRA-OK7

CMT and ACC Fail

ADS-F

Core Damage 3BR

ADS-P Fails

None

Core Damage 1A

NRHR and IRWST Fail

None

Core Damage 3BE

NRHR and RECIRC Fail

None

Core Damage 3BL

ADS-F and NRHR Fail

ADS-P

Core Damage 1D

CMT, ADS-F, and ACC Fail

ADS-P

Core Damage 1D

LMFW Occurs; RTRIP Fails

None

ATWS

SLSOV Fails

None

SLB-V

PRHR and PRSOV Fail

None

MLOCA
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Table 4-18
AP1000 TRANSIENTS WITH LOSS OF CONDENSER EVENT END STATE SUMMARY
End State

System Success Needed

Condition
LCOND Occurs; RTRIP Successful

SFW

TRA-OK2

SFW Fails

PRHR

TRA-OK3

SFW and PRHR Fail

CMT, ADS-F, and NRHR
or
CMT, ADS-P, and NRHR

TRA-OK4

SFW, PRHR, and NRHR Fail

CMT, ADS-F, IRWST, and RECIRC

TRA-OK5

SFW, PRHR, and CMT Fail

ADS-F, ACC, and NRHR
or
ADS-P, ACC, and NRHR

TRA-OK6

SFW, PRHR, CMT, and NRHR Fail

ADS-F, ACC, IRWST, and RECIRC

TRA-OK7

CMT and ACC Fail

ADS-F

Core Damage 3BR

ADS-P Fails

None

Core Damage 1A

NRHR and IRWST Fail

None

Core Damage 3BE

NRHR and RECIRC Fail

None

Core Damage 3BL

ADS-F and NRHR Fail

ADS-P

Core Damage ID

CMT, ADS-F, and ACC Fail

ADS-P

Core Damage ID

LCOND Occurs; RTRIP Fails

None

ATWS

SLSOV Fails

None

SLB-V

PRHR and PRSOV Fail

None

MLOCA
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Table 4-19

AP1000 TRANSIENTS WITH LOSS OF COMPRESSED AIR EVENT
END STATE SUMMARY
End State

System Success Needed

Condition
LCAS Occurs; RTRIP Successful

SFW

TRA-OK2

SFW Fails

PRHR

TRA-OK3

CMT, ADS-F, and NRHR

TRA-OK4

SFW and PRHR Fail

or

CMT, ADS-P, and NRHR
SFW, PRHR, and NRHR Fail

CMT, ADS-F, IRWST, and RECIRC

TRA-OK5

SFW, PRHR, and CMT Fail

ADS-F, ACC, and NRHR

TRA-OK6

or

ADS-P, ACC, and NRHR
ADS-F, ACC, IRWST, and RECIRC

TRA-OK7

CMT and ACC Fail

ADS-F

Core Damage 3BR

ADS-P Fails

None

Core Damage IA

NRHR and IRWST Fail

None

Core Damage 3BE

NRHR and RECIRC Fail

None

Core Damage 3BL

ADS-F and NRHR Fail

ADS-P

Core Damage ID

CMT, ADS-F, and ACC Fail

ADS-P

Core Damage 1D

LCAS Occurs; RTRIP Fails

None

ATWS

SLSOV Fails

None

SLB-V

PRHR and PRSOV Fail

None

MLOCA

SFW, PRHR, CMT, and NRHR
Fail
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Table 4-20
AP1000 LOSS OF OFFSITE POWER EVENT END STATE SUMMARY
End State

System Success Needed

Condition
LOSP Occurs; RTRIP Successful; grid
not recovered in thirty minutes
(R05 fails)

DGEN, SFW

LSP-OK2

SFW Fails

PRHR

LSP-OK3

SFW and PRHR Fail

CMT, ADS-F, and NRHR
or
CMT, ADS-P, and NRHR

LSP-OK4

SFW, PRHR, and NRHR Fail

CMT, ADS-F, IRWST, and RECIRC

LSP-OK5

SFWV, PRHR, and CMT Fail

ADS-F, ACC, and NRHR
or
ADS-P, ACC, and NRHR

LSP-OK6

SFW, PRHR, CMT, and NRHR Fail

ADS-F, ACC, IRWST, and RECIRC

LSP-OK7

R05 and DGEN Fail

PRHR

SBO-OK1

R05, DGEN, and PRHR Fail

CMT, ADS-F, IRWST, RECIRC

SBO-OK2

R05, DGEN, PRHR, and CMT Fail

ADS-F, ACC, IRWST, and RECIRC

SBO-OK3

CMT and ACC Fail

ADS-F

Core Damage 3BR

PRHR and ADS-P Fail

None

Core Damage 1A

NRHR and IRWST Fail

None

Core Damage 3BE

NRHR and RECIRC Fail

None

Core Damage 3BL

PRHR, ADS-F fail in station blackout

None

Core Damage lB

PRHR, ADS-F, NRHR Fail

ADS-P

Core Damage ID

PRHR, CMT, ADS-F, ACC Fail

ADS-P

Core Damage ID

PRHR, CMT, ADS-F, NRHR Fail

ADS-P

Core Damage ID

PRHR, RECIRC fail in station blackout

ADS-F, IRWST

Core Damage 3EL

PRHR, IRWST fail in station blackout

ADS-F

Core Damage 3EE

PRHR, CMT, ACC fail in station
blackout

ADS-F

Core Damage 3ER

LOSP Occurs; RTRIP and R05
Successful

None

LMFW

SLSOV Fails

None

SLB-V

PRHR and PRSOV Fail

None

MLOCA
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Table 4-21
AP1000 SLB DOWNSTREAM OF MSIVS EVENT END STATE SUMMARY
Condition

System Success Needed

End State

SLB-D Occurs; RTRIP Successful

MSISO

LMFW

MSISO Fails

PRHR, CMT

SLB-OK1

MSISO and CMT Fail

PRHR, CVS

SLB-OK2

MSISO, CMT, CVS Fail

PRHR, ADS-F, ACC, NRHR

SLB-OK3

MSISO, CMT, CVS, NRHR Fail

PRHR, ADS-F, ACC, IRWST, RECIRC

SLB-OK4

MSISO, PRHR Fail

CMT, ADS-F, NRHR
or
CMT, ADS-P, NRHR

SLB-OK5

MSISO, PRHR, NRHR Fail

CMT, ADS-F, IRWST, RECIRC

SLB-OK6

MSISO, PRHR, CMT Fail

ADS-F, ACC, NRHR
or
ADS-P, ACC, NRHR

SLB-OK7

MSISO, PRHR, CMT, NRHR Fail

ADS-F, ACC, IRWST, RECIRC

SLB-OK8

CMT and ACC Fail

ADS-F

Core Damage 3BR

ADS-P Fails

None

Core Damage 1A

NRHR and IRWST Fail

None

Core Damage 3BE

NRHR and RECIRC Fail

None

Core Damage 3BL

ADS-F and NRHR Fail

ADS-P

Core Damage ID

CMT, ADS-F, and ACC Fail

ADS-P

Core Damage ID

SLB-D Occurs; RTRIP Fails

None

ATW-S

NSGTR Fails

None

SGTRC
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Table 4-22
AP1000 SLB DOWNSTREAM OF MSIVS EVENT END STATE SUMMARY
End State

System Success Needed

Condition
SLB-U Occurs; RTRIP and BL
Successful

PRHR, CMT

SLB-OK1

CMT Fails

PRHR, CVS

SLB-OK2

CMT, CVS Fail

PRHR, ADS-F, ACC, NRHR

SLB-OK3

CMT, CVS, NRHR Fail

PRHR, ADS-F, ACC, IRWST, RECIRC

SLB-OK4

PRHR Fails

CMT, ADS-F, NRHR
or
CMT, ADS-P, NRHR

SLB-OK5

PRHIR, NRHR Fail

CMT, ADS-F, IRWST, RECIRC

SLB-OK6

PRHR, CMT Fail

ADS-F, ACC, NRHR
or
ADS-P, ACC, NRHR

SLB-OK7

PRHR, CMT, NRHR Fail

ADS-F, ACC, IRWST, RECIRC

SLB-OK8

CMT and ACC Fail

ADS-F

Core Damage 3BR

ADS-P Fails

None

Core Damage 1A

NRHR and IRWST Fail

None

Core Damage 3BE

NRHR and RECIRC Fail

None

Core Damage 3BL

ADS-F and NRHR Fail

ADS-P

Core Damage 1D

CMT, ADS-F, and ACC Fail

ADS-P

Core Damage 1D

MSISO Fails

Same as above (with MSISO successful)
except no credit is taken for the
IRWST+RECIRC path

Core Damage 5E

SLB-U Occurs; RTRIP Fails

None

ATW-S

SLB-D Occurs; BL Fails

None

SLB-V

NSGTR Fails

None

SGTRC
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Table 4-23

AP1000 STUCK OPEN SECONDARY SIDE SAFETY VALVE EVENT END STATE SUMMARY
Condition

System Success Needed

End State

SLB-V Occurs; RTRIP Successful

PRHR, CMT

SLB-OK1

CMT Fails

PRHR, CVS

SLB-OK2

CMT, CVS Fail

PRHR, ADS-F, ACC, NRHR

SLB-OK3

CMT, CVS, NRHR Fail

PRHR, ADS-F, ACC, IRWST, RECIRC

SLB-OK4

PRHR Fails

CMT, ADS-F, NRHR
or
CMT, ADS-P, NRHR

SLB-OK5

PRHR, NRHR Fail

CMT, ADS-F, IRWST, RECIRC

SLB-OK6

PRHR, CMT Fail

ADS-F, ACC, NRHR
or
ADS-P, ACC, NRHR

SLB-OK7

PRHR, CMT, NRHR Fail

ADS-F, ACC, IRWST, RECIRC

SLB-OK8

CMT and ACC Fail

ADS-F

Core Damage 3BR

ADS-P Fails

None

Core Damage 1A

NRHR and IRWST Fail

None

Core Damage 3BE

NRHR and RECIRC Fail

None

Core Damage 3BL

ADS-F and NRHR Fail

ADS-P

Core Damage ID

CMT, ADS-F, and ACC Fail

ADS-P

Core Damage 1D

SLB-V Occurs; RTRIP Fails

None

ATW-S

NSGTR Fails

None

SGTRC
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Table 4-24
AP1000 ATWS PRECURSOR WITHOUT MFW EVENT END STATE SUMMARY
End State

System Success Needed

Condition
ATWS Precursor Occurs

RTPMS
or
DAS and MGSET

OK (already modeled in
other event trees)

1. RTPMS and MGSET Fail

1. DAS

ATWSC

2. RTPMS and DAS Fail

2. None

ATWSC Occurs

PRHR2, RTSTP, PRES, BOMAN,
PRSOV

ATW-OK1

ATWSC Occurs; PRSOV Fails

PRHR2, PRES, BOMAN, CMT, ADS-F,
NRHR

ATW-OK2

ATWSC Occurs; BOMAN Fails

PRHR2, RTSTP, PRES, CMT, ADS-F,
NRHR

ATW-OK2

ATWSC Occurs; PRSOV and NRHR
Fail

PRHR2, PRES, BOMAN, CMT, ADS-F,
IRWST, RECIRC

ATW-OK3

ATWSC Occurs; BOMAN Fails

PRHR2, RTSTP, PRES, CMT, ADS-F,
IRWST, RECIRC

ATW-OK3

RTSTP Fails

PRHR2, PRES, BOMAN, PRSOV

ATW-OK4

RTSTP and BOMAN Fail

PRHR2, PRES, CMT, ADS-F, NRHR

ATW-OK5

RTSTP, BOMAN and NRHR Fail

PRHR2, PRES, CMT, ADS-F, IRWST,
RECIRC

ATW-OK6

NRHR and IRWST Fail

None

Core Damage 3BE

NRHR and RECIRC Fail

None

Core Damage 3BL

PRES Fails

None

Core Damage 3A

PRHR2 Falls

None

Core Damage 3A

BOMAN and CMT Fail

None

Core Damage 3A

BOMAN and ADS-F Fail

None

Core Damage 3A

BOMAN is Successful; CMT or ADS
Fails

None

Core Damage 3D
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Table 4-25
AP1000 ATWS PRECURSOR WITH SI EVENT END STATE SUMMARY
Condition

System Success Needed

End State

ATW-S Precursor Occurs

RTPMS
or
DAS and MGSET

OK (already modeled in
other event trees)

RTPMS and MGSET Fail;
or
RTPMS and DAS Fail

PRHR2, RTSTP, PRES, CMT, ADS-F,
NRHR

ATW-OK2

NRHR Fails

PRHR2, RTSTP, PRES, CMT, ADS-F,
IRWST, RECIRC

ATW-OK3

RTSTP Fails

PRHR2, PRES, CMT, ADS-F, NRHR

ATW-OK5

RTSTP, NRHR Fail

PRHR2, PRES, CMT, ADS-F, IRWST,
RECIRC

ATW-OK6

NRHR and IRWST Fail

None

Core Damage 3BE

NRHR and RECIRC Fail

None

Core Damage 3BL

PRES Fails

None

Core Damage 3A

PRHR2 Fails

None

Core Damage 3A

CMT Fails

None

Core Damage 3A

ADS-F Fail

None

Core Damage 3D
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Table 4-26
AP1000 ATWS PRECURSOR TRANSIENTS WITH MFW EVENT END STATE SUMMARY
End State

System Success Needed

Condition
ATW-T Precursor Occurs

RTPMS
or
DAS and MGSET

OK (already modeled in
other event trees)

RTPMS Fails

BOMAN

ATW-OK7

BOMAN Fails

CMT, ADS-F, NRHR

ATW-OK8

BOMAN and NRHR Fail

CMT, ADS-F, IRWST, RECIRC

ATW-OK9

RTPMS, BOMAN and CMT Fail;
and either DAS or MGSET Fails

None (not analyzed further)

Core Damage 3A

RTPMS, BOMAN and ADS Fail

None

Core Damage 3A

NRHR and RECIRC Fail

None

Core Damage 3BL

NRHR and IRWST Fail

None

Core Damage 3BE

MFW Fails

None

ATWS
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ATTACHMENT 4A
EVENT TREE GUIDELINES
4A.1

Event Tree Analysis Methodology
Event Trees
Event trees are constructed to describe and organize event sequences in three areas:
1.

Core Damage Event Trees
One event tree is constructed for each initiating event category. The entry point of the
event tree is the occurrence of an initiating event. The end point of a event tree sequence
is either success or core damage.
Each event tree describes the plant response to the most representative (not necessarily
most limiting) event in a category. Limiting cases may be additionally studied in
sensitivity and uncertainty analyses. In defining the plant response, credit is taken for
safety and non-safety systems as long as they are realistically expected to respond to the
event. Moreover, credit is taken for proceduralized operator actions that are expected to
be performed.
The core damage event tree guidelines are discussed in Section 4A.2.

2.

Plant Damage State (PDS) Event Trees
One event tree is constructed for each dominant plant damage state. The entry point for
the event tree is the set of plant damage cutsets (collected from the core damage event
trees) for a given plant damage state. The end point of the event tree sequences are PDS
substates, for each dominant core damage category.
The top events (nodes) of the event tree are the nodes of the containment event tree that
contain fault tree models. The PDS event trees are also referred to as "bridge trees."
There are no guidelines for PDS event trees.

3.

Containment Event Tree
A containment event tree is constructed to model the containment response to core
damage. The entry point for the event tree is the occurrence of a core damage category.
The end points of the sequences are the fission product release categories.
The containment event tree is discussed in Chapter 35.

Outline of Analysis Process
Initiating event categories are defined in Chapter 2 based on the AP600 plant response to
different events, and based on the expected success criteria for the plant safety and non-safety
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functions responding to these events. For each initiating event category, a core damage event
tree is constructed. This event tree describes the plant response to the most representative
event in the category. The event trees take the event sequences to the core damage or success
end states. Success criteria to avoid core damage are defined in Section 4A.2. In defining the
plant response, credit is taken for safety and non-safety systems as long as they are
realistically expected to respond to the event. Moreover, credit is taken for proceduralized
operator actions that are expected to be performed. The success criteria for the system and
major operator actions are defined in Chapter 6.
The core damage sequences for each initiating event category are quantified in Chapter 36,
using fault tree linking method. Then these sequences are summed to obtain the plant core
damage frequency.
The core damage sequences need to be further analyzed through a containment event tree to
identify fission product release categories, and calculate their frequencies. For this purpose,
the dominant core damage sequences are grouped by their core damage category (as opposed
to the previous grouping by initiating event category). These groups are quantified to
calculate their frequency and identify dominant cutsets. At this point, each of these core
damage categories can be individually analyzed through the containment matrix, and their
release contributions can be quantified. For example, if there are N dominant core damage
categories, then the containment event tree will be quantified N times, once for each
dominant category. However, the containment event tree is very large, and contains event tree
nodes whose probabilities are calculated in some cases by fault trees, in others by scalar
operations. This poses a practical difficulty in the quantification of the large containment
event tree: if a scalar quantification software is used, the Boolean relation between the core
damage category cutsets and the containment event tree nodes with fault trees will be
ignored; if a fault tree linking quantification software is used, the sheer size of the
containment event tree makes the task impractical. To address this difficulty, plant damage
substates are introduced, through "bridge" event trees.
It was decided that the containment event tree is to be run with a scalar quantification
software (WESCADET). This makes any number of event tree quantifications run in a very
short time. The Boolean aspects of the containment event tree quantification are addressed by
introducing "bridge" event trees between core damage event categories and the containment
event tree. These bridge event trees are called the PDS event trees and they address the
containment event tree nodes that are modeled by fault trees. Six containment event tree
nodes that contain fault tree models were identified. For each dominant core damage
category, a PDS event tree is made. The end states of these event trees are defined as plant
damage substates (see Attachment 4A-3). Each core damage category is mapped into 15 PDS
substates, and the substate frequencies are calculated as the product of the core damage
sequence frequency and the PDS node probabilities for the substate path. Each substate is
also defined exactly by a vector of 6 probabilities, one for each event tree node. This vector
contains either 1 or 0 for each event tree node. If the node has failed in the PDS event tree, its
probability in the vector (and in the containment event tree) is 1; otherwise it is 0. Thus, a set
of plant core damage cutsets are input to a PDS event tree, and 15 sets of frequencies and
nodal probability vectors are created. Then, the containment event tree is quantified 15 times
in a scalar fashion, once for each PDS state, with the containment event tree nodes with fault
trees assigned probabilities of 1 or 0, as prescribed by the substate vector. This process is
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repeated for each dominant plant damage state category. Thus the containment event tree is
quantified 15N times.
The quantification process outlined above increases the number of containment event tree
quantification cases 15 times; at the same time it reduces each of these runs to a scalar
multiplication. Note that no approximations are made; the model is the same as running the
containment event trees in a Boolean fashion, which in this case is impractical.
At the end of containment event tree quantification, frequency of fission product release
categories are calculated. These are further processed to calculate the severe release
frequency.
Summary of Analysis Steps
1.

Make a core damage event tree for each initiating event category.

2.

Quantify each event tree for core damage frequency and cutsets.

3.

Add all results in step 2 to calculate plant damage frequency and its cutsets.

4.

List dominant plant damage sequences. Group them by plant damage category. Identify
dominant plant damage categories.

5.

Quantify core damage frequency and cutsets for each dominant core damage category.

6.

Make a PDS event tree for each dominant core damage category. Define PDS substate
vectors. Quantify each PDS event tree to calculate PDS substate frequencies. Make PDS
substate frequency vector for each dominant core damage frequency.

7.

Run containment event tree for each PDS substate, for each dominant core damage
frequency. Obtain frequencies of fission product release categories.

8.

Run consequence model with the plant release category frequencies to calculate the plant
severe release frequency.

4A.2

Event Tree Guidelines for Core Damage

4A.2.1

Event Trees
One core damage event tree is constructed for each initiating event category. The entry point
of the event tree is the occurrence of an initiating event. The end point of an event tree
sequence is either success or core damage.
Each event tree describes the plant response to the most representative event in a category. In
defining the plant response, credit is taken for safety and non-safety systems as long as they
are realistically expected to respond to the event. Moreover, credit is taken for proceduralized
operator actions that are expected to be performed.
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Event tree top events are termed as nodes. Each node may branch into two or more outcomes
(branches). In general, two-fold branching is used. Generally, the lower branches represent
less favorable outcomes (e.g., failure). A set of continuous branches from the initiating event
to the end state defines an event sequence. The event trees define the core damage event
sequences.
In general, the top sequence in an event tree represents the expected response of the plant to
the event. Initially, care is taken to place the event tree nodes in the order they would respond
to the event. However, later in modeling, the order of the nodes may be rearranged to
simplify the event tree. It is recognized that the event sequences will be quantified by fault
tree linking. Thus the definition of plant systems/functions are streamlined to accommodate
or expedite the fault tree linking process.
An example event tree and associated terminology is given by Figure 4A-1.
In the Figure 4A-1 example, the initiating event category is ZZZ. There are two event tree
nodes, XXX and YYY. There are four end states. Two end states are success states, labeled
by ZZZ-OKl and ZZZ-OK2. There are also two core damage end states, labeled by CD-1 and
CD-2.
The failure of node 1 is labeled as XXXA, which is modeled by a frontline fault tree. Failure
of node 2 has two conditionals, labeled as YYY1 and YYY2. YYY1 is conditional on success
of node 1; YYY2 is conditional on failure of node 1.
There are two event sequences that lead to core damage. They are sequences 2 and 4:
Sequence ZZZ-2
IEV-ZZZ occurs; XXXA is successful; YYY1 fails, leading to core damage category
CD-1
*

Sequence ZZZ-4
IEV-ZZZ occurs; XXXA fails; YYY2 fails, leading to core damage category CD-2

Also note that the upper branch of a node is referred to as "success" of the node, and the
lower branch as "failure" of the node, regardless of the description of the node.
In general, the event tree nodes are assigned the same descriptive symbol in multiple event
trees. Then, they are assigned symbols at the failure branches; these symbols may be different
from the node symbol. Moreover, depending upon the characteristics of the initiating event,
or the status of the preceding systems, the success criteria for a node at a branch may be
different from the success criteria for the same node at a different branch, even in the same
event tree. In that case, there may be different symbols for the same node at different
branches in the same event tree. These symbols are loosely referred to as the "conditionals."
A most common example of conditionals can be found for the automatic depressurization
system (ADS) system, whose success configuration (e.g., number of lines) and actuation
possibilities (e.g., automatic and/or manual) depend largely on initiating event characteristics,
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and also on the status of the core makeup tank (CMT) and passive residual heat removal
(PRHR) systems that precede it in mitigating the event.
Time Frame
Each core damage event tree is modeled through a time frame of up to 24 hours. This time
frame is selected to be consistent with the commonly accepted PRA practices, in which it is
postulated that an event sequence will reach steady state conditions which will change very
slowly at that time. Also assumed is the possibility of numerous and diverse recovery actions
(which are not credited in the sequences) that can be undertaken in such a time frame to
further mitigate the event. Another aspect of this time frame is that it covers the actuation of
all expected mitigation functions/systems needed for avoiding core damage.
Further concepts in event tree models are discussed in the next sections.
End States
Each event sequence is assigned an end state, as shown at the right hand side of the event
tree. These end states may be:
1.

Success - no core damage; these end states may be assigned event-specific names such
as LLO-OK1, based on different success criteria.

2.

Core damage.

3.

OK - termination of sequence without further analysis.

4.

Transfer - if the sequence is further represented by another event tree (this is done for
convenience and to avoid repetition).

5.

Consequential Event - the sequence turns into a another event (usually more severe)
already represented by another event tree. In principle, this is the same as the transfer
category.

Front Line vs. Support Systems
The systems appearing in the event tree nodes are referred to as the frontline systems. There
are many other systems that support the frontline systems, and that do not explicitly appear in
the event tree nodes. These systems are referred to as the support systems. Both frontline and
support systems are modeled in terms of fault trees. The support systems appear as subtrees
(basic events) in the frontline fault trees; these subtrees are assigned the basic event
identifiers (IDs) starting with SUB-. For example a subtree named SUB-DCBUS1 refers to a
support system modeled with a fault tree named DCBUS 1. These subtrees are linked into the
frontline system fault trees after the fault trees are quantified. There may be many layers of
subtrees within others.
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In fault tree cutsets, a basic event name starting with SUB- is a reserved symbol that is
recognized by the fault tree linking logic as another set of cutsets to be substituted for that
basic event.
4A.2.2

Success Criteria
There are three levels of success criteria to be addressed in an event tree:
1.

Success Criteria to Avoid Core Damage
Following a loss of coolant accident (LOCA) or a transient event requiring a reactor trip,
core damage is postulated if the following acceptance criteria for core cooling is not met.
Acceptance Criterion for Core Cooling
The criterion used for establishing the adequacy of core cooling is the peak temperature.
The limit value of 2200'F is chosen, for reasons given in Chapter 6.
Acceptance Criterion for RCS Peak Pressure
For anticipated transients without scram (ATWS) events, it is postulated that the core
damage occurs as a result of loss of coolant when the reactor coolant system (RCS)
pressure exceeds 3200 psi.
Acceptance Criterion for Reactivity Control
For ATWS events, it is postulated that the core damage occurs when the reactivity
control is not achieved, either in the short term by control rod insertion, or if RCS peak
pressure is controlled in the long term by boration.

2.

Event Sequence Success Criteria
Depending upon the type of initiating event and available mitigating functions, there
may be multiple success paths for avoiding core damage for an event tree. The success
end states are defined in terms of the notation XXX-OKN where XXX refers to the
initiating event category and N is an integer referring to the Nth success path category in
the event tree.
The event sequence success paths are defined and justified in Chapter 6.

3.

Event Tree Node Success Criteria
Each system that appears in the event tree nodes (usually in multiple event trees) may
have different success criteria depending upon the characteristics of the initiating event,
and/or depending upon the status of the other systems preceding it in a specific event
sequence (such as failure of another system may affect the actuation or operation of the
system in question). Thus, for a given system/function, there may be multiple success
criteria, which are also termed as conditionals. A collection of such system success
criteria make up an event sequence success criteria. These criteria are defined by the
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location of the system branch in an event tree. They are defined and justified in
Chapter 6.
4A.2.3

Definition of End States
The core damage event trees modeled in the Level 1 PRA identify three types of end states
for the sequences defined in the event trees:
1.

Success end states where core damage is avoided.

2.

Late containment failure end state (LCF) where the containment heat removal by either
passive containment cooling system (PCS) or component cooling water (CCS) heat
exchangers via normal residual heat removal (RHR) fails. This end state is separately
treated in the level two analysis.

3.

Core damage end states.

The event trees modeled in the Level 1 PRA identify all of the plant event sequences that lead
to core damage. Many of the core damage sequences have common characteristics with
respect to the reactor system and containment system response. Such sequences can be
grouped together into end states (plant damage states) to reduce the number of containment
event trees that need to be quantified. The end states form the link between the core damage
tree and the containment event tree. The process of grouping the core damage sequences from
the event trees is described in the following paragraphs.
The core damage sequences are binned together into end states or PDSs on the basis of
similarities in the following characteristics:

"*
"*
"*
"*
"*
"*
"*

The initiating event type, such as LOCA, transient, and ATWS leading to core damage
The primary system pressure at the time of initial core damage (high or low)
Timing of core damage (early or late)
Containment integrity at the time of core damage (intact or impaired)
Availability of safety systems at the time of core damage
Disposition of water in the containment at the time of core damage
Containment pressure and temperature at the time of core damage

Table 4A-1 presents the various core damage end states (plant damage states) defined for the
AP1OOO.
For each end state, an equation made up of the Boolean sum of the minimal cutsets for all
sequences combined into that class is prepared. The cutset equations for the end states are
used as input for the quantification of the containment event trees.
Dominant End States
The following core damage end states emerge as the dominant ones at the end of plant core
damage calculations. They are input into the containment event trees to calculate fission
product release category frequencies.
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Plant Damage State IA
Sequences that are initiated by a transient and have no reactor coolant system
depressurization prior to core damage are grouped into accident Class 1A. Automatic
depressurization system failure is often due to failure of both core makeup tanks to inject into
the reactor coolant system, thus failing to generate the signals to open the depressurization
valves. The containment event tree considers operator actions to depressurize the reactor
coolant system following core damage. Successful depressurization allows the accumulators
to inject and reflood the core, and allows IRWST water to inject to maintain long-term core
cooling if these systems are available. Successful depressurization cases are further evaluated
as plant damage state 3BR to evaluate the long-term considerations of depressurization. Plant
damage state 3BR bins together sequences in which core damage occurs- prior to potential
gravity injection. Sequences that are not depressurized are termed lAC sequences.
Plant Damage State lAP
Sequences that are initiated by a small LOCA with successful passive residual heat removal
and no reactor coolant system depressurization prior to core damage are grouped into
accident class lAP. Automatic depressurization system failure is mainly due to common
cause failure of the depressurization valves to open. The containment event tree considers
operator actions to depressurize the reactor coolant system following core damage.
Successful depressurization allows the IRWST water to inject to maintain long-term core
cooling if the system is available. Successful depressurization cases are further evaluated as
plant damage state 3BR to evaluate the long-term considerations of depressurization. Plant
damage state 3BR bins together sequences in which core damage occurs prior to potential
gravity injection. Sequences that are not depressurized are termed 1APC sequences.
Plant Damage States ID and 3D
Plant damage state ID represents transients with partial reactor coolant system
depressurization. It has a very low frequency of occurrence. Class ID sequences are grouped
together with Class 3D, which includes LOCA events with partial depressurization. This
combination is considered to be conservative since in Class 1D sequences, fission products
are scrubbed in the IRWST prior to vessel melt-through, whereas in Class 3D there is no
fission product scrubbing.
Plant Damage State 3A
Plant damage state 3A represents those ATWS core damage events where the RCS is at high
pressure due to failure of RCS pressure relief (either because of failure of pressurizer safety
valves, or unfavorable exposure time (UJET)). These sequences are separately classified from
IA to account for the special functions and timing needed for the ATWS event mitigation
following core damage. If CMT injection, and RCS pump trip are successful, and steam
generator tubes are intact, then operators will have time to manually depressurize the RCS to
mitigate the core damage event. Due to the availability of this additional path, this event may
be mitigated to avoid severe release.
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Plant Damage State 3BE
Sequences that are initiated by a LOCA with successful reactor coolant system
depressurization, but failure of the gravity injection prior to core damage, are grouped into
accident Class 3BE. Failure of the gravity injection is due to common cause failures of the
IRWST injection line check valves.
The 3BE sequences are fully depressurized and do not have the potential for thermally
induced failures of the steam generator tubes and reactor coolant system piping since the
pressure loading on the components is small and the heat transport from the core to the
components via natural circulation is not efficient at lower pressures.
Plant Damage State 3BR
Plant damage state 3BR includes sequences in which the reactor coolant system is fully
depressurized, the IRWST is potentially available while accumulators and core makeup tanks
are not. Core melt occurs because the gravity injection cannot refill the vessel fast enough to
prevent core damage upon the initial blowdown of the reactor coolant system.
Plant Damage State 3C
Plant damage state 3C includes all sequences in which the core is damaged following reactor
vessel rupture. The core melt cannot be arrested in the reactor vessel because the time
required to overheat the core is less than the time needed to flood the cavity and refill the
vessel through the break.
The 3C sequences are fully depressurized and do not have the potential for thermally-induced
failures of the steam generator tubes and reactor coolant system piping since the pressure
loading on the components is small and the heat transport from the core to the components
via natural circulation is not efficient at lower pressures.
Plant Damage State 6E
This category includes containment bypass plant damage categories, 6E, and any others. If
the dominant core damage sequences leave a residual, that is also pessimistically added to
this category which leads to containment bypass (release category BP).
4A.2.4

Plant Response Functions

The functions addressed in this document are those necessary to protect the reactor core
during an accident:

"* Reactor shutdown (trip)
"* RCS overpressure control
"* RCS inventory control
*
*

Core decay heat removal
Containment cooling
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Table 4A-2 summarizes the systems that can provide the above functions. A functional event
tree depicting above protection modes is given as Figure 4A-2.
Note that for the event tree modeling, the success of passive containment water cooling for
heat removal from the containment is expected but not necessary. Outside air cooling of the
containment is sufficient for heat removal in the time frame involved.
Reactor Shutdown
Reactor shutdown includes the equipment necessary to reduce the power generation to zero in
a timely fashion and to provide and maintain an adequate shutdown margin. The control rods
usually provide this shutdown function. They are automatically inserted by the protection and
safety monitoring system (PMS) in response to one of the reactor trip signals. The PMS
opens breakers that de-energize magnets that hold the rods out of the core. The PMS, control
rods, and trip breakers are safety-related.
The control rods can also be automatically inserted by a nonsafety-related diverse actuation
system (DAS) in response to one of the DAS reactor trip signals. The DAS is similar to the
ATWS mitigation system actuation circuitry (AMSAC) provided in conventional
Westinghouse pressurized water reactor (PWR) plants, except that DAS has several
additional functions. DAS is designed to be diverse from the PMS to reduce the chance of
common mode failures in the signal processing equipment. DAS inserts the control rods by
de-energizing the control rod motor-generator (MG) set field so that the power to the trip
breakers is interrupted. This causes the control rod drive magnets to de-energize and allows
the rods to enter the core. Control rod insertion may be slower under DAS control than by
PMS because of the limited number of sensors, setpoints, and the characteristics of the MG
sets. However, it is fast enough to prevent the RCS from exceeding its upset pressure limit
using best-estimate analysis.
The rods can also be inserted by operator manual control action. There are dedicated safety
related switches mounted on the main control board that are hard-wired directly to the trip
breakers. There are also dedicated nonsafety-related switches associated with the DAS that
can insert the control rods by de-energizing the MG sets in the same manner described above
for DAS.
Another means of shutting down the reactor is to "ride out" the transient. The negative
moderator temperature coefficient of the primary coolant causes the reactor to reduce the
power as the coolant temperature increases and density decreases. Protective actions which
occur while "riding out" a transient are: the turbine is tripped, the pressurizer safety valves
open, and the passive residual heat removal heat exchanger (PRHR HX) is aligned
automatically by the DAS. In addition, the operator borates the RCS to bring it down from
about 5-percent power to 0-percent. The chemical and volume control system (CVS) or the
CMTs can be used to provide this function.
In a large LOCA, it is assumed that the control rods do not enter the core because of possible
deformations in the reactor internals. In this case, the reactor is initially shutdown by the
formation of voids in the coolant. Later, boron added via the CMT and accumulator safety
injection water reduces reactivity and provides the necessary shutdown margin.
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RCS Overpressure Control
This function is provided directly by the pressurizer safety valves, and indirectly by the
reactor trip. This function is addressed especially in ATWS events.
RCS Inventory Control
RCS inventory can be maintained by a number of different systems. In many situations the
normal RCS makeup is by the chemical and volume control system (CVS). The CVS has two
nonsafety-related high pressure pumps; one is started and stopped automatically by the plant
control system (PLS) in response to the PLS signals. The pumps are automatically loaded
onto the nonsafety-related diesel generators if offsite power is lost. For RCS leaks greater
than 3/8 inch, the CVS typically cannot provide sufficient RCS makeup and the passive core
cooling system (PXS) will be actuated.
The PXS provides the safety-related method of making up water to the RCS. For non-LOCA
events, the CMTs will be actuated by the PMS by one of the PMS/safety injection (SI)
signals. The CMTs provide sufficient makeup to accommodate RCS leakage and cooldown
shrink during non-LOCA events without ADS actuation. The CMTs use gravity to provide
RCS injection. To make gravity effective, a pressure balance line is connected from the cold
leg (CL) to the top of the CMT. This line allows for two different modes of CMT operation.
One mode is water recirculation, which is used for non-LOCA events and the early stages of
LOCAs. In this mode, hot water from the CL circulates to the CMT and cold CMT water is
injected into the reactor by natural circulation. The other mode of operation is steam
displacement, which is used to provide greater injection rates during LOCAs.
For events where there is significant RCS leakage, additional PXS injection sources are
utilized. These sources inject at lower pressures after the ADS is actuated.
The ADS is automatically actuated when the CMT level reaches a volume setpoint of
67 percent. This setpoint actuates the first stage of ADS. The second and third stages are
actuated by timers in about 4 minutes following the first stage. Following ADS actuation, the
operational procedure is to start the normal residual heat removal system (RNS). The RNS
provides injection into the RCS at about 100 psig. This injection stops the CMT injection and
prevents the fourth stage ADS valves from being actuated. This feature prevents containment
pressurization and flooding. This also reduces risk to the public in case multiple failures
occur in the ADS valves or the check valves from the IRWST. If there is a RNS equipment or
operator failure, the fourth stage ADS valves open and allow gravity injection to the reactor
from the IRWST. When the IRWST empties, water recirculates from the containment
through the containment sump recirculation lines into the reactor vessel under gravitational
force. The water is heated to steam in the reactor. It vents into the containment through the
ADS. The passive containment cooling system condenses the steam making it available for
injection into the reactor.
In case there are multiple failures in the PMS, the DAS provides automatic actuation of some
of the PXS functions. To reduce the chance of inadvertent actuation, the ADS has to be
manually actuated if the PMS fails. The PXS also can provide RCS makeup for small LOCAs
if the CMTs fail. In this case, the operators manually actuate the ADS and the accumulators
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provide the necessary high pressure RCS makeup. These manual actuations are available
through dedicated switches on the main control board.
Reactor Core Decay Heat Removal
Core decay heat removal is provided by a number of different systems. In many situations the
nonsafety-related startup feedwater system (SFW) is able to provide sufficient feedwater to
the steam generator to permit core decay heat removal. The SFW has two high pressure
pumps that are started automatically by the PLS in response to one of the PLS signals. These
pumps are automatically loaded onto nonsafety-related diesels if offsite electrical power is
lost. Initially, the SFW flow to each steam generator is controlled to a pre-determined flow
rate. After the normal steam generator level is attained, the controller switches to steam
generator level control. This control sequence minimizes the chance of overcooling the RCS
and overfilling the steam generator.
If the SFW fails, the PRHR HX is automatically actuated by one of the PMS/SI signals.
Manual PMS actuation is also provided. Automatic actuation by the DAS is provided as well
as manual DAS actuation. The PRHR HX removes heat from the reactor by natural
circulation. The heat is transferred to the IRWST. If the PRHR FIX operation continues for
more than 3 hours, the IRWST starts to boil. In the longer term, steam is vented to the
containment where it is condensed. Most of the condensate drains down the containment wall
and back into the IRWST.
If the PRHR HX fails, the steam generator inventory boils down in about an hour. As steam
generator heat removal becomes ineffective, the RCS heats up. The RCS begins to boil off
through the pressurizer safety valves to the containment. The CMTs are automatically
actuated by the PMS on a low steam generator level plus high RCS hot leg (HL) temperature
signal. The CMTs provide RCS makeup. If this cooling mode continues long enough, the
CMT level drops to the ADS setpoint (67 percent) and ADS is automatically initiated. After
ADS is initiated, there are several variations in how the ADS/RNS/accumulators can work
together to provide core cooling, depending on the types of failures.
Containment Cooling
Normal containment cooling is provided by non-safety related fan coolers. These redundant
fans are powered by the non-safety diesel generators. The fan coolers are able to cool the
containment as long as there is not a significant heat input of decay heat from the PRHR HX
or from a RCS leak (>1"). If the heat input is too great, then the passive containment cooling
system (PCS) operation is required.
The PCS provides safety grade containment cooling. It is actuated by the PMS and by the
DAS. Manual actuation via PMS and DAS is also available. PCS actuation allows the gravity
drain of water onto the outside of the steel containment vessel. Heat transfer through the
containment wall evaporates water. Natural circulation air flow continually removes the
water vapor. Two other sources of cooling water are also available. One source is the fire
water system and the other is the demineralized water system. As a final level of defense,
natural convection air cooling alone has been determined to be sufficient to prevent
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containment failure. Although the containment design pressure is exceeded, sufficient
pressure is not produced to cause failure over long periods of time.
Credit can also be taken for removal of decay heat from the containment by the CCW heat
exchangers via normal residual heat removal.
The success criteria for containment cooling and the LCF end states are discussed in Level 2
analysis.
4A.2.5

Event Tree Node Notation
To simplify event tree pictures, occasionally multiple systems are combined under a single
event tree node. In such cases, either
a new symbol is assigned and is defined for the combined systems;
or
a special notation is used on the event tree branches to show explicitly the combined
systems and the Boolean logic (AND, OR) used to combine these systems. This special
notation is explained in this section.
If two systems (ASY and BSY) are combined under the same event tree node, then their
combination is written either as ASY/BSY or as ASY&BSY.
ASY/BSY means ASY or BSY must fail for the node to fail
ASY&BSY means ASY and BSY must fail for the node to fail
These are illustrated in Figure 4A-3.

4A.2.6

Consequential Events
During the progress of an initiating event, some consequential failures may convert the event
into a potentially more challenging event. In this case, the event sequence is assigned an end
state that indicates continuation of the sequence in a different event tree. The following
conditions are modeled as consequential failures in the event trees:

"

Sequences in the transient events trees where a steam generator relief or safety valve
opens and fails to reclose are transferred to the main steam line stuck open valve event
tree (SLB-V).

"

Sequences in the transient events trees where a pressurizer safety valve opens and fails
to reclose are transferred to the medium LOCA event tree (MLOCA).

"

Sequences in the main steam line break event trees where steam generator blow down
occurs and subsequently, a steam generator tube rupture occurs, are transferred to the
steam generator tube rupture event tree (SGTRC).
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Also reactor trip failure is formally indicated in the event trees, and the failure of reactor trip
is collected in three different ATWS precursor categories, named ATWS (transients with loss
of MFW), ATW-S (SI events), ATW-T (transients with MFW).
The nodes and end states associated with consequential events and ATWS are illustrated in
Figure 4A-4.
4A.2.7

Transient Template
An event tree template is created (Figure 4A-5), based on the following discussion, to be the
starting point for modeling of transient event trees. Then, this template is modified to account
for the characteristics of the specific initiating event category in Chapter 4. In this template,
the end states are assigned either OK (success) or CD (core Damage). No reactor trip,
transfers, or consequential events are shown on the templates. It is assumed that reactor trip
has occurred.
First Line of Defense
Following reactor trip and turbine trip, the main feedwater flow is automatically adjusted to
keep up with the decay heat. Since there is no RCS inventory loss, this constitutes the first
line of defense to avoid core damage.
Second Line of Defense
If the main feedwater is lost, low feedwater flow conditions cause the startup feedwater
(SFW) pumps to start. Despite SFW pump operation, the steam generator secondary side
water boils down. The level decreases and the narrow range low level setpoint causes the
reactor to trip. The reactor coolant pumps continue to operate. When the steam generator
level is re-established, the feedwater flow is automatically controlled to maintain the level.
The CVS provides RCS makeup as necessary for losses due to leaks and cooldown
contraction.
Third Line of Defense (Safety Case)
If the startup feedwater system does not provide feedwater, the steam generator wide range
low level setpoint is reached and the PRHR HX is aligned. This allows primary coolant from
the hot leg to pass through the heat exchangers where heat is transferred to the IRWST. The
passive containment cooling system (PCS) provides containment cooling after the IRWST
begins steaming. The CMTs provide RCS makeup as necessary to accommodate leakage and
cooldown contraction.
Fourth Line of Defense
If the PRHR HXs are not aligned, the steam generators boil dry in about an hour. After the
steam generator secondary side no longer removes heat, the primary system pressure and
temperature will rise until the pressurizer safety relief valves open. The venting of steam from
the pressurizer causes a loss of inventory from the primary coolant system. The low wide
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range steam generator level with coincident high reactor coolant system hot leg temperature
aligns the CMTs and trips the reactor coolant pumps.
Initially the core make-up tanks provide RCS injection by water recirculation. Later on as the
RCS inventory depletes the CMTs will drain down and eventually the ADS actuation level
will be reached. This actuates ADS Stage 1. ADS Stages 2 and 3 actuate on timers within
minutes. When the RCS pressure has fallen to 100 psi, the operational procedure is to align
the normal RHR system to inject water into the RCS. This injection stabilizes the CMT level
and prevents actuation of ADS Stage 4.
The normal residual heat removal system also provides long term decay heat removal which
makes operation of the PCS unnecessary.
Fifth Line of Defense
If the RNS fails or is not aligned to inject, the CMT level continues to drop. When either
CMT level drops to a low level, the 4th stage of ADS actuates and primary coolant is vented
directly into containment. This final depressurization permits gravity drain of the IRWST into
the reactor to provide core cooling. Steam released to the containment condenses on the
inside of the containment vessel as the passive containment cooling system removes the heat.
The condensed steam runs back down the inside wall and is collected in a gutter system and
returned to the IRWST. In the long term, the IRWST drains down and the water level in the
containment rises until water RECIRCulates through the sump screen into the IRWST
injection line. This mode of reactor cooling can continue indefinitely. The PCS provides long
term cooling of the containment.
Sixth Line of Defense
If the CMTs fail to inject into the reactor vessel, the plant operators can manually actuate the
ADS. The accumulators automatically inject cold, borated water into the reactor when the
pressure drops to 700 psi. This injection provides adequate makeup until depressurization
permits gravity injection of the IRWST. The PCS provides long term cooling of the
containment.
4A.2.8

Small LOCA Template
An event tree template is created (Figure 4A-6), based on the following discussion, to be the
starting point for modeling of LOCA event trees. Then, this template is modified to account
for the characteristics of the specific initiating event category. In this template, the end states
are assigned either OK (success) or CD (core Damage). No reactor trip, transfers, or
consequential events are shown on the templates. It is assumed that reactor trip has occurred.
First Line of Defense
RCS low pressure generates a safeguards actuation (S) signal. This signal trips the reactor,
trips the reactor coolant pumps, aligns the CMTs and the PRHR HX. The CMTs and PRHR
HXs provide RCS makeup and remove decay heat, respectively. The PRHR HXs transfer
heat from the primary coolant to the IRWST.
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As the CMTs drain into the primary system, automatic depressurization of the system begins
when either CMT volume falls to the ADS actuation setpoint. ADS Stages 2 and 3 actuate on
timers within minutes. When the RCS pressure has fallen to 100 psi, the operators standard
procedure is to align the RNS to inject water into the RCS. This will stabilize the CMT level
and prevent actuation of ADS Stage 4.
The RNS also provides long term decay heat removal which makes operation of the PCS
unnecessary.
Second Line of Defense (Safety Case)
If the RNS fails or is not aligned to inject, the CMT level continues to drop. When either
CMT volume drops to a low level, the 4th stage of ADS actuates and primary coolant is
vented directly into containment. This final depressurization permits gravity drain of the
IRWST into the reactor to provide core cooling. Steam released to the containment condenses
on the inside of the containment vessel as the passive containment cooling system removes
the heat. The condensed steam runs back down the inside wall and is collected in a gutter
system and returned to the IRWST. In the long term, the IRWST drains down and the water
level in the containment rises until the water RECIRCulates through the sump screen into the
IRWST injection line. This mode of reactor cooling can continue indefinitely. The PCS
provides long term containment cooling.
Third Line of Defense
If the CMTs fail to inject into the reactor vessel, the plant operators can manually actuate the
ADS. The accumulators automatically inject cold, borated water into the reactor when the
pressure drops to 700 psi. This injection provides adequate makeup until depressurization
permits gravity injection of the IRWST. The PCS provides long term containment cooling.
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Table 4A-1
END STATES (PLANT DAMAGE STATES)
End State

Subclass

Definition

I

A

Core damage with RCS at high pressure following transient or very small LOCA

AP

Core damage with no depressurization following small LOCA and very small
LOCA with passive residual heat removal operating or medium LOCA

B

Core damage following loss of offsite power not recovered in 24 hours

C

Core damage following loss of all dc power supply

D

Core damage with partial depressunzation of RCS following transient

2
3

Loss of containment integrity -- potential core damage following loss of
containment water inventory
A

Core damage with RCS at high pressure following anticipated transient without
scram or main steam line break inside containment

BR

Core damage following LOCA or other events with full RCS depressurization, but
CMT and accumulator failed

BA

Medium LOCA without CMT and accumulator, core melt is arrested by normal
residual heat removal injection

BE

Core damage following large LOCAs or other event with full depressurization

BL

Core damage at long term following failure of water recirculation to RPV after
successful gravity injection

EE, ER, EL
C

Core damage following vessel rupture

D

Core damage following LOCA (except large) with partial depressurization

5
6

Same as 3BE, 3BR, 3BL with SBO initiating event

Core damage sequences with steamline break upstream of unisolated MSIV
E

Core damage following steam generator tube rupture or ISLOCA. The
containment is bypassed. Early core damage (loss of injection)

L

Core damage following steam generator tube rupture. The containment is
bypassed. Late core damage (loss of recirculation)
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Table 4A-2

SUMMARY OF SYSTEMS ASSOCIATED WITH MITIGATING FUNCTIONS FOR AP1000
System

Function
Reactivity Control

Integrated Protection and Control System
Reactor Trip System
Diverse Actuation System
Chemical and Volume Control System
Core Makeup Tanks and In-Containment Refueling Water
Storage Tank (injection of borated water)

Reactor Coolant System Overpressure Control

Pressurizer Safety Valves

RCS Inventory Control

Chemical and Volume Control System
Core Makeup Tanks
Automatic Depressurization System
Normal Residual Heat Removal System
Accumulators
IRWST Gravity Injection and Recirculation

Reactor Core Decay Heat Removal

Main Feedwater
Startup Feedwater
Secondary Side Pressure Relief (condenser or power-operated
relief valve and main steam line safety valves)
Accumulators
Core Makeup Tanks
Passive Residual Heat Removal
Automatic Depressurization System
Gravity Injection
Normal Residual Heat Removal
Passive Containment Cooling

Containment Heat Removal

Passive Containment Cooling
Normal Residual Heat Removal
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Figure 4A-1

Example Event Tree for Illustration of Terminology
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I

INITIATING
EVENT

REACTIVITY
CONTROL

R. CORE
HEAT
REMOVAL

INVENTORY
CONTROL

CONTAINMENT
HEAT REMOVAL

END STATE

I

SUCCESS

2

LCF (*)

3

CORE DAMAGE

4

CORE DAMAGE

5

ATWS(**)

Notes:
(*) =
Failure of containment heat removal, in otherwise "success" sequences is modeled as the LCF end state in
the event trees. LCF end state is not added to the core damage end states. It is discussed in level 2 analysis.
(**) = RCS pressure control is especially important for ATWS event, since the capacity of the available
overpressure protection may be exceeded.

Figure 4A-2
Functional Event Tree
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A/B NOTATION
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FAILURE

A*B NOTATION

NODE 1
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SUCCESS
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A*B

FAILURE
FAILURE

Figure 4A-3
Illustration of A/B and A&B Notation
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RTRIP
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SLSOV

PRSOV

NSGTR

TRANSFER
I

SGTR

PRSOV

SLSOV

RTRIP

2

SGTRC

3

MLOCA

4

SLB-V

5

ATWS, ATW-S, or ATW-T

Notes:
1. Not all nodes are asked in each event tree.
2.

RTRIP = Does Reactor Trip Occur?

3.

SLSOV = Stuck-open secondary side safety valve does not occur?

4.

PRSOV = Stuck-open pressurizer safety valve does not occur?

5.

NSGTR = No SG tube rupture occurs?

Transfers 2, 3, and 4 are brought back and added to the originating event core damage frequency (CDF), after being
quantified. Transfers to ATWS event trees are accounted for in the ATWS initiating event categories; they are not
brought back into the originating initiating event CDF.

Figure 4A-4

Illustration of Consequential Event and ATWS End States
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Figure 4A-5 (Sheet 1 of 3)
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Figure 4A-5 (Sheet 2 of 3)
API000 PRA Transients Template Event Tree
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List of Top Events
TRANS

A transient with MFW initiating event occurs

MFW

Main feedwater and condensate

SFW

Startup feedwater

PRIIR

Passive RHR

CMT
ADS

RCP trip and core makeup tank
Automatic depressurization

ACC

Accumulator injection

NRHR

Normal RHR injection and recirculation
IRWST injection
Sump recirculation (conditional on containment isolation)
Containment heat removal

IRWST
CIS/RECIRC
CHR

Figure 4A-5 (Sheet 3 of 3)
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Figure 4A-6 (Sheet 1 of 2)
AP1000 PRA Small LOCA Template Event Tree
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END
STATE
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SLOCA

CMT

List of Top Events
SLOCA
CMT
PRHR
ADS
ACC
NRHR
IRWST
CIS/RECIRC
CHR

PRIIR

ADS

ACC

NRHR

IRWST

RECIRC

CHR

19

CD
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21

CD

22

CD

23

OK

24

LCF

25

OK

26

LCF

27

CD

28

CD

29

CD

30

CD

A small LOCA initiating event occurs
RCP trip and core makeup tank
Passive RHR
Automatic depressurization
Accumulator injection
Normal RHR injection and recirculation
IRWST injection
Sump recirculation (conditional on containment isolation)
Containment heat removal
Figure 4A-6 (Sheet 2 of 2)
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ATTACHMENT 4B
EVENT TREE PICTURES
This attachment contains the event trees for internal event categories. Only the core damage event trees
are given in this attachment.
Figures

Symbol

Description

4B-1

LLOCA

Large LOCA

4B-2

SPADS

Large Spurious ADS Actuation

4B-3

MLOCA

Medium LOCA

4B-4

CMTLB

Core Makeup Tank Line Break

4B-5

SI-LB

Safety Injection Line Break

4B-6

SLOCA

Small LOCA

4B-7

RCSLK

Reactor Coolant System Leakage

4B-8

PRSTR

Passive RHR Tube Rupture

4B-9

SGTR

Steam Generator Tube Rupture

4B-10

RV-RP

Reactor Vessel Rupture

4B-11

ISLOC

Interfacing Systems LOCA

4B-12

TRANS

Transient with MFW

4B-13

LRCS

Loss of Reactor Coolant Flow

4B-14

LMFW1

Loss of Feedwater to One Steam Generator

4B-15

POWEX

Core Power Excursion

4B- 16

LCCW

Loss of Component Cooling/Service Water

4B-17

LMFW

Loss of Main Feedwater

4B-18

LCOND

Loss of Condenser

4B-19

LCAS

Loss of Compressed Air

4B-20

LOSP

Loss of Offsite Power

4B-21

SLB-D

Main Steam Line Break Downstream of the Main Steam Isolation Valves

4B-22

SLB-U

Main Steam Line Break Upstream of the Main Steam Isolation Valves

4B-23

SLB-V

Main Steam Line Stuck Open Safety Valve

4B-24

ATWS

Anticipated Transient Without Scram - No MFW

4B-25

ATW-S

Anticipated Transient Without Scram - SI events

4B-26

ATW-T

Anticipated Transients Without Scram - With MFW
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Figure 4B-1 (Sheet I of 2)
AP1000 Large LOCA Event Tree
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List of Top Events
Event

Description

LLOCA

Large LOCA Event Occurs

ACC

Accumulators Inject

ADS-F

Full RCS Depressurization byADS Occurs

IRWST

RCS Refill from IRWST by Gravity Injection Occurs

Cis

Containment Isolation Occurs

RECIRC

Water Recirculation to RPV from the Sump Occurs

CHR

Containment Cooling is Established

Figure 4B-1 (Sheet 2 of 2)
AP1000 Large LOCA Event Tree
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List of Top Events
Event

Description

IEV-SAD

Large Spurious ADS Actuation Event Occurs

ACC

Accumulators Inject

ADS-F

Full RCS Depressurization by ADS Occurs

IRWST

RCS Refill from IRWST by Gravity Injection Occurs

CiS

Containment Isolation Occurs

RECIRC

Water Recirculation to RPV from the Sump Occurs

CHR

Containment Cooling is Established

Figure 4B-2 (Sheet 2 of 2)

AP1000 Large Spurious ADS Actuation Event Tree
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9
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I

I
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Figure 4B-3 (Sheet I of 4)
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I
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NRIIR
RNR

ADU

IRWST

CIS
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3D
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lAP
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15
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Figure 4B-3 (Sheet 2 of 4)
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I
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NIRIR

I IRWST

CIS

RECIRC

CHR

IW2AB

PDS

22

3BE

23

3BR

24

MLO-OK8

25

LCF

26

3D

27

3D

28

lAP

29

ATW-S

IEV-MLOCA
4.36E-04

AC2AB

CM2NL/RCN

PCT*RNH

RTRIP

Figure 4B-3(Shect 3 of 4)
AP1000 Medium LOCA Event Tree
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List of Top Events
Event

Description

MLOCA

Medium LOCA Event Occurs

RTRIP

Reactor Trip Occurs

CMT

CMT Injection Occurs

ADS-F

Full RCS Depressurization by ADS Occurs

ADS-P

Partial RCS Depressurization by ADS Occurs

ACC

Accumulators Inject

NRHR

RCS Cooling by NRHR Occurs

IRWST

RCS Refill from IRWST by Gravity Injection Occurs

CIS

Containment Isolation Occurs

RECIRC

Water Recirculation to RPV from the Sump Occurs

CIR

Containment Cooling is Established

Figure 4B-3 (Sheet 4 of 4)

AP1000 Medium LOCA Event Tree
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I
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I
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I
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3BE
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LCF
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Figure 4B-4 (Sheet 2 of 4)
AP1000 CMT Line Break Event Tree
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CMT

ADS-F I ADS-P I
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I NRIIR I IRWST
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RECIRCI

CHR
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IEV-CMTLB
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3BR
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25
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Figure 4B-4 (Sheet 3 of 4)
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List of Top Events
Event

Description

CMTLB

CMT Line Break Event Occurs

RTRIP

Reactor Trip Occurs

CMT

CMT Injection Occurs

ADS-F

Full RCS Depressurization by ADS Occurs

ADS-P

Partial RCS Depressurization by ADS Occurs

ACC

Accumulators Inject

NRIIR

RCS Cooling by NRHR Occurs

IRWST

RCS Refill from IRWST by Gravity Injection Occurs

CIS

Containment Isolation Occurs

RECIRC

Water Recirculation to RPV from the Sump Occurs

CIIR

Containment Cooling is Established

Figure 4B-4 (Sheet 4 of 4)
AP1000 CMT Line Break Event Tree
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I RTRIP I

CMT
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I
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I
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Figure 4B-5 (Sheet 1 of 3)
AP1000 SI Line Break Event Tree
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Figure 4B-5 (Sheet 2 of 3)
AP1000 SI Line Break Event Tree
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List of Top Events
Description

Event
SI-LB

SI Line Break Event Occurs

RTRIP

Reactor Trip Occurs

CMT

CMT Injection Occurs

ADS-F

Full RCS Depressurization by ADS Occurs

ACC

Accumulators Inject

IRWST

RCS Refill from IRWST by Gravity Injection Occurs

CIS

Containment Isolation Occurs

RECIRC

Water Recirculation to RPV from the Sump Occurs

CHR

Containment Cooling is Established

Figure 4B-5 (Sheet 3 of 3)
AP1000 SI Line Break Event Tree
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Figure 4B-6 (Sheet I of 6)
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AP1000 Small LOCA Event Tree
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List of Top Events
Description

Event
SLOCA

Small LOCA Event Occurs

RTRIP

Reactor Trip Occurs

CMT

CMT Injection Occurs

PRHR

RCS Cooling by Passive RHR Occurs

ADS-F

Full RCS Depressurization by ADS Occurs

ADS-P

Partial RCS Depressurization by ADS Occurs

ACC

Accumulators Inject

NRIIR

RCS Cooling by NRHR Occurs

IRWST

RCS Refill from IRWST by Gravity Injection Occurs

CIS

Containment Isolation Occurs

RECIRC

Water Recirculation to RPV from the Sump Occurs

CHR

Containment Cooling is Established

Figure 4B-6 (Sheet 6 of 6)

AP1000 Small LOCA Event Tree
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IRCSLK

I

CVS

SDMANI

I

PDS

1

RCS-OK1

2

SLOCA

3

SLOCA

I

List of Top Events
Description

Event
RCSLK

RCS Leakage Event Occurs

CVS

CVS System is Operable

SDMAN

Operator Manually Shuts Down the Plant in RCS Leak Event

Figure 4B-7
AP1000 RCS Leak Event Tree
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IPRSTR

IRTRIP

ICVS

PRISO

I

I

sPD

1

LMFW

2

SLOCA

3

SLOCA

4

ATWS

List of Top Events
Description

Event
PRSTR

PRHR Tube Leak Event Occurs

RTRIP

Reactor Trip Occurs

CVS

CVS System is Operable

PRISO

Operator Isolates the PRS following PRS Tube Leak Event

Figure 4B-8
AP1000 Passive RHR Tube Rupture Event Tree
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Figure 4B-9a (Sheet 1 of 3)
AP1000 Steam Generator Tube Rupture Event Tree
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Figure 4B-9a (Sheet 2 of 3)
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List of Top Events
Event

Description

SGTR

Steam Generator Tube Rupture Event Occurs

RTRIP

Reactor Trip Occurs

CVS

CVS Available

SFW

Startup Feedwater Available

SGDEP

Secondary Depressurization in SGTR by Condenser

PRDEP

Primary Depressurization in SGTR by CSAX or ADF

SGISO

Isolation of Faulted Steam Generator in SGTR

CMT

CMT Injection Occurs

PRUR

RCS Cooling by Passive RHR Occurs

CIIR

Containment Cooling is Established

Figure 4B-9a (Sheet 3 of 3)
AP1000 Steam Generator Tube Rupture Event Tree
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Figurc 4B-9b (Sheet 1 of 6)
AP1000 SGTR Continues Event Tree
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List of Top Events
Event

Description

SGTRC

SGTR Continues

CMT

CMT Injection Occurs

PRHR

RCS Cooling by Passive RHR Occurs

ADS-F

Full RCS Depressurization by ADS Occurs

ADS-P

Partial RCS Depressurization by ADS Occurs

ACC

Accumulators Inject

NRHR

RCS Cooling by NRHR Occurs

IRWST

RCS Refill from IRWST by Gravity Injection Occurs

CIS

Containment Isolation Occurs

RECIRC

Water Recirculation to RPV from the Sump Occurs

CHR

Containment Cooling is Established
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List of Top Events
Event

Description

TRANS

Transient With MFW Available Event Occurs

RTRIP

Reactor Trip Occurs

MFW

Main Feedwater is Available

SLSOV

No Stuck Open MSL SV

SFW

Startup Feedwater Operational

PRIIR

RCS Cooling by Passive RHR Occurs

PRSOV

No Stuck Open Pressurizer SV

CMT

CMT Injection Occurs

ADS-F

Full RCS Depressurization by ADS Occurs

ADS-P

Partial RCS Depressurization by ADS Occurs

ACC

Accumulators Inject

NRHR

RCS Cooling by NRHR Occurs

IRWST

RCS Refill from IRWST by Gravity Injection Occurs

CIS

Containment Isolation Occurs

RECIRC

Water Recirculation to RPV from the Sump Occurs

CItR

Containment Cooling is Established
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List of Top Events
Event

Description

LRCS

Loss of Reactor Coolant Flow Event Occurs

RTRIP

Reactor Trip Occurs

MFW

Main Feedwater is Available

SLSOV

No Stuck Open MSL SV

SFW

Startup Feedwater Operational

PRHR

RCS Cooling by Passive RHR Occurs

PRSOV

No Stuck Open Pressurizer SV

CMT

CMT Injection Occurs

ADS-F

Full RCS Depressurization by ADS Occurs

ADS-P

Partial RCS Depressurization by ADS Occurs

ACC

Accumulators Inject

NRHR

RCS Cooling by NRHR Occurs

IRWST

RCS Refill from IRWST by Gravity Injection Occurs

CIS

Containment Isolation Occurs

RECIRC

Water Recirculation to RPV from the Sump Occurs

CIIR

Containment Cooling is Established
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List of Top Events
Event

Description

LMFW1

Loss of Feedwater to One Steam Generator Event Occurs

RTRIP

Reactor Trip Occurs

MFW

Main Feedwater is Available

SLSOV

No Stuck Open MSL SV

SFW

Startup Feedwater Operational

PRHR

RCS Cooling by Passive RHR Occurs

PRSOV

No Stuck Open Pressurizer SV

CMT

CMT Injection Occurs

ADS-F

Full RCS Depressurization by ADS Occurs

ADS-P

Partial RCS Depressurization by ADS Occurs

ACC

Accumulators Inject

NRIIR

RCS Cooling by NRHR Occurs

IRWST

RCS Refill from IRWST by Gravity Injection Occurs

CIS

Containment Isolation Occurs

RECIRC

Water Recirculation to RPV from the Sump Occurs

CuIR

Containment Cooling is Established
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List of Top Events
Event

Description

POWEX

Transients With Core Power Excursion Event Occurs

RTRIP

Reactor Trip Occurs

PRSOV

No Stuck Open MSL SV

MFW

Main Feedwater is Available

SLSOV

No Stuck Open Pressurizer SV

SFW

Startup Feedwater Operational

PRHR

RCS Cooling by Passive RHR Occurs

CMT

CMT Injection Occurs

ADS-F

Full RCS Depressurization by ADS Occurs

ADS-P

Partial RCS Depressurization by ADS Occurs

ACC

Accumulators Inject

NRHR

RCS Cooling by NRHR Occurs

IRWST

RCS Refill from IRWST by Gravity Injection Occurs

CIS

Containment Isolation Occurs

RECIRC

Water Recirculation to RPV from the Sump Occurs

CHR

Containment Cooling is Established
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AP1000 Transients With Core Power Excursion Event Tree
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List of Top Events
Event

Description

LCCW

Transient With LOSS OF CCW/SW Event Occurs

RTRIP

Reactor Trip Occurs

MFW

Main Feedwater is Available

SLSOV

No Stuck Open MSL SV

SFW

Startup Feedwater Operational

PRHR

RCS Cooling by Passive RHR Occurs

PRSOV

No Stuck Open Pressurizer SV

CMT

CMT Injection Occurs

ADS-F

Full RCS Depressurization by ADS Occurs

ADS-P

Partial RCS Depressurization by ADS Occurs

ACC

Accumulators Inject

IRWST

RCS Refill from IRWST by Gravity Injection Occurs

CIS

Containment Isolation Occurs

RECIRC

Water Recirculation to RPV from the Sump Occurs

CHR

Containment Cooling is Established
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List of Top Events
Event

Description

LMFW

Loss of MFW Event Occurs

RTRIP

Reactor Trip Occurs

SLSOV

No Stuck Open MSL SV

SFW

Startup Feedwater Operational

PRHR

RCS Cooling by Passive RHR Occurs

PRSOV

No Stuck Open Pressurizer SV

CMT

CMT Injection Occurs

ADS-F

Full RCS Depressurization by ADS Occurs

ADS-P

Partial RCS Depressurization by ADS Occurs

ACC

Accumulators Inject

NRHR

RCS Cooling by NRHR Occurs

IRWST

RCS Refill from IRWST by Gravity Injection Occurs

CIS

Containment Isolation Occurs

RECIRC

Water Recirculation to RPV from the Sump Occurs

CIIR

Containment Cooling is Established
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List of Top Events
Event

Description

LCOND

Loss of Condenser Event Occurs

RTRIP

Reactor Trip Occurs

SLSOV

No Stuck Open MSL SV

SFW

Startup Feedwater Operational

PRHR

RCS Cooling by Passive RHR Occurs

PRSOV

No Stuck Open Pressurizer SV

CMT

CMT Injection Occurs

ADS-F

Full RCS Depressurization by ADS Occurs

ADS-P

Partial RCS Depressurization by ADS Occurs

ACC

Accumulators Inject

NRIIR

RCS Cooling by NRHR Occurs

IRWST

RCS Refill from IRWST by Gravity Injection Occurs

CIS

Containment Isolation Occurs

RECIRC

Water Recirculation to RPV from the Sump Occurs

CIIR

Containment Cooling is Established
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Event
LCAS

Loss of Main Compressed Air Event Occurs

RTRIP

Reactor Trip Occurs
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No Stuck Open MSL SV
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Startup Feedwater Operational
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RCS Cooling by Passive RHR Occurs
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No Stuck Open Pressurizer SV

CMT

CMT Injection Occurs

ADS-F

Full RCS Depressurization by ADS Occurs

ADS-P

Partial RCS Depressurization by ADS Occurs
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Accumulators Inject

NRHR

RCS Cooling by NRHR Occurs

IRWST

RCS Refill from IRWST by Gravity Injection Occurs

CIS

Containment Isolation Occurs

RECIRC

Water Recirculation to RPV from the Sump Occurs

CIIR

Containment Cooling is Established
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List of Top Events
Description

Event
LOSP

Loss of Offsite Power Event Occurs

R05

Reactor Trip Occurs

DGEN

No Stuck Open MSL SV

SLSOV

No Stuck Open MSL SV

SFW

Startup Feedwater Operational

PRHR

RCS Cooling by Passive RIIR Occurs

PRSOV

No Stuck Open Pressurizer SV

CMT

CMT Injection Occurs

ADS-F

Full RCS Depressurization by ADS Occurs

ADS-P

Partial RCS Depressurization by ADS Occurs

ACC

Accumulators Inject

NRHR

RCS Cooling by NRHR Occurs

IRWST

RCS Refill from IRWST by Gravity Injection Occurs

CIS

Containment Isolation Occurs

RECIRC

Water Recirculation to RPV from the Sump Occurs

CHR

Containment Cooling is Established
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List of Top Events
Description

Event
SLB-D

Main Steam Line Break Downstream of MSIVs Event Occurs

RTRIP

Reactor Trip Occurs

MSISO

Main Steam Line Isolation Occurs

NSGTR

No Consequential Steam Generator Tube Rupture

PRHR

RCS Cooling by Passive RHR Occurs

CMT

CMT Injection Occurs

CVS

CVS Available

ADS-F

Full RCS Depressurization by ADS Occurs

ADS-P

Partial RCS Depressurization by ADS Occurs

ACC

Accumulators Inject

NRHR

RCS Cooling by NRHR Occurs

IRWST

RCS Refill from IRWST by Gravity Injection Occurs

CIS

Containment Isolation Occurs

RECIRC

Water Recirculation to RPV from the Sump Occurs

CIIR

Containment Cooling is Established
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List of Top Events
Event

Description

SLB-U

Main Steam Line Break Downstream of MSIVs Event Occurs

RTRIP

Reactor Trip Occurs

BL

Fraction of SLB-U Events Inside Containment

MSISO

Main Steam Line Isolation Occurs

NSGTR

No Consequential Steam Generator Tube Rupture

PRIIR

RCS Cooling by Passive RHR Occurs

CMT

CMT Injection Occurs

CVS

CVS Available

ADS-F

Full RCS Depressurization by ADS Occurs

ADS-P

Partial RCS Depressurization by ADS Occurs

ACC

Accumulators Inject

NRIIR

RCS Cooling by NRHR Occurs

IRWST

RCS Refill from IRWST by Gravity Injection Occurs

CIS

Containment Isolation Occurs

RECIRC

Water Recirculation to RPV from the Sump Occurs

CHR

Containment Cooling is Established
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List of Top Events
Description

Event
SLB-V

Stuck Open Secondary Side Safety Valve Event Occurs

RTRIP

Reactor Trip Occurs

NSGTR

No Consequential Steam Generator Tube Rupture

PRHR

RCS Cooling by Passive RHR Occurs

CMT

CMT Injection Occurs

CVS

CVS Available

ADS-F

Full RCS Depressurization by ADS Occurs

ADS-P

Partial RCS Depressurization by ADS Occurs

ACC

Accumulators Inject

NRIIR

RCS Cooling by NRHR Occurs

IRWST

RCS Refill from IRWST by Gravity Injection Occurs

CIS

Containment Isolation Occurs

RECIRC

Water Recirculation to RPV from the Sump Occurs

CHR

Containment Cooling is Established
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OK
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OK
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4

ATWSC

List of Top Events
Event

Description

ATWS

ATWS Event Occurs

RTPMS

Reactor Trip by PMS (Auto/Manual)

DAS

Diverse Actuation System is Available

MGSET

MG Set Trip by DAS

Figure 4B-24a
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List of Top Events
Description

Event
ATWSC

ATWS With Loss of MFW Event Continues

PRHR2

Startup Feedwater or PRHR

RTSTP

Reactor Trip Manual

PRES

RCS Pressure Relief

BOMAN

Manual Boration by CVS

PRSOV

No Stuck Open Pressurizer SV

CMT

CMT Injection Occurs

ADS-F

Full RCS Depressurization by ADS Occurs

NRIIR

RCS Cooling by NRHR Occurs

IRWST

RCS Refill from IRWST by Gravity Injection Occurs

CIS

Containment Isolation Occurs

RECIRC

Water Recirculation to RPV from the Sump Occurs

CHR

Containment Cooling is Established
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List of Top Events
Event

Description

ATW-S

ATWS Precursor SI Event Occurs

RTPMS

Reactor Trip by PMS (Auto/Manual)

DAS

Diverse Actuation System Is Available

MGSET

MG Set Trip By DAS

PRHR2

Startup FW Or PRHR

RTSTP

Reactor Trip Manual

PRES

RCS Pressure Relief

CMT

RCP Trip and Core Makeup Tank

ADS-F

Full Depressurization by ADS

NRIIR

Normal RHR in Injection Mode

IRWST

Gravity Injection

CIS

Containment Isolation

RECIRC

Water Recirculation to RPV

CHR

Containment Cooling is Established
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List of Top Events
Event

Description

ATW-T

ATWS Precursor With MFW Occurs

MFW

Main Feedwater and Condensate

RTPMS

Reactor Trip by PMS (Auto/Manual)

DAS

Diverse Actuation System Is Available

MGSET

MG Set Trip by DAS

BOMAN

Manual boration by CVS

CMT

RCP Trip and Core Makeup Tank

ATS-F

Full Depressurization by ADS

NRIIR

Normal RHR in Injection Mode

IRWST

Gravity Injection

CIS

Containment Isolation

RECIRC

Water Recirculation to RPV

CHR

Containment Cooling is Established
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